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from Saco depot, on Jordan road, so called. Terms
$900 cash and balance on mortgage. Apply to MRS.
HANNAH JACKSON, ou the premises, or GEO. R.
DAVIS & CO., Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
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but seven; lor he would earnestly strive
so to
employ the hours of every day as to make
them in the highest degree serviceable to
himself and to society.
That observance of

Sunday by which one becomes belter equipped to meet the toils and temptations of lift
is the true observance. And it may happen
under rare pressure of circumstances that to
spend the day in resting and sleeping will be
a truer observance than to spend it In attendat church.
There are two ways of believing in Jesus.
According to one way belief in Jesus is mereance

ly a religious observance, and, as such, a
special ground of merit, or even a substitute
for merit. According to the other way it is a
genuine and hearty assent to the obvious suThe formal
premacy of his righteousness.
believer, who places his trust in Jesus simply
as the appointed way of salvation, believes as
it were under duress, constrained thereto by
what may happen otherwise; and wbat sort
yi wuci is min,f ice sincere oenever oeiieves
in Jesus without other constraint than a
purely natural appreciation of the divineness
which characterized his life and
teaching*.
As a mere observance belief in Jesus is a serious obstacle to the
triumphs of Christ; as a
sincere faith in the highest
type of rigl teouaness the world lias known it is a
mighty inspiration, and its effect upon
character
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daily duty.
We say commonly that salvation is not subject to the determinations of arbitrary decree ; it is the result, not of compliance with
set rules, but of obedience to spiritual obligations, obligations that are real and everlasting, not appointed, not made by rule, but existing eternally in the nature of things. The
good man is the saved man. I think that is
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offerings and by the music and tbe sermon;
in the Sunday school by singing of Easter
hymns and by recitation of Easter verses—
possibly this may be such observance of a
day as Paul would condemn. I want to
show that it is not; and shall
try to do so by
exhibiting the very broad line of distinction
between proper and improper observance of
religious customs. This distinction of which
x

'3 an “observance of
days”
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Iu these wools, and mauy others like them,
Paul has placed himself on record as being
opposed most decidedly to observance o
days. On the other hand, the Christiar
church is on record as being greatly incline*
to the observance of days. Dr. Pr.estlej
wrote, in 1782, “The Church of Euglanc
appropriates thirty-one days to festivals,
ninety-five days to fasts and twenly-nine tc
the saints.”
(Priestley’s corruptions ol
Christianity.) That is to say, the Church ol
England, in the year 1872, gave some special
observance to one hundred and fifty-five
days in the year. Christmas and Easter,
Thanksgiving and Fast Days are obse;ved by
many of the ehurcbcs, and Sunday is observed each week by ail churches. Yet Paul
put himself squarely against the “observance
of days.”
It would appear, then, that the Christian
church is disobedient to the Pauline instruction in this matter. Possibly even the little
observance of Easter Sunday which is found
here to-day,—in the church, by Easter floral

Cumberland Street foi
Sale.

21 story House No. 103 Cumberland
street, pleasantly situated within five minutes
walk of City Hall, containing Din ng Room anc
Kitchen finished in hard wood, suite of Parlors and
Library finished in black walnut and ash, highly polished (tw » marble mantles in Parlors), seven chambers, bath room finished in hard wood. House furni-bed with Furnace, Gas, Sebago water aud all
modern conveniences. Parlors, Library and Hall elegantly frescoed. All other rooms well painted. Title
perfect. $2500 can remain on mortg ge for a term of
years. Apply to GEO. R. D 4VIS & CO., Real Estate and 5lorrgage Brokers, or to WM. DAVIS,
Ticket Agent, Cfrand Trunk Depot.
mch29illm

j

and months

and
Ye observe days
yean, I am
afraid for you, lest I have bestowed upon ym,
labor in vain. Galatians 4, 10, 11.

FINE residence onc-balf mile from tlie Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles fr m Portland; House and Ell t wo stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-honse and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
land,
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, 3 acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern In the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
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OBSERVANCE OP DAYS.

For Sale in the Town of West-

House

“nature’s sweet restorer” to repair his frame
for tho days to come, he thus robs God of HU
time. Every moment of this day he must deHe lays up
vote to special religious labor.
treasure In Heaven, by arduous self-denial on
this one sacred day; and by making hi» Sundays laborious wins for himself the “Sabbath
°f eternal rest.”
j
‘8
;
impossible to defend Christendom at
l18 point against the impassioned invective

X0RNI>C1> APBau,^
8ermon for Easter.

arc prepared to loan
money in nuuir
from 9100 to any amount
desired, on first
class mortage* iu Portland Cape Elizabetb, Westbrook, or Peering. Parties desirous of building can also beaecomuxodn
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO„
Real Estate and ITIorlgagc Brokers.
tf
gep24

pear

New Boarding House.
Subscriber, having leased the new and

MANUFACTDItEB OF

ESTATE.

FARM
eight acres; 1£ story house,
barn 23x40, p ul ry-house, piggery, &
A and
apple,
trees and small fruits. One half mile

TO LEI.

Nos. 31 aud 33 Free St,

TEEMS «8.00 PER ANNl'M

Geo. R. Ravi* A; Co’s
BULLETIN.

GOOD

U J3 BT O LSTERER

1873.
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Wo. 5 Pemberton square. .Boston,
Will Buy and Sell on

MAINE}.

APRIL 15,
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carefully attended to.
References:—Chas. B. Sawyer, Pres. 5th Nat’l
Bank, Chicago; Chas. H. Mathews, Capitalist, Schcnedady V. Y.; J. P. Winsl
& Co., Portland, Me.;
S A. Briggs, Vice-Pres. Franklin Bank, Ch*cago;
G. H. Hosmer, Lcckport, N. Y.; Pliinney & Jackson,
Portland. Me.
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punctilious conformity to appointed usages.
two families. For price, &c., enquire of G. W.
it from its present dying state.
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
This is the culmination of our
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, Eddy, 131 Commercial street, or
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VICE PRESIDENTS:
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A Superior Hay Farm, eight mlies
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
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to
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HON. HUGH J. ANDERSON.
who
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house, a splendin cellar, clstein and
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
GEO. P. WESCOTT,
West End, two story ^ouse, all furnished,
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garded as a distinct ground of merit, does ligiously, to fast ceremonially,
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and pleasant, all the modern
HANNIBAL HAMLIN.
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couflict with that rule. It elevates to supreme
er fruits: and all conveniences to make a good farm.
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that
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NATHAN CLIFFORD,
prayers of the hungry are more
LOT M. MORRILL,
SAM’L E. SPRING,
improvements. Will be let until Nov. 1st. Apply to
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For example, a great number of persons are
Counsellor at Law and in Patent
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The HI a it Farm for Sale or to Let,
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Rooms to Let.
This is vaguely perceived by the
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Enos T. Luce,
Thomas Littlefield,
Wm. M. Harris,
A. D. Cornish,
N, W. Farwell,
rVNE OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
gurates the “national game” of base-ball.
For Sale—Summer Resort on CSie- Nelson
chance opportunity, obtained a few moments
Rufus Prince,
A. C. Dennison.
Ara Cushman.
Philo Clark,
kJ STREET. Enquire of
Dingley, Jr.,
The time is not distant when some wide
STROPX A HOLMES,
N. B. Reynolds,
bcague Island.
J. A. Donovan, M. D.
Daniel P. Atwood,
A. K. P. Knowlton,
his bedside, and endeavored to elicit from awake Governor will
Sam’i French.
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
by
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B. F. Sturgis, M. D..
A good dwelling house with 12
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a nod of assent to some question
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very pleasant and desirable front rooms on
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A. A. STROUT.
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Alfred Mitchell, M. D.,
H. J. Libby,
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To say that this is bad is not enough to say genuine
In short, the observance of days and month*
W. H. Phillips,
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JOHN C. PROCTER.
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Enoch Knight,
E. H. Dunn,
Francis Fessenden,
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93 Exchange street.
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James M. Bates. M. D.,
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Wm. W. Thomas, Jr..
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We give some observance here to Easter
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Geo. F. Emery,
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John S. Russell.
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GAS AND WATER
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XVA1 XXXJ
Gas and Water Pipe iutroduced into Houses, Halls,
monly taught, has been inferior to infidelity the solitude of bereavement gives heavenly
dences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
HANCOCK COUNTY.
Hotels and public buildings in a laitbful manner.
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
and
to
theism
in
it separates
this;—that
P. H. Harding, M. D.,
S. W. Pope,
fellowship. It speaks of immortality.
Also, Gas Fixtures. Images aud Bustsrebronzed and
Seth Tisdale.
Arno Wiswell,
A. F. Page, M. D.,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
rcacbers Wanted for Primary
moral cause from moral effect, proffers the
made to look as good as new. Gas Bings aud Jets
S. R. Whitney.
It is true, indeed, that Easter memories give
J. D. Hopkins,
George Parcher, M. D..
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.
and Grammar Schools in
made to order.
rewards of righteousness for a price other
no increased assurance ol a life to come; it ia
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Mr. C., who for several
fftok
past has been in the
^|T
than
years
righteousness,
degrades
righteousness
not an argument for immortality that Eaater
Real Estate.
Thos. H. Lambert,
employ of Mr. Kinsman, hopes by promptness and
J. W. Bradbury, Jr..
Selden Connor,
Col. H. A. DcWitt,
Henry S. Osgood.
April 15,9 o’clock a. m. at the
by coordinating with it a ceremonial or a brings, but a thought cf it. Historicallv, it
strict attention to business to merit a fair share of
E. F. Yeaton,
E. F. Webb,
H. H. Hill, M. D.,
A. P. Snow, M. D..
School House on Main St., Saccarappa.
Examination
Sale, or lease for a term of years, the proper- J. Q. A. Hawes, M. D.,
form
of
and
belittles
the
words,
of
febl&dtf
God
public patronage.
to
tho
estate
T.
S.
James
F.
of
Francis
O
M.
M.
FOR
Lang,
grace
commemorates the story ot the resurrection;
All wishing for positions must be present at tbe
Geo.
E.
White,
ty belonging
Libby,
D.,
Joseph Manley,
Brickett,
Drew,
Reuben B. Dunn,
if. u. mayor, m. u.,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
Alden Sprague.
Geo. Minott,
E. F. Pillsbury,
xamination.
by making it depend upon an experience so in that theme its hymns and its expressions
GEO. E. COLLINS.
and High Streets.
Per order S. S. Com .Westbrook.
trivial as what is called “a death-bed re- of
worship are centered; and throughout
HARRISON J. LIBBY,) Allm,vo
apr8d&wlw
AUm rP*
pentance.”
Christendom the reported resurrection of
D. O’Brion,
FRANK W. LIBBY,
John Berry,
B. F. Buxton. M. D..
A. P. Gould,
T. L. Estabrook, M. D.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST,
f
This illustration is one of many that might Jesus is generally
F. E. Hitchcock, M. D.,
mar24
T. E. Simon ton,
tf
Edmund Wilson,
H. C. Levensaler, M. D,
J. W. Lawrence,
regarded as at once the
316 CONOBE66 STREET,
Edward Spoar,
be adduced. The last utterance of the dySchool!
Cbas. N. Germaine, M. D.,
proof and the illustration of human immortaliLINCOLN
COUNTY.
man
his
trust
in
Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Farm for Sale or Exchange.
Jesus is sup- ty.. And thus it has come to pass, with reason
ing
avowing
Picture*, Rembraut, Medallion, &e«, from
F. M. Eveleth, M. D.,
Isaac Reed,
Moses Call, M. D.,
Henry Ingalls,
James A. Hall,
A superior Hay Farm in the town
posed to avail him as a substitute lor personal or without, that Easter Sunday, speaking by
NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
Retouched Negative*.
R. H. Cunningham,
A. R. Reed.
By this proc°ss we
A. Kennedy,
of
three
and
half
miles
a
But
also
A
the
March
3d.
to
be
under
Deering,
15J
Exchange
street,
reading of the the tongues of millions, who in all the yean
righteousness.
diet rid of Frcclcle*, Moles aud other imfrom Portland.
he charge of Capt. Edward Breen ana C. H. Farley,
OXFORD COUNTY.
Bible morning and evening, as an act of re- have hailed its
For all of which no
perfection* of the Skin*
This farm contains about 63 acres
morning light as revealing
[nstructfon will be given every altemoon by Capt.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
Eli B. Bean,
R. A. Chapman,
I. B. Bradley, M. D.,
S. C. Andrews,
ligion, the observance of Sunday, belief in anew the light of immortality, may tell us of
J. A. Morton, M. D..
Tof excellent mowing land, *‘cut 60
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
mchl8dtf
C. F. Durrell,
S. R. Carter,
please. Call and examine for yourselves.
A. F. Lewis,
Fred E. Shaw,
T. C. Shirley,
Jesus, partaking of the Laid's supper, in fine human griefs that have been comforted, and
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arilhnie- tons of hay last season.” Good orchard near the
T. H. Brown, M. D.,
J. A. Caldwell, M. D.,
J. P. Swett, M. D.,
Enoch Foster, Jr.,
A. L Hersey,
house.
all acts and observances connected with re:ic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Midbroken ties that have been reunited, and ruinWin. Gordon, 2d,
A. M. Peables, M. D.,
A. O. Noyes,
O. R. Hall,M. D„
lie Latitude sailing: the use of Logarithms: the use
Buildings consist of a two-story and a one-story E. C. Farrington.
James C. Sheridan,
ligion may be, and sometimes have been, per- ed hopes that have revived through this faith in
W.
Walker.
A.
a
new
barn
with
other out-buildings.
ind adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
40x80,
house,
from
verted
their true meaniug to serve as
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
(Late Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,)
Also, farming tools. Part of the purchase money
3y Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
immortality to which the day Is consecrated.
substitutes for character, and contrivances
can lay on a mortgage, or will be exchanged for a
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
I refuse to be driven to a close scrutiny of
S. H. Blake,
John A. Peters,
Isaiah Stetson,
Charles Shaw,
Chas. W. Roberts,
3ut will be taught if desired.
the
for
tavor
of
God.
Thus
Seth Paine,
J. P. Bass,
John Benson, M. I>.,
securing
Ralph K. Jones, M. D.,
pervert- history, to a narrow canvassing of evidence
Henry Prentiss,
NO. 6 SOUTH STREET,
For further particulars
The evening instruction will be given before tbe
enquire of GEORGE
James C. Weston, M. D.,
A. F. Bradbury,
Calvin Seavey, M. D.,
F. Sauger,
A. C. Hamblin, M. I)..
ed they are stones of stumbling and rocks of
Eugene
for and against an alleged historical event, bemarlOtf
nrhole class, when the various problems involved in
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.
Elias Merrill,
Luther Rogers, M. D..
W. H. McCrillis.
David Bugbee,
John Gardiner,
offence. For as substitutes for righteousness fore permitting my voice to join with others
navigation will be worked oat upon the black-board
COUNTY.
and
rod illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
PISCATAQUIS
supersede
they
discourage
righteous- in celebrating this festival of the church. For
For Sale.
md the use and adjustment of Instruments explaiuness.
A. G. Lebroke,
Wm. Buck, M. D.,
S. O. Brown,
E. A. Thompson, M. D.,
They encourage moral indiffer- it is not any past occurrence that gives meanEphraim Flint.
No. 45 Melbourne Street, head of North
3d.
to
collateral
navigation
such
as
MeteSubjects
Clias L. DunniDg.
-—.and
Seth B. Sprague, M. D.,
A. M. Robinson,
ence
and
of
conduct.
For
laxity
HOUSE
Street; said house is one of the best locations
ing to the celebration; it is rather the senti>rolgy, Ocean Currents, Ac., will also be introduced
what use
to
on the street, tine neighbourhood; consists of a two
or
SAGADAHOC COUNT/.
the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
forward,
struggle
ment, the hope the faith which sprang from
MASTIC WORKER. itFarley,
and
frame
house
ell
contains
12
No. 4 Exchange street.
story
as Paul expressed it,
to “agonize” towards
rooms, confeblDtf
the occurrence, or from which the rumor of
Col. Thomas Hyde,
H. S. B. Smith, M. D.,'
J. H. Wakefield,
Israel Putnam, M. D.,
venient for two families or noe, seven years ola, two
the goal, if the true goal is here, in these fineA. J. Fuller, M. D.,
James T. Patten,
Charles H. McLellan,
T. J. Southard,
an occurrence sprang.
Be the rumor true or
All orders in the above line, and also for Whitenminuets walk from horse cars; will be sold at a very
R.
P.
Carr.
E.
C.
Haskell,
ly contrived substitutes, this cross of Christ, false—and it requires as much assurance to
reosonabl price with in thirty days.
ing, Whitewashing aud Coloring, will receive prompt
SOMERSET
COUNTY.
and
attention.
at
For
M.
this
of
the
N.
this
NEAL’S. 327
particulars inquire
worship
Bible,
forty days’ fast, deny as to affirm—that which is higher, gTeat
personal
A large variety ot Centers, Brackets, &c., conJohn Ware,
marlTdlm
W. S. Howe, Mi D..
C. B. Mclntire,
Sumner Webb,
Congress Street, Portland.
H. B. Connor,
this Sabbatical service, this rite of baptism?
cr,deeper than aDy past event, remains,—the
D. I). Stewart,
stantly on hand, and at liberal prices.
H. C. Hall,
Hiram Knowlton,
Isaac Dyer,
M. N. Dinsmore.
No
need
to
alter
righteousness while hope of immortality, the Easter hope, the
Portland, March 25, 1873.mar26dlm
struggle
S. D. Lindsay,
E. G. Fogg, M. D.,
the
of
these
and
if
these
Tlie “Limerick
sufficiency
WALDO COUNTY.
remains;
Easter solemnity of joy.
should perchance be neglected till the end,
L. B. DENNETT,
N. G, Hichborn,
L. W. Pendleton, M. D.,
H. O. Alden,
Chas. Abbott M. D„
Only let it be admitted that at this recurrAlbert O. Jewett,
even
at
the
end
a
a
a
saR.
P.
S.
M.
Isaiah
word,
pious
FOR SALE.
J.
C.
phrase,
C. B. Hazeltine,
Johnson,
Harmon,
Haskell,
D.,
Ralph
Farrington,
ing season the chmcb has, for centuries past
cred ceremony may win the prize.
C. H. Treat.
turned its thought to the life and immortality,
Counsellor at Caw,
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The suoi-criber offers <or sale his Hotel
The very essence of a false observance is,
somehow brought to light in the gospel; let it
pro} rty in Limerick Village, York County.
Geo. Walker,
that it is made either a substitute for merit,
P. GiUis,
W. Hathaway,
Chas. E. Swan, M. D.
be admitted that from generation to generaNO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,
Joseph Granger,
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
A. B. Willey,
(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)
Chas. J. Milliken, M. D.
L. G. Downes,
H. C. Fesseuueu, M. D.,
Clias B. Paine,
or an independent ground of merit.
A
relig- tion the toiler and the broken-hearted have
with Flied and two large 6tablcs adjoining:
T. V. Briggs,
A. R. Lincoln. M. D..
C. H. Talbot,
N. W. Marston,
PORTLAND. ME.
ious observance that is in thi3 way false is,
two wells of water on the premises, and
hallowed this day with the tears and hopes < t
Hiram Bliss, Jr.
tf
in the manner already indicated, a great hinevery convenience for a Fret-class Hotel.
JanlO
humanity, and is there any one, sympathizing
YORK COUNTY.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
drance t) moral attainment; when made a
at ail with man’s deepest want and sublimes?
liberal patronage.
Frank B. Merrill, M. D.,
Wm. H. Conant,
B. F. Hamilton,
W. S. Ricker,
Ferguson Haines,
F. & C.
source of merit it becomes the occasion of deA. K. P. Meserve,
who does not perceive himself
Jason W. Beatty,
S. 1,. Goodale,
A. K. P. Lord,
Enquire further of the owner.
J. E. L. Kimball, M. D.,
ezpectation,
T.
H.
Hubbard.
merit. If Peul was severe against the observJOSEPH G. HARMON.
Chas. H. I ittlefield,
T. H. Jewett, M. D.,
John E. Butler,
F. G. Warren, M. D.,
joined in spirit to those sad waiting souls
NO. 172 AND 174 FORE STREET,
Wm. Swazey, Jr., M. D.,
marlSdtf
Edwin B. Smith.
Geo. A. Emery,
Samuel Hanson,
John L. Allen, M. D.,
and months and years, it was
Limerick, Me.
ance of
himself one among them in the large assemdays
Wm. Swazey, M. D.,
Caleb Ayer,
Oliver Harmon,
Mark F. Wentworth, M. D,
James M. Stone,
doubtless for this reason.
He would recogN. G. Marshall,
PORTLAND, MAINE!,
F. McKenney
S. W. Jenkins,
Alvali Libby, M. D.,
M, E. Sweat, M. D.,
bly, lifting his eyes with theirs to the promise
nize
no
A.
P.
M.
substitute
for
M.
D„
Weeks,
D.,
holiness.
Nathan Dane,
Beal Estate Tor Sale. Wm. Noyes,
D. D. Spear,
personal
G. F. Clifford,
of eternity. His faith in immortality, though
Having been appointed Agents for one of the
FIRST PREMIUMS.
C. H. Hobbs,
W. H. Sawyer. M. D.,
Enoch Cousins,
J. S. Putnam, M. D.
These
Geo. Getchell,
“works”
these
formal
celebiareligious
perchance otherwise derived, is Identical with
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
C. C. Hobbs,
Marcus Watson,
L. S. Moore.
W. F. Moody,
of
tions
occasions
were
odious
to
special
him; theirs.
Illinois State Fair, 1870.
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and I^ead Pipe, to
HOUSE AND LOT NO. 70 STATE ST.,
he used against these his strongest language;
For the continuity of faith is
de28tf
the trade at Boston prices.
maintained,
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Lot contains 31,000 feet of land, with fine iuit garthey were “beggarly elements,’ they were not in sameness, but in development.
Mason & Hoadley’s
LOST, FOUND.
The
WANTS,
etc. Apply to
made
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labors
all
in
den,
cold,
grapery,
“filthy
ragsthey
tree
that
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
spreads its foliage to the wind was
W- H. FESSENDEN,
vain.
in
nurtured
the
215 Commercial Street.
marGtf
beginning, from the soil and
The Northern Pacific Railroad
Texas State Fair, 1872.
We have, then, the greatest of all authori- from the-nutrime.it
System for Beginners.
Lost.
AND
garnered in its seed. Afties since the time of Jesus for waging uncom- terwards it
T-30 First Mortgage Gold Bonds,
between Green and
afternoon
Numerous County Fairs.
forth
THURSDAY,
leaves and was nurtured
put
For Sale.
Compiled by two eminent and successful teachers,
one black broadcloth CAPE.
warfare against institutional pietLAST
Streets,
Newbury
promising
also
fail
the
air.
excellent
cannot
So
an
which
we
recommend
faith in immortality was
the
unas
a
and
house on State Street, occupied by
well-secured
it has acquired
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by
profitable
Whoever finds the same will please leave at this ofwhich
be
a religion
summed
may
to satisfy both “masrer and scholar,” and is unexTHE
at first by such small nutriment as
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of fice, and receive the thanks of a p or woman.
investment, bear 7 3-10 per cent, gold interest (abont ism,inagainst
supplied
a catalogue of special beliefs, acts and
celled bv auy other Method tor the Pianoforte.
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
up
instinct conld afford and by belief in certain
apr!2d3t
8i currency), and have the following elements of se- observances.
From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist
Price $3.00.
ALLEN HAINES.
In all wo can say or do against
alleged earthy phenomena: afterwards it was
scpl9-tl
“I conscientiously believe that your Piano is In
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
curity, viz:
J. KHSMAI,
such religion we shall only follow the sayings nurtured
Found.
THE
through the higher spiritual facul1. They are the obligation of a strong corporation.
>very respect a mo it magnificent instrument.”
and
of
the
of
Jesus
and
It
street
School.
In
Casco
SUM of MONET
fiery apostle ties, through the foliage of the soul trembling
doings
2. They are a First Mortgage on the Road, its
St. Lawrence Mouse. A can he obtained by calling at No.and15 Canton
Paul. To substitute the formal act for the
Form the Independent”
No. 128 EXCHANGE STREET,
responsive to whispers from the unknown
Canton street and proving proprrty
paying
Equipments, Rights and Franchises.
“The American Piano haB deservedly become a
I living act, the show or worship for the sub- world. One faith still through all
PORTLAND.
ap!2d3t»
For Sale or To I.et,
3. They arc a first lien on its Net Earnings.
developecharges._
stance of worship, the observance of new
rery popular instrument.”
111!
ment, one faith still when supported by belief
4. There is pledged, in addition, for the payment
Tn one sense THE Sacred Music Book of the age,
40 Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
moons and Sabbaths for observance of God's
that the physical Jesus came forth from a maPurchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.
TABLE
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of
of
and
acres
G
and
AnE.
H.
since
It
Junes
to
contains
of
the
Best
interest,a
12,800
principal
4LLE3P4E,
Apply
1,000
ROSS & STURDIVANT,
law, veneration of Jerusalem or Gerizim for terial sepulchre, and supported by the eternal
Ko. 34 Plum St.
sepl3-tf
thems, carefully selected by 500 Choristers and Music per mile through the States, and 25 6i)0acies per mile worship in spirit and in
truth, this is to sub- Christ risen to consciousness in the individuTeachers from all accessible book, and therefore It
through the Tei ritories traversed. The Company is
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
Wanted at tlie St. Julian. must
Ten
Million acreB of its
stitute Pharisaism for Christianity; and this
already entitled to nearly
bo the choicest collection of the century.
al soul; one faith still whether looking backtf
and its Land sales thus far have everagod
ap8
Grant,
FOTt
SALE!
Price
mission
of Liberal Christian- ward to a phenomenon, or inward to
SI.50.
the
it Is
especial
119 C ommercial St., Portland.
WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS
th«
35.66 per acre.
and
to
counteract
to
throughout
oppose
Christ in the soul, deathless forever.
ity
With nearly 500 miles of the road constructed
Found.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and
of
Parlor

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Co., upon
High
property,”
St., takes pleasure in announcing to the public that
he will about the first of April cpen it for a firstclass boarding house. Rooms can be seen and foil
particulars as to terms, &c., obtained, by calling at

A. W. H. CLAPP, Chairman,
CHAS. H. HASKELL, Treasurer,
CHAS. E. JJSE, Secretary.
DR. S. C. GORDON,
DR. S. H. TEWKSBURY.
DR. F. H. GERRISH.
H. F. FURBISH.
JAMES E. CARTER,
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PIANOS!

b7NASH,

Hie American Piano.

«•

TO INVESTORS.
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WATER FIXTURES

American Tune Book.

11

tebbetsT house,

shipment

Coal mined by Messrs. Ham-

the Celebrated
uteft NeiM &

Co.,

of

Philadelphia.

Wc have also tor sale at lowest market price,
iJiM/Kiiwaima, an(l ritieiv*
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
r*ort of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

Prices Low for the

Quality.

SPRINGVALE.

ouuuiuu,

HENRIrF

MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,
T.

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos

to the public at
circular to

Exchange Ml., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasunr Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
No. 30

will attend to the prosecution of
lairas
Court ot Claims and the various

at

Washington._octll-tf
JOST & KEILER,
FRESCO PAINTERS,
Office 134 Middle St.,
up stairs.
ME.

Orders m;iy be loft at F. F. Hale's
picture gallery
&
Bjl*. brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
°rd<r"
promptly ntunifed to.

an'1l>- J1-

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

J.

CLOUDMAN,

ja„22i?4S KXCHAW«-K
J. II.

LAMSON,

So. 152 Middle Street.
HE.

FOBTI.AIVJD,

spying aud enlarging done
All the

to

order.

styles. Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion.
?*'ce^ain» °r Mezzotint card, and the retouched

mill,!-5
»nd

new

new
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we
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JudglTfo^yoifrBelvcs!1^61^^0118
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ta riMM.

rid of freckles
°f ^ Skin‘ CaU

IDcb21
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Moderate
Ti.y 20

wants to go

consent.

___—

lowest Cash Price.
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
mch26____—
A Fine Business Opening
a young or middle aged man of unexceptiona-

Experienced accountant
is

Investigation
Address Bor 2015 Portland M«.

and one
invited

novSttf

have the same

proving property.
tf

WASTED!
COAT MAKERS AT CHESLEY’S,
167 NIIPPLE STREET.

Lost.
A T CITY HALL, on Friday evening, at the
J:m. Blues’ Masquerade, part of a new Waterproof
Cloak, seams stayed with white tape. Another was
left in place of the one taken, which the owner can
havo by calling at 143 Middle street with the one taken

through mistake.

feb25

Schools

New

Winner’s

For Piano, Cabinet Organ, Melo-leon, Guitar,
Banjo, Comet, Fife, Accordeon, Clarionet, Flute
and Flageolet. Dont despiso these little books because they are cheap! For persons who wish to learn
easily and pleasantly, and only go a little way, there
Is nothing better.
Price of each hook 75 cents.
The above books sent, postpaid on receipt of retail
price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., CHAS. II. DITSON&CO.
711 B’dway. New Yorv.
Boston.

A

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Rounds, Sargent & Co., and will continue the business of dealers

D. W. CLARK &

Coal & wood, at tho old stand of Samuel Rounds,
& Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle all demands ol tho late Ann ol
Samuel Rounds & Sons.
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT,
aprs
_dtf

CO.,

DEALERS IN

v

ESTABLISHED 1821.

isncrchv given thrt the firm of RAN& CO., is hereby dis-

V --■'!

a

copart-

and will continue the business of dealers In

Sgafc
p^'-iCAPSl(.Club?
masonic,

AND

MADE TO

CHAPEAUS.

ORDEB,

tS*At the Lowest I? rices.
Samples sent on application, and all orders filled

short notice.

&

WOOD

at the old stand ot the late firm of

J

HATS, CAPS

HOUSE, MARKET ST„
—

Byron Greenongh & Co., THE
140 Middle Street,
RANDALL & McALISTER,
COAL

ICE

1873.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formod
nership under the namo of

ME.

be

NOTICE
DALL, MCALLISTER
mutual consent.
rortland, March 27,

33

Commercial

St.

AND

;

—

EXCHANGE ST.,

Pure Icc supplied for all purposes, and hi any quantity nt the

LOWEST RATES.
apr3

NEW OT8TE

_tf

R~H

OUSE

Replied full v

the public that
informs his friends and

Randall,

aprttf

McAllister A Co.

JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY, F. MCALLISTER.
mar29dtf
Portland, March 27th, 1873.

iand. Hatch’s celebrated Ice Cream sup-

stantly
plied to parties on call.
on

or

uis7»osed

of in any

manner

not ap-

5th—All rosponsiblo parties—whether individuals,
Parishes, or other organizations—throughout the
State, desiring space at the Fair, may have tables
assigned them on application to the Executive Committee at their Headquarters, 120 Middle street.
6th—There shall be a general table to he called the
“Portland Table.** for the reception and disposal of
all articles received by the Executive Committee,
and of all other articles not designed for other tables.
7th—There will also be a State table for tho dispo
sition of all articles contributed without assignment
to any taole from outside of Portland.
CHAS. E. JOSE, Secretary.

Grocery and Provision Store for
Sale.
for a bar, on leading tlroroughlare, well
established, with ran or good paving business
if applied for at once, Moderate can^
oflered
Bargain
ital required.
aprlodnt TAYLOR & CO.. 3 State St., Boston.

CHANCE

They will settle all demands of the late flrmoi
a

given away,

proved by the Executive Committee.
3d—The prices of all articles will be fixed by the
Executive Committee.
4th—All articles are to bo marked and sold at rear
son able prices.

apl0d3w

X. S. HATCH

RANDALL, MCALLISTER & CO.,

GO

following Rales hare been adopted
by the Execntlre Committee.

2d—Nothing shall bo

Copartnership.

JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENFY F. MCALLISTER,
EDWARD H. SARGENT,

CO.,

1st—Tables shall be numbered, and assigned by lot
sold on commission. Every
article brought into the Hall lor sa e becomes thereby entirely the property of the Fair, and it must not

—

solved by

&

Maine Gen. Hospital Fair.

Address BOX 1336.

Dissolution of

COOKE

WM. E. WOOD,
SWAN & BARRETT,
and H. HI. PAYSON.
aprl2
eod6w&w6wlG

—

in

_

JAY

New York, Philadelphia and Washington
FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

The

PLEASANT room on Spring: St., or vicinity,
furnished or unfurnished. Without board.

janlOtt

and in operation, the earnings for 1873 will be large.
All marketable stocks and bonds are received in
exchange for the Northern Pacifies on most favorable
terms.

d2w

apr8

Wanted.

GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

PORTLAND,

FOR SALE AT THE

owner can

mch25dtf

THE

Western Timothy Seed
“
“
Canada
“
Red Top
“
michigan Clover
»
«.
Ohio
“
No. New York “
“
“
Pea Vine,
»
u
Alsike
4*
millet
“
Hungarian 6ra,s
“
Orchard

ble character.
thousand dollars capital.

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

ly

grassTseed.

FOR

owner

NOTICE

m Broome St., New York.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

the

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Samuel Rounds & Sons, is this day dissolved by mutual

WING & SON,

tOOO Bags
“
1500
“
IOOO
“
500
“
300
“
400
“
100
‘1
150
“
100
“
lOO
“
lOO

As

jau31

Send for

before the

departments

PORTLAND,

Factory Wholesale Prises.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

GOLD RING. The
Amch26
by calling at this office and

mcli5tf

the world.
There are, therefore, two kinds of religious
observance, proper and improper, true and
false; and the difference between them is that
the one observance is perfunctory, as if >n itself meritorious, and the other is sincere and
simple. I will apply this distinction to some
of the customs alluded to.

The readreader the Bible is a sort of idol.
ing of it is a subdued worship of it.it It is a
is a hook
book to swear by in the courts and
whose presence in the family home is a continuous praver and a pledge of salvation. To
read it, is in some mysterious way,to be good.
A chapter iu the holy Book, though it be but
Sola chapter of genealogies, or a chapter of
onion’s Song, is an abracadabra which, duly
conned in the morning, shall win divine
blessing on the day.
To another reader the Bible is of greater
value; it i« well worth reading and studying
He permits himself to see that It
in itself.
consists of many parts, written at long interdesigns,
vals, by many authors, with various
and under diverse impulses; but he discerns
in that book, in the midst of much that is
morally bad, and much that is morally indif-

ferent, very much that is “profitable for correction, reproof and instruction in righteousness.” He, too, reads in the Bible, as need
requires and occasion serves, not because he
considers that he is thus performing a specially religious and meritorious act, but because
he feels the need of correction, reprocf aud
instruction in righteousness.
be*ny question to which one ot
these Bible reading is most
profitable ? The
one reads in the
spirit of him who said “I
fast twice In the week, I
give tithes of all’tw

tea", st
“KV
^ Ulerciful
are

two

b£

to me a sinner.”

Tays of observing Sunday.
One person regards
the hours of Sunday as
belonging peculiarly to God. All other fray*
are his
to
own,
spend as he pleases, to waste
it he
chooses; but this one day Is God’s. I
he oversleeps

on

Sunday morning, permitting

The best souls in all ages

i

are

brought

to-

gether in this unity of faith. While progressing culture abates the general credulity; while
therefore beliefs change, and overworn phrase*
are dropped into oblivion, or become revitalized by an advanced significance, and events
once earnestly commemorated are suffered to
pass out of consideration, the higher sentiments of humanity continue from age to
age
unimpaired; they are not broken when beliefs
are broken; they are not changed when
these
formularies take new meaning; they are not
anchored to historic ledges. Adjusting themOV/l

V

VJ

kU

UK

Ul

BUI\X981VC

flffoi

adopting readily the new meaning of the ol<5
phrase and form, symbolizing themselves in
ever fresh events, the higher
sentiments of humanity where they exist at all remain the
same, yesterday, to-day and forever
And therefore as we follow on
aiter those
travellers who have plodded their
way

betb£

us, in the generations past, as we catch the

baster refrain that falls from
their lips, as we
lQ the^
the 8ame sentiment of
9,ong we
hope that is ours also,
need not turn aside
to question a
belief, a phrase, a phenomenon,
i heir
hope is our hope, their faith is our faith,
their song
expressing their belief expresses
also, with differing interpretation, our belief;
let os therefore in
unity of spirit join our voices
with theits and sing with them, in that accepted formula of the ages, “Halleluiah; Christ is

risen!”

It Is the season of promise. Winter, relentless gaoler, keeps fast his prison door, There
mer docs look in at the kesbolc.
in
will be presently a sweet balm

vjL

of

v5*obe*tSl wSateris w7w2l

boantv
melt to tenderness and
will let us forth into the

^.n,n8
"}de„h“
under the
tabernacle

skft

If wa
is the season of remembrance.
natures
here meet nature’s promises with
gifts, and express anticipation by exhibiting
a»o
tokens of her coming beauty, we bring
the memorial token, and meet remembrance

with the symbol of the hope which
rolls away the stone from the door of the sepulchre.
In this season of promise may there be
promises of new life registered in all our
hearts. In this season of remembrance may
the liopti of new life—ever new—give us patience;
In this season of naturals resurrection may the purer purpose the surer hope,
of

General Canby
Canby, whose
lienerai
General Edward Rich Spngg
instant at the
nth
(I.e
melancholy death on
is re
j hands cf the Modoc chiefCaptam Jack,
;
was born in Kentucky
none I by telegraph,
and was consequently fifty-six
; about 1817,

generous
loving thought
deed bear witness that within us—Christ is
the more

and more

•

I

sorrow

of age. Me entered Wesl Point Acade[
I vears
and graduated in 1839, standing
my iu 1835
.biriieth in class rank in a class of only

j

TELE
TUESDAY

l^BESSlj;j
IS

MOBH.VG> Al'lUL

,

1S13.

attache of tiro PRESS is furnished
Kv.-uv
with a card cortificato eountersignod by Stanley T.
Putleb, Editor. All railway, steamboat and bote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as've have information that several “hummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition io be, even passively, a party to such fraud.
ro

Milar

S tent

i

are

not

b Ui
of the lebell.on

user.

The Modoc Massacre.
The treacherous and fiendish conduct of
Capt, Jack ami his followers in murdering
Gen. <
atidliis associates wlriiein friendly

’anhy
council, will not fail to awaken Intense iudigconnation and an imperative demand for the
Jac
Capt.
Modoc?.
digit punishment of the
violaand his accomplices, in their shocking
rction or the security that has always been
civil.zed
as
well
as
by
spec ted by savage tribes
themselves the most
nations, havo made
as such they must be
and
outlaws
odious of
The
exterminated for the public good.
have suffered or the cruelties
they
wrongs

besiege and reduce Mobile

United Sto es
Looking upon map of the
8r“
md Canada, you will sec how
<>
and sens have opened to give J
road
intersecting
line of
o the ocean_that a
a

were

and perhaps becoming
[he Northern Pacific,
be constructed lrom this point
roav
st.

Mary, and continued thence
°
the political and
oaawa anil Montreal,
of Can■ommcrcial capitals of the Dominion
in almost a direct
[da, extending from either
of the White Mounine through the Notch
ains, to the finest harbor in America, at the

harbor deep enough for
tty of Portland—a
he largest ships, and so near the ocean that it
5 never blocked by ico even when those of
loston, New York und Baltimore are closed—
, he nearest of all to Liverpool, and the one of
11 at which transhipments are made at the
mallest expense and the most
rapidly.

j

j

By existing lines, as I find by consulting a
i ailway manual, the distance from
Minncapo, is to New York by the shortest line south of
, he lakes is 1,381 miles, to Boston
1,438, to
] ’ortland 1,510.
By the Sault St. Mary lino
, he distance to New York will be
1,360 miles,
, >r a
gain of 21 miles; to Boston 1,320 miles,
, ira
of
118
Portland
gain
miles; to
1,260
, niles, oi a gain of 286 miles, over
any line
low in operation—and
as
nearly
great over

carried nut,.

Having previously been brevetted brigadier
and major-general in tbe regular army be was
consideration of the question.
commissioned full brigadier-general July 28,
Doubtless in the intense indignation that
I860. He bad the honor of receiving the surrender
ot all the rebel forces in the southwest,
this treacherous barbarity has evoked, thousana after the war closed was placed iu comands will demand the general extermination
In
mand ot the department of Washington.
of all the Indians, and those who have from
September, 1867, he was assigned to the comthe beginning been opposed to any other poli- mand of the second military district, comprising the States of North and South Carolina,
cy toward these unfortunate people than that
efficient service in carrying
of murdering them at sight, will he loud in where he rendered
out the reconstruction policy of Congress.
their denunciation of any plan that does not His last command was the department of the
look to an incessant and merciless warfare Columbia, with headquarters at Portland,
until the race is exterminated. Public journ- Oregon.
als too will ridicule the humane experiment of
The New York Times has prepared very
President Grant and the “ration and palaver”
full statistics of the losses of the various ocean
policy will be subjected to the bitterest sar- steamship lines which are very valuable at
casm.
this time. The Cunard line in its nearly
The Modocs liave been regarded as un- thirty-three years of cx'stence has carried
friendly to the whites since 1853. The first nearly or quite a million passengers, and has
treaty with them was mule in 1864 and sub- lost none by accident. The Williams and
sequently twice modified before its ratifica- Guion line has carried a quarter of a million
tion in 1870. Capl. Jack leader of one band passengers since 1866, and has lost only six
objected to the treaty most strenuously but of them,—they having been drowned by
was finally induced to withdraw bis opposijumping overboard after a collision. The
tion. He settled on the reservation but a Anchor line has lost 250 lives, by the loss of
war soon followed with the Klamoths and the
three steamers, out of a total of 150,770 pasModocs were removed to another part of the sengers carried, since 1865 when the line was
lilLVfl

Inflicted

no

longer enter into the

__

reservation. Here disturbances were renewed and that part of the tribe under Capt.
Jack has ever since been turbulent and dis-

established.

due to the advice and influence of evil-disposed persons living at or near Yreka, California.” The commissary in charge confirmed the statment that the Modocs were well
armed and were encouraged by certain
white men who profit by their trade. Captain
Jack said, in November last, in reply to a request for a talk witn Mr. Odeneal, the Oregon

superintendent, “Say

to the

burg line has had no casualties involving loss
of life, and has carried safely 181,650 passengers since 1855. The North German Lloyds
line has carried 482,000 passengers since 1858,
aud has lost none. The Baltic Lloyds line
has lost none out of the 12,445 passengers carried since 1871.

The White Star line has carried 61,900 passengers in two years, and has
lost 546 in the terrible wreck of the Atlantic.
The figures united show that of more than
3.320.000 passengers carried between Europe
and New York by existing steamship lines
only 979 have lost their lives by collision,

superintendent

that we do not want to see him or to talk
with him. We do not want any white man
to tell us what to do. Our friends and counsellors are men in Yreka, California. They
tell us to stay where we are, and wc intend
to doit, and will not go upon the reservation.
I am tired of being talked to, and am done
with talking.” Mr. Odeneal gives a copy of a

The New York

Concerning new

not devoid of entertainment for the reader.
But it has been remarked by philosophic observers that the invention scarce ever passes
beyond the stage of type aud ink, and that in
the rare cases when it enters upon what may

experimental period, something
almost always happens to it early, and it goes
off untimely.
A great many parties have
been invented; only two or three have struggled with existence and achieved history.
be called the

Portland and the Northwest.
SPEECH OP HON. ISRAEL WASHBURN,
MINNEAPOLIS.

We published last week

]

city

The order
for the increase was presented by Alderman
Daveis of Ward 4, who was one of the most
earnest, and intelligent advocates of this increase of salary on the ground of economy—
• view taken by all of the gentlemen in the
city, of both parties, who have bad experience
In the city council.
reason why a not nice young
persuaded to pay twenty odd dollars iu Winterport. He went one evening to
see the daughter of an old gentleman who,
for reasons best known to himself, ordered

This is the

man was

to leave the house. Encourthe young
aged by the daughter who is evidently ignoman

rant of the injunction and promise contained
in the fifth commandment, the ill-bred fellow
declined in words more emphatic than elegant. With more spirit than muscle the old
gentleman undertook to eject the persistent
lover of his daughter from his house. A
acuffle ensued In which the young man came
off first best.
Angered at the result,
gentleman in a rage, left his
domicile to tlie graceless lovers and took
shelter in the house of a
neighbor. Subsequently the fellow was taken before a iustice
old

apologists fcavc
* CaS®
where they claim that the
*
Clgar
saved many lives and of course
of
most
it.
the
When
the
ing
steamer
run upon the rock atThrogg's neck
the other
morning, the shock created a panic among
the passengers, tendered more intense
by the
news of the terrible Atlantic catastrophe.
The Captain comprehending the situation had
presence of mind enough to thrust a cigar into his
month, take a newspaper in
his '.hand and walk leisurely through the
cabin, assuring the passengers rather by his
manner than his
words, that there was no
danger and thus preventing a fearful scene.
There is, however, a
probability that it was
the newspaper rather than the Havana that
had the quieting effect. It is
frequently said
tfcst the papers are passing dull.

use'o'f
thel

Eha'c^"

a

JK., AX

telegraphic ab-

stract of Collector Washburn’s address to the

pay; conof the city

-ihe rooacco

parties, the New York

attempting to make one, 6ays:
Starling great political parties is an entirely
harmless amusement; particularly so in an
off year in politics. It is frequently done in
newspaper offices. It occupies the time of
the inventor, fills space in the paper, and is

Jkvemment advised this course.

me

pro-

The three
open dealing.
millions of Democrats would he neither better
nor worse by a change of name. If tbe whole
body ot southern whites and northern Democrats are to be politically os,racized, let a new
party get ou without their votes. But if their
votes an* wanted they will claim their rights
iu caucus and convention.”

is mere

in the

Sunday

straightforward,

to do so much work without

sequently nearly every member
council who has had experience

of

tbe recent report that Governor
Hendricks was discussing with prominent
politicians in Washington the abandonment
of the democratic party and founding a new
organization a “weak invention of the enemy,” supported by no evidence, and in a column article declares its emphatic opposition
to any such expedient. It says:—
“There is
nothing more politic than

any reason why they should escape due punishment for that spirit which they fostered
and which culminated iu the atrocious murder of Gen. Canby and his associates ? If the
white men, who gain by warfare and who incite the Indians to their shocking deeds could
be made an example of, it is very probable
that there would be much less complaint of
the outrages of Indians.

man

World

nounces

them,”
In this case, as in many others, it appears
that white men who have frequently been
driven from society for their crimes and are intent on gain at whatever cost, are partially

Both branches of the city council, last
evening, voted to make the salary of the Mayor $2500 for the present year.
By a vote of
the Aldermen, Mayor Wescott was placed at
the head of two of the most important committees—Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges, and
Drains and Sewers—with the understanding
that be will devote his time beyond the usual
duties of the office, to these important matters. There can be no question but what the
money devoted to this increase will be a most
economic expenditure.
There is a general complaint that thousands of dollars are lost, when hundreds, if
applied in season, woull have done as well.
The chairmanship of cither of these committees is so great a draft upon a man's time
that he must either neglect his own business
or that of the city.
It is too much to ask any

at sea,—or almost

shipwreck or foundering
exactly one in 3400,

letter written by a prominent lawyer of Yreka, showing his complicity, and says that a
California State judge is implicated; he also
gives it as his opinion that nine tenths of the
trouble with the Indians “is brought about
by meddlesome white men giving them improper advice, and dealing illicitly with

responsible lor this shocking crime,

The National line has carried

271.000 passengers since 1866, and has lost no
lives nor vessels. The Havre line, which was
established in 1854, has carried 123,200 passengers. and has lost no lives nor vessels.
The Inman line lost 177 lives on the City of
Boston, but has not suffered by any other
disaster; the line began running in 1864 and
has carried 787,000 passengers. The Ham-

satisfied.
Last February in reply to an enquiry of
Congress, the acting Indian Commissioner
reported on the authority of the Oregon
superintendent that the present defiant hostility of the Modocs was in a “great measure

Minneapolis Board of Trade

on
the 7th inWe have since received the Minneapolis Tribune, from which we take the following report of the speech :

Btant.

When the sweling population of the West
gets three hundred miles from a great city, it

gather, by irresistible gravitation,
around another great centre to develope into
another emporium. Now here is a
country in
this vast Northwestern region,
extending I
somewhere from the 44th to the 49th parallel
of North latitude—and beyond this
still
farther to the North a large and fertile portion
of Canada, including Manitoba and the Winnepeg region, and the valleys of the Assiniboin and Sascatchewan valleys running westward to the Rocky Mountains.
This great
empire must have'its outlet, and its greatjeominereial capital must be in the United States

begins

to

somewhere.
And as the country which
is to sustain and feed it is large and productive, the city that conducts the traffic will inevitably be large and wealthy. Within this
territory there is now a large and vigorous
population, of a million and a quarter, growing so rapidly that it will be pretty certain to
number three millions by the next census,
eight or ten millions hy 1900 and by 1890 it will
have somewhere a city larger than Chicago is
to-day. It is inevitable. [Applause.]
You remember that Mr. Seward said, that
in his opinion one of the greatest cities on this
continent would he here in Minnesota. Col.
Benton once said there would be three great
in
the
cities
Mississippi

valley,

one

ui.

i\cw

v/rifans,

one

St. Louis, and one at St. Anthony’s Falls.
If you go too far west for the location of the
great city of this belt you lose the control o.
the great country between that and the lakesf
at

Moreover, it must, I think, be on the Mississippi river. It cannot be at Duluth, for that
side.
You
far
one
too
s
might
well
ias
expect to have a New York at
Eastpon, Maine, as to build this great Westand wealth within a
ern hive of industry
stone’s throw of Hritish Ameiiea, and the
bleakest part, at that. Minneapolis may be
that city, and it may bo at some other point.
It must, I think, be in this vicinity.. It may
be at St. Paul. I do not know all the eleand factors of the question sufficiently
be able to decide where this great city will
be; but I think It cannot be far from here.
And this country, too, must have its own
peculiar system of communication with the

ments
to

Atlantic—-its own proper, direct, cheap lines,
working in its interest, and always seeking
and advantage. It can no
which&nntd !° be dePendent upon the lines
for* Chicago, than
the
?rcated
5
be uP°n those
belonging to
Cincinnati.
allegiance to ann,?' outside lines owe an
neither wisely n.
Power, which they can
consent to
put your °\™rably b«r<»y- If you

latt^citv'e.

their hand* you
complain of th
must and should serve
th'*- tr°R,ment. They
and by which they wore cto^T8’5 fur which
The direct question then
com
way of communication, a fensim’18 theie a
which in your own interest
and nl°utt'- by
for your own benefit, a line of
transit foTnly
sengers and freight may be opened to
the
must not

■

aT

_

a

were

the
jo expedition when
1861, be was commisbroke out. In May,
and
placed in command of the
„nIoneJ.
oi New Mexico, where he remainwhen he was made a
ed until March, 1862,
He was then
brigadier-general of volunteers.
transferred to the East, and was on special
at New York
iluty at various places, notably
luring the draft riots of the summer of 1863,
when
he
was
until May, 1S64,
promoted to
j« major-general of volunteers and sent to
of
the
command
division
of
West Missis;ake
:ippi. From th s time until the end of the
var he was iu active service.
He was severey wounded by the rebel guerrillas in Nortmber, 1864. In September of that year he
•eceived the thanks of the President “for the
kill and harmony with which the recent opsratiwts in Mobile harbor, and against Fort
I’owell, Fort Gaines and Fort Morgan were
planned aud carried into execution,” and in
May, 1865, the thanks of the President and
the War department were a min presented to
him for the success with which the plans to

W & do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are iu
all eases lndispo ah c, not
necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
"We cannot undertake to return or rc erve communications that

the late
Jcnorals Isaac I. Stevens and Hailcck, Genual E. O. C. Ord, who stood on the
army
egister just before him in rank as a brigadierjeueral, General Ricketts, and the rebel Geniral Gilmer. lie was
appointed a second licu■enant of infantry July 1, 1839, and has been
continuously in service ever since. He served in the Florida war and afterword in Mexi'
tco, winning two brevets for gallant conduct,
an
He was commissioned captain in lSol
with Genwas
he
major in 1855. In 1857-60
Ila
eral Albert Sidney Johnston s
was a33‘s”e‘
he
tion. Subsequently
Nava_
frontier duty, being m comma
war

] merring.

thirty

Among his classmates

>ue.

risen.

untie ports and the markets of the East which
hall be shorter,
cheaper, more direct and
(tore speedy than
any other that now is, or
I hat hereafter can be
opened ? I think so. If
ou will look
upon the map you will see
'’here it is, and the
map shall be jour spokes1 uan, and the most
convincing and eloquent
hat you can have, because the most true and

tny that can be built hereafter.
The distance to Montreal will be

1,000

niles, and there in the summer your products
will naturally go, so far as they seek shipnent to foreign countries. The shortest line
aow in operation to New Yoik, where sea
going ships arrive, is 1,381 miles ; it will bo only
miles
to
Montreal—a
of
two
1,000
saving
lays’ rail carriage—and 1,260 miles to Portland in winter, or a saving of 121 miles.
Suppose you had to day this railroad I have
described to you, your growth would he incredibly quickened and augmented, for it
would shorten the d stanee of all this country
from the great markets of the world. You
will have it. You will have it within five,
years of this time. [Applause.] Sir Hugh
Allan said to me in Montreal less than a year
ago that he intended to have this line finished
through to the Sault St. Mary, within three
years; but I give him some margin and say
five years. Ily that time you w 11 be entirely
independent of Chicago, and I predict that
passenger trains, with all modern improvements, will then make the trip between Minneapolis and the East, reaching Montreal in
3G hours, Portland in 45 hours and Boston in
48 hours.
[Applause.] There will be Pullman palace
cars
all the way, and at the
wharves of Montreal in summer and Portland
in winter you will find Tunning in connection
with the road, a line of the best steamships
that cross the sea. So you will become the
western terminus of a grand independent
system of railroad and steamship connection
with Europe, running in vour interest, and
devoted to your progress.
The practical question is, how are all these
excellent things to be accomplished ? Well, let
us see.
In the first place, there is the great
Northern Pacific trunk railroad now being
built from Duluth to the Pacific. This road
will need ail the outlets eastward that it can
get. It will demand the shortest lino across
the globe to Europe and Asia.
There is another consideration that will aid
the present project. The old Grand Trunk
system of Canadian railroads formerly had for
their eastern agent, the Montreal Steamship
Company for ocean fransit. The company is
composed of Sir Hugh Allan and four brothers,
who are the largest ship-owners in Great
Britain. It is said they own something like
one fortieth of the commercial marine of the
realm. They arc immensely wealthy and
strong. These steamers ran in connection
with the Grand Trunk road, nine steamers
of 4,000 tons each—the best steamers that
cross the
ocean.
They are so staunch
and sea-worthy that passengers who are acquainted with the line go from New
York and all parts of the East to take passage on them. The company is building more
constantly—adding

one or two
ships every
This line of steamships has furnished
the outlet of the GraDd Trunk system of
roads. But recently there has been some disagreement between the Grand Trunk road
and this steamship company, in consequence
of which the Grand Trunk road has brought
on a new line of its own, known as the
Dominion line, large and spacious steamships.
These, together with the Allan line of ships,
and another line, ran to Portland this winter.
They are all fed by the Grand Trunk road,
and it is found impossible to furnish all the
freight they require. So Sir Hugh Allan has
set about the great work of establishing a line
of railroad of his own—a trans-continental
railway to feed the ships.
It is one of the grandest and most comprehensive schemes ever known in this country.
A railroad is now being constructed to Ottawa, and i3 to he extended from Ottawa to Toronto. and thence is to be connected with
Chicago independently of the Grand Trunk.
So that there will be two lines from Chicago
to the Atlantic seaboard through the Domin-

year.

ion territory.
This is to be supplemented with the Canada
Pacific; a road chartered with abundant subsidy. It was to run according to the charter,

around the north shore of Lake Superior and
make connection with Fort Garry across the
mountainous and desolate country around
Lake Neepigon. A year ago two companies
were chartered,
which received a magnificent
land grant to build the road, but it is now
tacitly agreed on all hands that there will not
be any road north of Superior. On account
of a failure to agree with the old companies
the gov. lament, by authority of the legislature, chartered a new company to build this
road. The new Canada company has thirty
millions of Canada capital and fifty million
acres of land, and will
proceed at once to
build the line from Ottawa to the Sault St.
Maiy. Thence a road will be built to a junction with the Northern Pacific at or below

Duluth, completing the connection with Manitoba. Sir Hugh Allan made a speech last

fall in which he stated that the road would be
built immediately to the Sault St. Mary, and
from there would connect through Wisconsin
and Minnesota with the Northern Pacific, by
the united efforts of the Canada Pacific and
the Northern Pacific companies.
When this great work is completed, you
will see whether it will be for your interest to
build or assist in building the road that is
certain to exist to connect Minnesota and
Dakota with the line that runs almost due
east to the Atlantic.
It seems absolutely certain that your trade to and from the sea will
pass north of Lakes Michigan and Huron, via
Ottawa. Everything postulates and enforces
it. [Applause].
Portland is the winter harbor of Montreal,
260 miles distant. There is a new line of road
running from Portland straight to Ogdensburg, in which Sir Hugh takes a deep interest.
The line is now being built. In winter, when
the outlet to the sea is closed to Montreal, the
freight will go thence by rail and find the
steamships at Portland. This new line from
Ogdensburg to Portland, makes the shortest
possible outlet to the sea from Minnesota.
You are to have the shortest and the
cheapest
route to reach
European markets, and the
highest prosperity for Minnesota will not be
reached till that is attained. Then
your flour
will go East the cheapest way, to
supply those
who
live
people
by fishing, by ship-building,
by manufacturing mostly, and bring back to
their
wares, and your importations from
you
Europe, Minneapolis will become a port of
entry ; imports will come here without break-ing bulk, and the duties will be paid here.
We find it impossible to estimate the importance of this grand scheme. But we know
enough about it to know that in Minnesota
will grow up within the next twenty years a

city

as

large or larger than Chicago is to-day.

[Applause],

Farm Products.
From the statistics

published

in

the census

gatner the following interesting hgures relative to
farming and farm products in
the United States:
Acres in farms in the United States
.188,021,099
reports,

Ditto in

we

woodland.151)310,177

Ditto other unimproved..
Whole number of acres in
An abstract of the princ

5o’503,’7fi5

farm.40t7t36^041

following

result in bushels:

ipal

crops

W heat.
Eye, Barley and

gives

the

9A7 7jii nod

Buckwheat.!'56.501,821

The amount of farm wages paid
year (1870), including the value of

§310,280,285.
Of other large products

during the
board, was

Potatoes, beans and peas.bushels 170,793,329
Elec.pounds 73,635,021
Butter. do
514,092,683

Milk.

63,492,153
43,146,460
23,564,469

3,092,330
87,0-13
68,407,796
6,935,332

gallons 235,500.599
27,316,048
slaughtered animals.$398,956,376
Value of orchard and garden products... 68,054,418
The superintendent says that with so great
an expanse of territory a vast omission of values
in the gross has been unavoidable.
The estimated cash value of farms is S9.2G2,808,861, and of farm productions, implements
and live stock §4,309,693,543.
Less than one half of tho area of inclosed
farms is under cultivation, and less in tho whole
than one-tenth of the national territory.
Of tho total vast product hero exhibited, the
proportion of nearly tliree-fourths is raised in
that most fatal
part of tho Globe, the Mississippi Valiev.

Hay.tons
Value of

by Capt. Jack—
uud lUeachnm morI»r. Thomas killed
ally wounded—Full account of the
treacherous outrage—Gen. Mkcrmnn oriters tho extermination of the Jloiloc*.

Gru. Cnnbr murdered

and 118 marriages.

Five imndred and eighteen

deaths per week are

something

age for April.
An exchange illustrates the
beauties of the
postal card system thus: Smith to his landlady
—“Any letter for mo to-day!”

Landlady—

a few postal
«»r.ls, but there is
nothing of importance In them.”
A western paper says Wirt Sikes, the silent
partner of Olive Logan, was onco a poor printer

Lava Bed Camp, April 11, via Yreka, April
12.—Thursday afternoon fivo Indians and four
iquaws came iuto pur camp and were present'd with clothing and provisions by the
peace
:ommissioners.
A message was sent out by
the commissioners asking for a talk this morn-

ing

point about a mile from our picket
line. Later in tho evening Bogus Charley came
in and told the picket that he could take his
?nn; that he (Charley) did not intend to go
back any more. The picket brought him in to
the tent of General Canby, where Charley left
at a

bis gun and remained at the tent of FrankRidThis morning Boston
dle during the night.
Charlie came in and told the commission that
and
five
Jack
other Indians would
Captain
meet tho commission outside our hues. Boston
Charlio and Bogus Charlie then mounted a
horse and started for the lava beds.
Between ten and eleven o’clock this morning
the peace commission party, comprising General Canby, A. B. Meacham, Dr. Thomas, Mr.
Dyer, Biddle, the interpreter and squaw, Bogus
Charley and Bjston Charlie, went out to tho
designated spot. There they met Capt. Jack,
Joliu Sclioncliin, Black Jim, Shack-Nasty Jim,
Elien’s man, and Hawker Jim.
They had no
guns with them, but each carried a pistol at
his belt. This, however, was not much noticed,
as in previous interviews they had their guns
with them. They sat down in a kind of a broken circle, and General Canby,
Mr. Meacham
and Dr. Thomas sat together, faced by Capt.
Jack rnd Schonchin. Mr. Dyer stood by Jack,
holding his horse,with Hawker Jim and ShackNasty Jim to his left. Tho place was overlooked by the signal station, from which Lieutenant Adams closely watched the proceedings,
About half an hour after the party arrived a
cry from the signal station was heard, saying
that the Indians had attacked the peace commission, and that an engagement had commenced between the Indiaus and Col. Mason.
In a moment the troops were under arms and
deployed as skirmishers under the command of
Colonel Green, and orders were given to go forward at double quick time. Very shortly after
Mr. Dyer returned and told us that the Indians
hau attacked them, and that he thought he
was the only one who had escaped, hut iu a few
moments after Riddle and his squaw were seen
within the picket line.
It appears that at tho fatal conference Mr.
Meacham made a short speech to the Indians
and was followed by General Canby and Dr.
Thomas. Then Capt. Jack made a speech asking for Hot Creek and Cottonwood, now occupied by Fairchild aud Dorris, for a reservation.
Meacham told Jack that it was not possible to
give him what he asked. Schonchin told Meacham to say no more; that ho (Meacham) had
said enough on that subjeet. While Scohnchin
was speaking Capt. Jack stepped to the rear
and stood near where Meacnam’s horse was
hitched. Presently Mr. Dyer heard a cap miss
fire and looking around saw Capt. Jack to h!s
left with his pistol pointed at Gen. Canby.
This was the signal for a general massacre,
at d a dozen shots were fired inside of half a
minute. Mr. Dyer after hearing the cap missfire turned and tied, followed .closely by Hawkafter hint. Dyer
er Jim, who fired two shots
finding Hawker Jim gaining on him, turned
and drew his Derriuger, whereupon Hawker
Jim retreated, and Dyer made the best of his
way to the camp. Captain Jack fired again on
General Canby, who ran off to the left, but ho
and killed instantly.
was speedily shot down
Meacham was shot at by Schonchin and
wouuded in the head. He tried to draw his
Derringer, when two Indians ran up and knocked him down. Dr. Thomas was killed almost
instantly by two pistol shots iu the head, fired
by Boston Charley and another Indian. Riddle’s squaw was knocked off her horse by an
Indian, who took the animal, but was forced
to return it by Captain Jack.
Riddle, it is said
was chased aud shot at, but another account
fired
was
not
he
upon.
says
The Attack on Colonel Hinson’s Camp
and Advance of the Troops.
New York, April 13.—A special despatch to
the Herald says that as soon as the firing was
heard, the drums and bugles sounded the assembly and the skirmish lines with Miller’s and
Throckmorton’s batteries supported by Egan’s
and Wright’s companies of the twelfth Iufautry. The scene of the massacre was quickly
reached. As the advance came up, three of the
murderers were seen running around the edge
of the lake on their way back to their stronghold. About a hundred yards to the west of
the place of meeting was found Mr. Meacham,
badly wounded with a pistol shot over the left
eye. He was immediately attended to and carried back for medical treatment. Fifty yards
further on was the dead body of the Rev. Dr.
Thomas, lying on his face aud stripped to the
waist. The body of General Canby was stripped of every vestige of clothing, and'lay about
one hundred yards to the southward with two
pistol-shot wounds in tho head. Pausing only
a moment the troops dashed on aud the two
leading batteries were within a mile of the
murderers when tile bugle sounded a halt. It
was found that all the Indians had got back to
their stronghold and the troops were ordered to
fall back. Active operations will commence
to-morrow or the day after. Tho attack on Col.
Mason’s camp commenced by the Indians firing
ou Lieutenants Boyle and Sherwood, who had
wandered some five hundred yards outside of
Lieutenant Sherwood was
their picket lines.
riiou

rurougu

me ami aim

lug,

uni

i.M'uu'uaiil

Both the officers got
Boyle escaped unhurt.
safely hack to camp.
In justice to Riddle, the interpreter, and liis
squaw, it should be stated that they both warn-

ed the peace commissioners and Gen. Canby
not to trust implicitly in tho Indians, and added: “If they will go, I wash my hands of all
blame in the matter.’’ The murder of General
Canby has thrown a gloom over this camp
and created a feeling in the hearts of the men
that will exact a bitter reckoning from the
treacherous savages.
Mr. Meacham is still in a dangerous condi
tion, suffering from a flesh wound’ in the right
fore-arm and a pistol shot entering behind the
right ear and escaping three inches above. He
also has an incised wound on the head, where
the Indians tried to scalp him.
The Herald has a special from the camp
near the lava beds, dated early Sunday morning, up to which time there had been no tight.
Tbc Effect of the Sown at Washington.
The murder of General Canby and the members of the peace commission, has been the subject of excited conversation everywhere throughIt was a number of hours after
out the day.
the appearance of the morning papers before
official information came. In the meantime
the officers of the War department and headquarters of the army were in great suspense,
and fiually began to hope that the report might
prove untrue; but before noon full despatches
from General Schofield and from the military
The intepost in Oregon confirmed the worst
rior department has had no advices. General
Sherman immediately telegraphed an order
through General Schofield to attack the Modoes
and to capture or exterminate them. An order
announcing the death of General Canby has
also been given to the press by General SherTho feeling in all official circles is inman.
tense, and more so from the iact that General
Canby was well known here, and aside from
the deference awarded to his rauk he was cordially esteemed and respected by all who knew
him.
At a meeting held on Saturday evening
General Howard reviewed the Apache troubles and said that those now making trouble
were not of the bands he invited from the latHe was daily reter tribes to visit the East.
ceiving letters telling him how much they loved him. He thought the Pimos and Papagoes
tribes should be admitted to citizenship; and
that conversion and regeneration were the true
agencies to solve the In ian problem. For
General Canby he had great respeot, and no
He hopone was more saddened by his death.
ed the act of treachery, which could not be too
would
be
severely denounced,
properly punished. Commissioner Smith said that notwithstanding the great calamity there was no reason
why a Christian policy should not prevail.
He had no word in extenuation of the Modoes’
treachery, hut still, if the government had kept
faith with them in regard to tho reservation
and money which they were to receivo annual
ly under the treaty, this trouble might have
been avoided. Frederick Douglass argued that
there was no hope for the Indian outside of the
In his opinion all
pale of the government.
might be converted; and unless they were made
To his
citizens, all would be exterminated.
mind the great remedy for the existing Indian
troubles was to extend citizenship to them.

Temperance Rally

at

Tempergrand temperance meeting at Lcmont Hall, Thursday afterThe following
noon and evening, April 17th.
gentlemen arc expected: Gov. Sidney Perhain,
Hon. T. H. Hubbard, Capt. C. Sturdevant-, Dr.
Geo. E. Brickett, Rev. John Allen, Rev. Mr.
Pitblado, J. IC. Osgood, Esq., Frank Murphy,
Rodney L. Fogg, Esq., H. M. Bryant, Esq.,
John E. Gerald, Esq., Gen. Joshua h. Cham-

afternoon meeting in a body, and will occupy
seats in the gallery. The singing will bo under
the direction of Sir. McKee n.
Speaking to
commence at 21 and 71 p. m.
Hour of prayer
from 01 to 71.

News and Other Items.
A German lawyer has been sentenced to imprisonment for libelling Kaiser William.
The Western farmers have taken the matter
of “moving the crops” into their own hands.
California theatre audiences have set a pattern which deserves to be imitated elsewhere.
They call out the scenic artist and give him the
credit which usually falls to others.
Two prominent citizens of New Orleans
fought a duel on Monday last with rifles. One
of them was wounded in the hip. They had
sea se enough not to reveal their names.
Mr. Marshall O. Roberts has been in Rome

buying artistic works, and has created much
astonishment in the studios, where his purchasS70.000.
amount to
Queen Victoria recently sent three pounds to
the wife of a private in an English regiment,
the understanding being that there was one
pound for each baby.
A youth of eighteen and a maiden of fourteen eloped from a town in Chautauqua county, N. Y., last week, and were married at midnight
During tho past week there were in New
York city G18 deaths, 405 births, 35 still births
over

PORTmD & OGDENSBURO R. RrCO.
SUPERINTENDEST's OFFIEE, I
)
Portland, Apr. lillh, 1873.
Oa and aftor WEDNESDAY. April 10 tit, all Pa»
longer trains over the Portland & Ogden9burg Railroad, will ran to and from the Boston & Maine Paslenger Station In Portland,

$200 a night, lecturing.
Corvallis, Oregon, is excited

over

torpedo-

a

hug, who has blown up a dancing party and
hoisted a Cheap John and his street platform
The good Corvallis
about ten feet in the air.
people never go to bed now without applying

STATE

OP MAUVE.

Executive Department, I
Augusta. April 10, 1873.1
adjourned session of the Executive Council will
bo held at the Council
Chamber, in Augusta, on
TUESDAY, the twenty-second day of
April lust., at
10 o’clock A, M. Attest:
CEO «• STACY, See. of Stole.
An

P"_____suit

to all the rat-holes.

lighted candles
The pistol as

JONAS HAMILTON, Supt.

aprltsndlw_

and

tact he became the husband of a woman who can earn

water and a few facts.”
This remark excited an audible smile among the other
Herald writers, inasmuch as they rarely have
occasion to use the last two ingredients.
It is said that when Bismarck saw his son disappear where tho battle of Gravelotto was
fiercest, he left the royal party and went into a
tent to hide his expression of grief.
Unfortu-

small, and it is implied
that the grave Premier’s legs stuck out to ludicrously evince by their action the emotion of
tent

of his revolver for such a purpose.

STATE

S-A-U-C-E-

T-A-B-L-E

Tlic best Sauce and Relish
Made hi any Part ot the

S’-A.-M-I-L-Y

Pints

Half Pints

Correspondence.

A cheese factory association has been formed
at Phillips; officers elected; stock subscribed;
lot bought for a site for tbe factory about half
way between the two villages, and tho factory
contracted to be finished in running order by
the first of Jnuc.
Thirteen buildings are to be built at
Phillips
village tbe comiug season.
Tbe lumbering teams of A. Tootliaker,
Esq.,
are now coming out of the woods,
having done
a successful winter’s work.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Miss Annie Sturgis of Fairfield, haa been appointed ticket agent aud telegraph operator in
the office of the Maine Central railroad at Gardiner.

Congressman Hersey has very properly offered the naval academy apointment to a competitive examination, which will be held in Bangor J une 18th.
A child of Martin Haverly of Bangor, has
the small pox.
YORK COUNTY'.

[Pro3S Correspordenc?.’

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion,&c..
to rea~.li the fountains of

as

At Xhi.M Very Hour
Thousands are suffering fever and ague, or languishing in that condition oi debility which the variable
weather of the season is apt to produce, especially if
the nervous system be particularly sensiUve and the
physique delicate rather than robust. All these sufferers, however much they may deserve sympathy,
are nevertheless the victims of their own want of
forecast. A course of Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters,
commenced a month ago, would have exempted
them from their present troubles. Having neglected
prevention, let them at once adopt the means of
cure. A wineglassful of that geni d vegatable tonic
aad alterative twice or thrice a day, for a week or two
will afford eftectual relief in any case of intermittent
or remittent fever, chronic indigestion, constipation,
biliousness or nervous weakness, and a pirseverence
in the use of the restorative will prevent the possibiltp of a relapse.

NOTICES.

I. O. O. F.
member of Machlgonne

Encampment is requested to bo present at tho regular session to-morrow (WEDNESDAY) evening, as important business with reference to the coming anniversary will to
brought before the meeting.
aplOsnlt

CHOICE NEW BUTTER
JVST RECEIVED AT

all Humors. Liver and Billious Diseases, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Costivones;*, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased siomaeh or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO.
C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
sneodl6w
mar6
cure

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
Blackhoad and Flesh worm, use PERRY’S improved Coraedone and Pimple Remedy, the groat skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
mar22sn6m
everywhere.

bondsT
BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east. Private
property as well as public rea lied. Debts very small
in proportion to property anil therefore easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonos. L ws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will lind them very safe.

nothing better.

AARON R. ALDRICH & CO.,
COMMERCIAL ST.
snlw

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
THURSDAY April 17th, (Fastday,) there will
bo no freight trains run on the M. C. R. R., aud no
freight received or delivered on that day.
L. L. LINCOLN,
On

aprludsntd

Acting Supt.
For Sale.

VALUABLE SAND PIT—0 acres of land in Gortrack of the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Bank 20 ieet high, sand very Hue,
no
needing screening.
Also ONE DOUBLE STORY AND A HALF
HOUSE on leased land rear of 94 Clark street.

ham, Maine, adjoining the

to

T. B. REED,
91 Middle street.
CONSTANT TALK.

fcb6sntf

engaged

They’ve talked »o much and well;
They’ve made their customers believe
The place to trade was there;
And if they “bargains” would receive,
They should not trade elsewh ro.
This “constant talk” of George FexnoNs,
Of “Suiting” Bcys from head to feet.
Brings multitudes to him for “Clothes,”
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
gndfit
aprlS

To Let.
Commercial St.Inquire of

No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

___sentl2sutf
Wanted.

Black

or

Brown,

Natural

and leaves the hair

clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
•uchekor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., A. Y.
LvrsN
ld&w

Canada, New Brunswick and Nora Scotia
BiUs,
—

ASD

—

GOLD AND SILVER COIN.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
Bankers, 40 Exchange Street,
sneodtf

feb25

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at tbo Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second
in Portland, Maine, under the style

ill? Pl iRTT. A VTV* anil

aud make

Discounts,

na

in

Banking Business.

oupTi

National Bank,
of the “BANK

will raeoirp Dpnn«ite

tho regular

of the

course

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th, 1S72.
jun23newlt then sn tf

House for Sale.
AT GORHAM, ME., a large handsome

ability for the busi-

ness, wanted to take an agency for Portland and
of one of the most popular Life Insurance
Conpanies in this country. For information, address
r. 0. Box 739.
apr39n3w

FIRST IN THE FIELD !
MAINE STATE HOSPITAL FAIR.
addition to my donation to the above institution

I propose to sell
AT

any

Dry

COST,

Fancy Goods

to

be used

for

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship C-oqaimbo, Arey,
Port Madison.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 8th, ship Nunquam Dormio.
Cousins. Newport, E ; sch Traveller. Hodges, from
Charleston.
Cld 8th. shin Kentuckian, Sears, Liverpool.
FERNANDINA—Ar 7th, sch Jason, Sawyer. Port
Spain, to load for Philadelnhia.
Cld Oth, sch J F Willey, Willey, New York.
SATILLA MILLS—Ar 5th, sch Walton, Dillingham, New York.
Sid 6th. sch Armlda Hall. Hall, Bath.
BRUNSWICK, GA-Ar 7th, sch Ella, Randall, fm
Portsmouth.
Cld 7th, schs Alaska, Strout, Mlllbridge; Post Boy,
Robinson. New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar llth, sch Clara Sawyer, Branscoinb, Belfast.
Sid llth. barque Oneco, Henry, Callao.
WILMINGTON—Ar llth, brig Timothy Field, Lcland. Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar Oth, schs G W Rawley, Rawley,
Rockport; John Somes, Lombard, Wei fleet.
BALTIMORE—Ar llth, schs G B McFarland. McFarland. Boston; C C Bearse, Baker, Portland; Ida
S Burgess, Lymburner. Providence.
Also ar llth, barque Scotland, Rogers, Boston, (has
been ashore.)
Ar 12th, sch M M Knowles. Small, Sagua.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, sch Samuel Gilman,
Kelley. Portland.
Cld llth. schs Sami Gilman, Kelley, Portland; H P
Blaisd-11, Wood, Boston.
Passed Newcastle llth, brig Anna M Knight, from
Philadelphia for Matanzas.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 10th, brigs Ernestine,
for Matanzas; Ernest, and Lizabel, for Caibarien;
sch Jos Oakes, for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar llth, brigs T A Darrell, Locke,
Montevideo 74 days: Henry Perkius, Durraut, Mexico; schs Jennie B Gilkey, Gilkev, Matanzas 11 days;
J P Ames, Willard, St John, NB; Florence Rogers,
Sheppard, Charleston.
Ar 12th, brigs Clarabellc, Tracey. Messina; Salista,
Partridge, Boston; schs Emma W Day. Clark, Cape
Ann; Thos Watt, Curtis, and J C Crafts, Kennedy,
Rockland; Mary Brewer, Saunders.and Charlie Cobb,
Ames, do; Mauna Loa, Peters, Machias; Sarah B,
Sanborn, Machias; Ada S Allen, Owen, Portland;
L Hoi way, Thompson, Jonesport; Julia Newell, from

Stoniugton.

12th. barque Sacramento, Robbins, Galveston;
brigs Havana, Bennis, for Havana; Maria Wheeler,
Barker, for Cardenas; Hattie, Hatch, for Feraandina; sch C C Waricn, Smith, Baracoa; Quoddy,
Fanning, Salem.
NEW HAVEN—Ar llth, sen Altoona, Fitzgerald,
Ponce, PR.
Sl’oNlNGTON—Ar llth, sch Brave, Foss, Provi-

Wilmington.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, schs Senator Grimes,
Philbrook, Baltimore; Comet, Dow; Calvin, Thomas,
and Lacon, Kilpatrick, Calais.
Also ar 12th, schs Irene E Meservey, Wall, Savannah ; Jas O’Donohue, Warren. Baltimore.
Below, sch Sarah Wooster. Leland, from Calais.
Sid llth, schs Cherub, Fletcher; Franconia. Adams; Xcmenia, Ingalls, and Charlie Cobb, Ames, for

URANN.

OF BOSTON,
Wonderful Cures all
New England States, is at the

Who has made

so

many

over

tho

Sid 12th, schs Starlight, Blatchtord, and Romeo,
Foss, New York.
Sid 12th, sch Lunet, Hinds, Philadelphia.
PAWTUCKET—Md 10th. schs Jndge Low, Hallowell, anti Mary, Hallowell, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 12th, schs Challenge, Bennett, fm
Hoboken for Boston; Alnomak, Rogers, New York
for do; Sinbad, Perry, from do tor Portland ; Henry
Means, Dyer, and Maracaibo, Henley, Elizabeth port
for Portland; Telegraph, Clark, Rockport for Norfolk; Col Eddy, McBean, Fall River for New York;
Huntress, Sprague. Dennysville.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 13th. sch Addle Murehie,
Gibbs. Rockport for Wilmington.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, barque Florence, Mayo, from
Charleston; brig J II Dillingham, Treat, Havana;
sch Aikansas, Siraonton, Rockland.
Ar 12th, barques Woodside, Montgomery, Itosaria
via Monterideo Febll; J Loring, Lamb, Palermo;
sch Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, Matanzas.
Cld 12th, brig Gipsey Queen, York, Matanzas; Benj
Carver, Williams, Charleston; sch E B Beard, Lewis,
Portlaud.
Cld 12th. brig Clara Jenkins,Coombs, for Cardenas;
Alice T, (Br) Glasgow. Portland: Kolon, McKown,
Brunswick. Ga; Empire, Doane, Belfast.
Ar 13th, schs Matthew Kenney, Barter, So Amboy;
CS Rogers, Mayo, New York; Capitol, Brown, Mt

And will Remain

Few Weeks.

a

Black Warrior, Staples, Gouldsboro; Yankee, Higgins. Portland for New York.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 12th, schs Revolution, Kelley,
Machias for Boston; E H Pray, Clark, Pembroke for
So Newmarket.

Shanghae.
At Singapore Fob 27. ship Majestic, Gibbons, disg.
Passed Anjier Feb 16, barquo Gemsbok, Bunker,
Hong Kong tor New York; 17th. ship John Clark,
Ross, Singapore for London.
At Calcutta 7th ult, ships Red Gauntlet, Scow, and

C H Southard, Walker, for New York; Lottie Warren, Lucas, for do; Olivo II Southard, Walker, for
Dundee.
Sid fra Saugor 27th ult, Lydia Skolfield, Forsaith,
for New York; 2d ult, Castine, Wilson, for Boston.
Passed Gibraltar 23d ult, brig Julia E Haskell, Haskell, from Messina for Boston.
In iK>rt 25tli ult, brig Nimwaukco. Perkins, flora

HOUSE,

PREBLE

Every invalid should see him, no matter what their
complaint may be,
29,000 Patients have been Treated by him within ihc
last ten years, with' Wonderful Success.
Read ihc following Wonderful Cures in
Maine t
Dr. Urann, who has made so many wonderful cures
in this town and others, will remain in town but a
short t ime longer. He has had good success. The
case of Mr. J. B. Redman, Attorney at Law in this
town, is truly a wonderful one, when Dr. Urann was
called to see him a week ago Fiiday, he was not able
to turn himself in bod; he is now able to walk the
street and is daily gaining strength.—[Ellsworth
The above statement, so far a91 am concerned, is
but the simple truth, and I cheerfully endorse it as
an act of justice to Dr. Urann, and earnestly recommend all person* afflicted with Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or other kindred complaints, whether acute or
chronic, to give him a call, being sanguine that be
will cure them.
JOHN B. REDMAN.
Ellsworth, Jan. 7,1873.

This will certify that I was troubled with Sciatic
Rheumatism and suffered great pain, was unable to
sleep without taking morphine, eould not walk. I
was carried to Dr. urann** office, at the DcWitt
House, and after one treatment was free from pain,
and have been able to work ever since.
A. W. BAILEY.
Auburn, May 7, 1869.

Messina for Baltimore.
Ar at Shields 30th ult, ship Merom, Lowell, Leirb.
At Rio Janeiro 3d ult, brig Sullivan, Giles, for St
Thomas next day.
Ar 4th ult, brig Morancy. Gorham, Savannah.
Sid ftn St Pierre 26th ult, brig Hattie E Wheeler,
Bacon, for Portland; sch Fanuie Flint, Pike, lor New

York.
Sid fm St Thomas 21st, sch Eri, Stuart, for Porto
Rico and Baltimore.
Cld at Ponce 28th ult, brig Open Sea, Vcazie, for
Baltimore.
Sid fm Mayagnez 27th ult, sch Kate Foster, Harraden, Baltimore.

Ellsworth. Oct. 8, 1887.
To the Machias Republican.—Gents:—As Dr,
Urann, of Boston, is about visiting your place, and a
stranger in these parts, I know very well, like most
physicians traveling, he will bo looked upon with susparticularly as his cures look miraculous. I
ad been obliged to walk on crutches for one year,
and for uinc months wa* not able to put my foot to
the floor. My spine and arm were also so lame as to
nearly disable me. I could not dress or undress myrcu,

u*

(,on

”u

tuo

ucu

nuuuut

uc

m.

lie tiutiui

Philadelphia.

mch26sntf

formerly Deputy Sheriff.

SPOKEN.

L. Tracey.
In Edgecomb,

Those Baked

and Abbic

DIED.
In this city, April 12, Frederick W., son of Gibeon
and Mary C. Elden. aged 20 years.
[Funeral services I uesday afternoon at 2£ o’clock,
at bis father’s residence, No. 12 St. Lawrence St.
In Cape Elizabeth, April 12, Mr. Christopher Dyer

aged 58 years.
[Funeral services Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’clock
at his late residence. Relatives and friends are Invityears.

Tt
B.

'if,'!?!
Murch, aged

Cavalry.

Beans.

—

WHICH

is

soiling

at his

Bakery,

tested and pronounced

Now if yon wish to try them, you can by
in your order have them brought right from
“**■

Please mention when you cornu that you want I ho
goods for tho Fair, and no porlit will be asked.

A.

Q. LEACH
91 Midddlc Street.
su3w

oven

Then by nutting
your own ovtn you can find them there
at breakfast time and save the
task of
unpleasant
ruuug before you axe ready and hurrying to the bakP. M.—Take name choice
BROWN
BREAD with them or not, as you like.
aplS
tf

M. R.

WEBBER,

Custom

\

Portland and Falmouth,

of

House, Portland, April 15, 1873. )
hereby g'ven ihat the following de-

t-"cribed gcxxls were seized in this district on the
mentioned, for violation of the revreilla^.er
s’ aTvl are detained in
public store at this
«

]>eri,on

or

person*

claiming

the

make Mlch
fS^vt?9r,wiai,p'<-ar
amJ
frn“
the date of this

are

same

claim within

publication.
{“18®>,**>»
ri1
Cartotta. ti bottle*
\vfdrvai2’«^7,i0n
?l?1"ner
Whiskey, 8 bottles Gin; July
loth
r> bottle*

nin

bottles Whiskey, 1 ottlo Brancty ’nov fcth v» bottles Whiskey, 7 bottles Wine. 0 titles (Jin’ i bottle

Brandy:

Nov. 27th.

on

board St. John Steamer

4

bottles Brandy. 1 bottle Gin; Dec. 14th, at R.’h
Wharf, 1 Trunk, »8 bottles Whiskey; 1 piece (13%
yards) Velveteen, 1 Shawl,G pairs Stockings; Jan. 28,
1873, at G. T. Depot, 1 Carpet Bag, C pairs Pams, %£
Coats, 3 Vests; Jan. 30th, on board Steamer Carlotta,
3 bottles Whiskey, 1 bottle »in. 10 yards Velveteen;

Fob. 21afc. on Steamer New Brunswick. 21 nairs
Socks; March 5th, 1 China Tea Set; March 7th, on
S S. Corinthian, 1 Frock Coat, 1 pair Pacts, 1 Vest,
4 pairs Kid Gloves, 3 pairs Wool Stockings; March
26th, on S. S. Moravian, 1 Shar.-:, 2 pieces (7 yards)

Woolen Cloth.

I. WASHBUI1X, JR., Collector.
dlawSwTu

apl5

DRUGGISTS STAND
SALE !

FOR

One of the very best stands In the city
a Druggist, is on the corner of Fore

for

and India Streets, which is

offered

now

for Sale.
For particulars inquire immediately of
Lufkin & Co., No. 2 Woodman Block.
MRS. ELIZA A. CUSHMAN.
aprl'dtf

Portland, April 15,1873.
Small

and

Fancy Goods,

Ware

Store lor Sale.
and Millinery connected if wanted, location of great value, thoroughly established, increasing run of paylnv customer*. Stocb small
clean, well Helectod; one of beat chance* of the kind
ever ottered lor moderate capital; good reasons for
TAYLOIl & CO., 3 State St., Bostcn
selling.

DRESSMAKING

_<I3t
_aprl5
Superior Business Opportunity.
__

sale half interest in machine shop, splendid
of Job work, thoroughl- established, locatiou
great value, business on the increase. Chance seldom met with; owner unexpectedly called away, references exchanged.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State
St., Boston, Mass.
aprl5d3t

FOR

run

ol

Billiard Hall for Sale.
tables and all

well

located,
anpnr
attached,
tenances in good condition; always paid well and
BAR
if
be
fill immeat

bought a grea1 bargain applied
diately. Moderate capital required. TAYLOR & CO.,

can

3 State

St., Boston. Mars.

aprl.r>d3t

Wanted

A

HEALTHY and trustworthy WET NURSE.

Apply

at 77 Park street

uplSdtf

OF*Argus copy.

Wanted.
SITUATION

as

The best

HOUSEKEEPER.

Address
A ol references given and required.‘MISS
M.”

aprlSdtf

Box

1666, Portland.

Cleaned

Carpets

—AT—

FOSTER’S

HOUSE,

DYE

H».M r.VIOV STREET.
Orders left at Forest City Dye Home, 315 Congress
street, or at the Dye Home ou Union street.
jyNo charge tor trucking.
apHdtf

h7m7payson & co7
Bankers and

Brokers,

OFFER EOR SAFE
Portland

City

Bangor

....

ft’

......

oi. uuun

u a

■

St. Lonls County
Cook County

7’s
7’s
7’s
8’s

Chicago
Columbus, Ohio
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R.R., guaranteed fi's
...

...

Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
•
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Cold
Chicago, Danville & Tiuceunes It. R.,

Gold,.7’s
Xortheru Pa ifle R. R. Gold

Government
and Gold

32

7-30’s

Bonds,

Bank Stocks

Bought

and Sold.

Exchange

Street,

PORTLAND'
<ltf

ap2

BONDS.
Portland City
fl’s
Rockland City.0’s
.....
Bath City
6’s
0’s
Langor City
St. Louis City.6’s
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7’s
•
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
7’s
Wayne Connty, Illinois.
Iowa Central, Gold.7’s
...
7.80's
Toledo, Ohio,
Xorthern Pacific Gold,
7.80’s
•
West Wisconsin R. R„ Gold,
7’s
■

Atlantic & St. Lawrence B.
Stock and Defered Bent

noon 7 cahooa block,
Comer of Co ugrrsi and myrtle Slrecn.
lw
aplS

Script 'Bought.
FOB HALE

WM. JE.

Caution.
hereby cautioned

barque

any

U7 Exchange Si

BANKERS,
No. 40

Exchange Si.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

crow

before

ly

on

hand.

BONDS.
New York City
“

«

G’*

Brooklyn City

7’i

Elizabeth City

7’i

•

Canada Southern R. R., Cold,

?’s

*

R. & Cedar Rapids R. R„ Cold,

<

’*

?-*»’

Northern Pacific R. R., Cold,

BIRD,

A.

97 Exchange St.

GBE5N?'

aprl3*lw

or

f£?^3

BONDS.

of elm British

ardsdiw____MuUr.

For
Enquire at W Pleasant Street.

V
(!’

»»

_

*

Olrl Wanted.
general house-work.

Ml

Ja.i29__

Treasurer.

‘li®1® ®/j.”
the tr“'in.K
master

orucr from
H- H-

same as an Ineor

Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

R.

SATon
commence interest
Oil or

of the
hnrhmine
ALI.Inepersons
debts of

Belgium, as no
bo raid without a written
owners.

WOOD, Ag’t,

-FOB SALE BY—-

No. 91 Exchange Street.

are

BY

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Poitiaud Savings Bank.

or

B.

Jersey City

Clairvoyant Physician,

In this

6teerage.

Seizure of Goods.
District

day evening, which he will send you.
them In

Bank
made
83yea^W3 monthf6^ Ap‘U Mr5' John Wclis' a*ed DEPOSITS
3d, will
month.
IS^-ea^s^8101’ Al)r^ 5* ^r* Thomas Laughton, aged the URDAY, May
NOYES.

In the Polynesian, from
Liverpool—Sir A T Galt.
G loung, wife and two
daughters, E D Watts. Mr
and Mrs Everett. Mr and Mrs Brown, H W Goddard,
Capt Oliver, wife and child, Capt D Graham. Capt
Small. Rev Mr Smith and wile, D Owen. Mr and Mis
Parsons and two children. Mr and Mrs Fisher ana
seven children, Miss Morrison, Miss Shepherd, ana ob
others in the cabin, 64 intermediate, and 754 in the

sending

the

•wnujumiux UlCWeCK.

UI\ II
you say you want them babbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready Satur-

APril 10> ot consumption. Alfred
31 years,—member
Co. F, 1st Maine

_passengers.

ITTaungiug Director.

apl5d2w

porated Bank.

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

aprisdtd_FRANK

autl have them sent home.

Tenders to state the numbers of each sort of car
and sets of trucks that can l»o delivered by the 1st of
October, 1873, anti the price for each car and set of
truck*. Delivery will have to be made at Stratford
and Montreal.

Business the

W. C. COBB

o’clk.

COST!

and

—

first of that

FIRST

“
Platform “
drawings can be teen at the Ofthe Mechanical Supt. of the Company at

THOSE BAKED BEANS

have been

March 23,
Dodge
M. Raggett.
In Damariscotta. March 28, narley Greenwood of
Bath and Nettle Hodgkins of P.
In Canton, April 5, Frank E. Kidder of Mexico and
Priscilla C. A. Lunt ot Dixflcld.
Ossian

“

500

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

MARRIED.
In this city, April 14, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs. Chas. G.
Littlefield of Alfred and Miss Alswitha Evans of
Portland.
In Durham, April C, Chas. II. Bliss and Miss Etta

600 Cattle or Box Freight Cars.
200 Platform Cars.
2000 Sets of Trucks for Box Cars.

Sept 7-dtfl*

Dec 19, lat 5C S, Ion 86 W, ship Thomas Lord, ironi
San Francisco for Uverpool.
Feb 5, lat 16 S, Ion 35 W, ship Garnet, from Liverpool tor Callao.

uij

case last Friday morning, and in less than au hour
after I was able to walk home, a distance ol nearly
half a mile, up hill, without crunches, and have been
J. K. JORDAN,
gaining ever sinco.

up

the 261 h of
viz:—

on

■

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fm Liverpool 31st ult. Investigator, Ford, for
Baltimore.
Cld 31st ult. barque Caroline Lemout, Bowker, fbr
Portland, (auu sailed 2d Inst); Belle Morse, Gregory,
Cardiff and Montevideo.
Oft the Skernes 28th, Enoch Talbot, Talbot, from
Liverpool for Pensacola.
Oft Orm8bead 28tb. Oneida, McGilvery, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
In Kingroad 31st, Jos Clark, Carver, from Callao
for Bristol.
Ar at
undee 20th ult, Wm McGlivery, Nichols,
Callao.
Ar at Calcutta Drev to 31st ult, Geo Skolfield, Merriman, Rio Grande.
Ar at Akyab 28th ult, China, Jordan, Bremen.
Sid fin Seville 19th ult, Waldo, Presbev, for New
York.
Sid fm Antwerp 29th ult, Templar, O’Brien, for

Lewiston, May 7,1869.

lliis will certify that I had lost tho use of my lower
limbs and was unable to walk or even stand, had
several physicians who pronounced my case incurable. He ring of Dr. Urann’s Wonderful Cures, I
sent for him. Iu less than a week was able to walk
in the streets, and can now walk two miles daily.
JAMES F. BRADBURY.

will be

New York.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Foo-cbow Feb 10, barquo Adele, Mills, from

DR.

at'M^hnT^’^
that objoct.

84 Middle Street,

aprS

3IE.HORA!VDA.
Sch Naonta, (of Bangor) Capt Armstrong, from
New York for Savannah, is now 48 days out and fears
are entertained for her safety.
She was recently purchased for Capt Armstrong and this was his first trip
in her.

CURES!

WONDERFUL

aged

Auy person who intends making garments er fancy
articles for the Fair, can purchase them at my store,
AT

0

Scb Castollane, Kimball, Belfast.
Seh Gen Kleliev, Day. Bristol.
Sehs Adelaide, Chase, and Alcora, Dennison Horn
Machias for Boston.
Sch Neponset, Wooster, Sullivan for Boston.
Seh E M Branscomb, Trcmont lor Boston.
Sch Alpine, Elliot, Bath for Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque Clara, Nickels. Buenos Ayres—S Cole.
Giles
Coring, Pinkham, Havana—J D Lord.
Brig
Sch Edwin & Eva. (Br) Rood, Halifax, NS—John

dence for

STOCK!

<\ J. Bill DOES,

Jrtwald
B^n°;derNowbu’r?,™?

Desert.
Cld 14th, barque Jane Adeline, Blanchard, Havana;
brig Caroline Eddy, Veazie, Matanzas; sch Lucy
Holmes, Eldridge, Fort au Prince; Mazurka, KimDan, r>angor.
Sid 14th, ship Mount Washington.
SALEM—Ar 12th, schs Mary Cobb. Humphrey, ftn
Philadelphia; Nellie, French, and M E Gage. Church,
Port Johnson; AHie Oakes, Pilisbury, Elizabethport;

ed to attend.
In Gorham. March 14, Mr. Thomas A.
Johnson,
43

(without including freight,)
or

Macorabcr. Windsor, NSMcI>n®e. New York—coal to H

two story
house, rooms othoth stories of good size and height
fine lot having 271 rods front on South St., a
short distance from Church, Post-office and Depot.
The Choice Hitantion in Gorham; besides
numerous and
fine shade trees, flower beds and
hedges, there are nearly a hundred fruit trees, apple,
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape vines,
and a good garden containing many currant bushes,
goosoberry bushes, strawberry and asparagus beds
nno pieplant, *$0.
There are*about 33 acres of land,
affording pasturage and many choice house lots.
Inquire of JOHN w. PERKINS. Portland, or Rev.
Geo. A. Perkins, on the premises.
marl2sntf
ou a

vicinity,

In

passengers

GOOD !

i

with

Tills splendid Hair Dve is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tin!a or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb

—

fice of
Mon real.

*«*»*

Cld

BATCHELOR’S IIAIR BYE.

Elclon,

wbo are
in trade,
Who know how goods to sell,
Have fortuues in their business made,

man

Tcere is

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

American.

Haw York and Vermont Butter, now make

aplosnlw

compounded
disease, and absolutely
so

________

The citizens of Kittcry are taking steps to
provide for the erection of a building suitable
tor a public library in accordance with tbe will
of the late Miss Isabella ltice of Portsmouth,
who left a legacy of §30,000 00 for that purpose.
Charles Bicker of North Berwick is erecting
a block of buildings in that vihage, the lower
story being designed for stores, and the upper
for a hall, and adapted for public meetings,
lectures, &e. This is one of the most enterprizing villages in the county, aud we are glad
to note this evidence of its enterprise and
thrift.
Mr. William H. Woodwe'l of Newburyport,
Mas-., a graduate of the last class of Andover
Theological Seminary, is soon to be ordained
over the Congregational church in Wells.
Josiah Paul, Esq., of tlie Newichawaniiock
House, South Berwick, contemplates making
large additions and improvements to his house
the present season, which is required by the increasing business at that place.
The next term of the Supreme Court for this
county will commence at Alfred in May,—
Judge Barrows presiding. Annronri Alt' notice
ot the death ot the late Hon. I. G. Jordan will
be had at the opening of the term.
Large numbers of brick-yards are being put
in operation in many of the towns of this couuty the present spring, on account of the increase demand for bricks caused by the recent
fire iu Boston.
Hon. John M. Goodwin of Biddeford contemplates erecting several dwelling houses iu
that city the present season.

SPECIAL

patches, freckles

“Buy JBe and I’ll do yon fio*d.”-DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB B1TTETS. No
drug®, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparills, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thorough wort.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

An active intelligent

.‘IO Cents.

.....

Ami TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. mor22sn6m

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

men

.>0 Cents.

------

foiTmoth

The Whig says W. H. Estey of Houlton, is
building a woolen factory, and has purchased a
twenty-five horse power steam engine, boiler
and shafting.
Press

TJ-S-K.

FOB

ROLLING

Specifications

Sch Fannv Given, (Br) Given, Hall’s Harbor, NS—
A D Whiddtn.

NEWS,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

& A Allan.

rui icuus.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Or of

World

—

to 5
for the

SaS.I,ankl Y°S; (Br» «K,BS

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

The Lewiston Journal has the following for
fast day: There is to bo a foot race on Fast day
betwecu that indomitable champion of Auburn.
P. Allen, and a Boston runner, C. Harriman,
for a purse of §20, distance to be about three
hundred yards.
A rural gentleman says tho Journal camo to
town to do some shopping this forenoon, and in
leaviug his horse caught his foot in a rope up“I sot down on
setting himself in the mud.
my head,” says he, “amazin quick.”

md£to H^rV f^"’

TENDERS

received by tho undersigned
o’clock
SATURDAY,
April.
NEWS^ TENDERS
i8i3,
following Rolling Stock,

MARINE

WocKlwa^d!

—FOB-

in a cartridge, and then, placing the
barrel to his breast, he fired and fell, seriously
wounded. The shop keeper thinks it was a
little mean in the young man to “sponge” the

Some

Vliuiutiirc Almnnnr.April 13.
Inn rises.5.19 I Moon rises.9.55 PY.
Sun sets.6.42 I liigli water. 1.15 PM

Co?*111*’

LEICESTERSHIRE

Grand Trunk Railway Co.

a‘d
ad!

.Liverpool*

L Paine &
Sch Iona, Kendall, New YorV_rv^it
Seh A K
W
Sell Julia & Mary, Hoyt.
r'

H A L F O B I)

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Live?,™ .aD In

plasterIhr'a ma°rtet,(Br)

THE

NEW

.UlaegS?'.An!

..

too

was

slyly slip

Apply

!.! aJ4 1?

California.New York
10
iaxoniu.New York. h,mt"
0
Adriatic.New York.
19
.New
York.
Wilmington..
Havana.
Anl »
City of Merida.New York Hav &Naeeaii.Au u
Polynesian. Portland ...Liverpool.... Anl 26
Claribel..New York. .Kingston, J... Apl 29

and

A young man entered a Jersey city gun shop I
One was
aud asked to he shown a revolver.
given him, and in handling it he managed to

103
aplS

“aILt

Scandinavian'.'..Portland1''Liv"™?
aSi 10
Ocean Queen. New York !\'ii?XK’n.Hp!
!!!
Ville ilu Havre.New York h? nwa"
City of Antwerp ...New York. .LlVen™!
An!
in
Calabria. New York.

inSrpassengers and mdse to H

their possessor.

Every

g{J2

Havana.N^rk
Havana
Washington.New

.Vlomlay, April 14.
ARRIVED,
bteanudiip Polynesian, (Br) Brown, Liverpool 3<1

FOE FAMILY USE.

braDdy and

use

of

a

siderately left where the children could amuse
themselves with it.
Kdmnnd Yates, when asked what materials
he wanted to write the account of the inauguration for the Herald, replied “nothieg hut

nately the

City

PORT OF PORTLAND.

playthiug for pretty prattlers
in the nursery has caused another surgical case
in Trenton, O., where a little boy, aged eleven
shot his cousin, aged six, with whom ho was
“playing robber,” with a navy revolver con-

Reform Club will hold a

berlain, Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., and Hen.
Joshua Nye.
The Cold Water Temple have
cheerfully accepted an invitation to attend the

es

by genius, industry

but

Brunswick.—A

circular is issued that the Brunswick
ance

boy,

DEPARTURE of OCEAN RTEANEBM

SPECIAL NOTICES.

above the aver-

“Nothing but

1,387,299,153

were:

Cheese. do
Honey and maple sdgar. do
Molasses and syrup.gallons
Wine.....:. do
Cane sugar.hogsheads
Swine, sheep and cattle.number
Milch cows.
do

THE MODOC MASSACRE.

Skdalia Water
per cent. Municipal

Bonos and other first class 10
Bonds for salt).

CHARLES
in«h29t]3w

M.

HAWKES,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Homeward Bound.—The painting by Harry Brown, now in Hale's window, representing
the ocean steamship Scandinavian passing
is attracting much attention,
Portland

City Affair*.

th¥ Press'

special meeting of the Board of Mayor aud
Also the
Aldermen was held last evening.
regular monthly meeting of the Common CounA

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 15, 1878.

Light,
only on account of the softness and brilliancy of the coloring, but also for its fine perspective and the admirable correctness of its

cil:
IN

TUG PRESS

all trains

on

thocity.
At Biddeford, ofPlllsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.

At Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Agout.
At Batb, of J. O. Shaw.
Bros.
At Lewiston, of French
At Kennebuuk, ofC. L.

Mi.ler._

CITY AND VICINITY.
ISeiv

Ad»erli»enieiil« To-Dhj.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Constant Talk—George Fenno.
For Sale—T. B. Reed.
Choi e New Butter Aaron R. Aldrich & Co.
I. O. 0. F.—Maehigonne Encampment.
Maine Central R. R.—L. L. Lincoln.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
M. U. Webber—Clairvoyant Physician.
Wanted—Nurse.
Caution—D. H. Greeno.
Those Baked Beans—VV. C. Cobb.
Grand Trunk Railway Co.—Tenders for Stock.
Seizure of Goods—I. Washburn, Jr.
Druggist’s Stand for Sale—Mrs. Eliza A. Cushman.
Girl Wanted.
Wanted— Situation.
Portland Savings Bank—Deposits.
Taylor’s Announcements—4.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Portland Shirt—Orin Hawkes & Co.
Qi.t.
rtlVU

MASONIC

vuab

uic

blue of a northern sky.
The painting is eminently realistic while at
the same time it is permeated with that creative touch which distinguishes the work of the,
artist, the originator, from the handling of the
It will take rank as the best of Brown s

WllUU

UUIJCIV

1U

11,0

copyist.
marines, and among tbs very best of American

It is to be hoped that the
the
in
city',
retained
be
picture may
and not be suffered to become the propThe maserty of any art-lower, from abroad,.
terpiece of Portland's favorite artist should
fiud an abiding place in the city of its birth.

I. A. B. A. Ball.—City Hall was packed to
overflowing last evening on the occasion of the
Irish American Belief Ball.
dience were attracted by the
fame of the Sheridan Cadets.

CoMMANDEBiES of K. T.—Portland, fourth MonSt. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

Randall for new street

day:

of Ireland and America, and decorated
The Cadets, under the comwith portraits.
mand of Captain Somers, surprised even those
who expected much from them, by their fine,
soldierly hearing, and by tho beauty and precis-

UUICUir

The manual of arms was
ion of tlicir drill.
gone through with excellently, and the marching was superb.
Considering the short time
this company has been organized its excellence
is surprising.
Trior to the drill a grand concert was given by the Portland Band, and at
the conclusion of the drill, the company gave
itself up to dancing l>y the inspiring strains of

Peake’s Island.
The matter of increasing the Mayor’s salary came up, and was laid upon the table. This
action was afterwards reconsidered, and Councilman Perry moved to make it $2,000 instead
of $2,500, which was lost by a vote of 8 to 0.
After a discussion the order was passed in con-

mandery, Wednesday evening.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

on

The affair was a
Chandler’s Quadrille Baud.
very enjoyable one, and one of the most successWebster furnished refreshful of tho season.
ments in the excellent style for which ho is so
noted.
__

currence.

Papers
passed in

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
FTOay in Match, June, September and December.

Hion Street Church.—The annual meeting of the High Street Parish was held last
evening. J. R, Thompson was chosen ModerThe reator and William A. Morris, Clerk.
port of the Treasurer was inado by which it appears that the receipts the past year amount to
$G,475 79 and the expenditures to $6,55d 17, with
tax bills to the amount of about $500 yet uncollected. Brown Thurston, David Keazcr, Orin
Hawkes, Charles J. Walker and C. C. Tolman
were elected Patisli Committee for the ensuing
year. Philip Henry Brown was elected Treas-

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars’ Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each

month.

No. 1

every

Wednesday

evening.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Ca co streets.
day in each mouth.
Young Men’s Christian AssociationCongress and Casco streets. Every evening.

Corner

Pytrias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. C, Wednestheir Hall. Clapp’s Block, Market
At
day evenings.
Knights of

Square.

Navy Union- Comer
First Tuesday in each

Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 93;
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;—in Williams*
block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; Atlantic,

Saturday;—at Sons’ ot Temperance Hall, Conaress
street. Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End; Pocahontas, Thursday, at Arcana Hall.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.

Pastor,

Literary Society.—Meetings every
evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
streets, at 7£ o’clock.

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.
case

tried.

Assignments

were

uetsuuy us loiww#:
No. 231—Joselyn vs. Portland.
No. 252—Paine vs. Fortune.
No. 283—Libby vs. Portland Water Works

preciation of

made

cent

and costs;

paid.
Clifford.
Monday.—Joseph F. Vickery vs. Daniel F. Smith.
Action for labor performed and services rendered
$19.50. Judgment for plaintiff for $5.50.
E. M. Band.
Butler & Fessenden.
Entries 13, defaults 12, continued 3.
Neal.

Jolting*.
It suowoil at intervals during tlie day yesterday, and the street crossings could only be appreciatively designated by the peculiarly feminine adjective “horrid!”
Who says that, in
Brief

the English tongue, adjectives have no gender.
If you make a bet with a man in Biddeford
you must promise iu case you win to let the
amount “go towards the boat.”
On the Grand Trank Railroad trains will run
to Yarmouth at the conclusion of tho Cary Con-

years.
The Portlaud Water Works have given water rates to the Maine General Hospital, to the
Home for Indigent Women and to the school of
Notre Damp.
Another benefit for the Maine General Hospital Fair is i n prospect- It will be a dumb

|

show.
Ventilators aro being put into the Council
room at the City Buildiug.
The big mud-digger had a hole stove in it as
it was being launched yesterday.
business before the Superior
There

was^no
court yesterday.
It is currently reported that a small boy was
lost in the mud on Free street yesterday.
A fine crayon portrait of the late William
Moulton is on exhibition at Hale’s.
The Portland Company have just finished a
first-class locomotive for the Intercolonial Railroad. They have a "outract for others.
Neither the Halifax nor the St. John boat
sailed last night, on account of the storm.
On the first page will be found the Easter
sermon of Rev. C. W. Buck, of the Park street

perusal.

The Concert.—The programme for the
VUI^IIIHCUUWJ VUIILUU,

WaiV/U

«V

Cary

"V.V/ ..

y

will be found very attractive. There will be a
great house and we are informed that very
largo sail-a o£ tickets have been made to citiof subuiban towns for whom
special trains
are to run.
Reception Hall is to ho placed at
of
out
of town guests as a
the disposal
waiting
Trains will leave for
room.
Yarmouth, Gorham, Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills immediately after the concert Mile. Teresa Carreno
will arrive by 5. p. m. train from Boston,
zens

FART

i.

Mendelssohn
Quartette—“On the Lako,”
Mrs. Burnham, Mbs Ada Cary, and Messrs.
Beckett.
StocKbridge acd
G. W. Marston
2. Song—“Break, Break, Break.”
1.

Mr. Will

Stockbridge.

alia Patria—“L’ltaliana in Algieri,”
Rossini
Miss Annie Louise Cary.
Mendelssohn
4. “Rondo Capriecioso,”
Mad’Ue Teresa Carreno.
5. Chi godcre vuol l’ore di vita,”
Bergmuller
Mrs. Mabel Burnham.
Balfe
6. Duett—“I know a Maiden”—(by desire)
Miss Annie Louise, Miss Ada Cary.

3. Pcnsa

PART He
Rossini
Duo—“Mira la bbnea Luna,”
Mrs. Burnham, Mr. Stockbridge.
Scliuberl
n
Song—“The Post Horn,”
Miss Ada Cary.
3. English song, (selected.)
Miss Annie Louise Cary.
Gottschalt
4 Themes on “11 Trovatore,”
1

Mad’lle Teresa Carreno.
Coneone
5 Trio—“On the Ocean,”
Mrs. Burnham. Miss Cary, Miss Ada Cary.

A Sad and Probably Fatal Accident.
It becomes our sad duty to chronicle anothe
one of those dreadful accidents resulting fron
About four o’clock \ esterda;
carelessness.

by the name of Martin Sheriyears of age, attempted t< 1

afternoon a
dan, about fifty
crawl under a freight car standing on the tracl
near the Grand Trunk Depot, when the engim
to which the car was attached started, and botl
the car and engine passed ovei the unfortunati
man

Hi
him in a horrible manner.
right leg was broken both above and below tli
knee, the lower part of the leg being crushed
His left thigh was
broken, and hiB right arn L
also, just below the shoulder. Dr. II. P. Mer
rill attended the man but could
do nothings ,
it is impossible for him to live.

crashing

cornr-il

oinf>n

rnnro

■frlm

Memorial Day, May 30th:
George H. Abbott,
W. H. Green, E H. HansoD, H. P. Ingalls,
W. B. Smith, C. C. Douglass, T. A. Roberts,
Z. A. Smith, Geo. H. Libby, T. H. Bibber and

cert. On the Portland & Rochester, trains will
to Saccarappa and Gorham.
Morning services will be held at the First
Parish on Fast Day—the first time for several

It will repay a thorough

1 aoo lit

Memorial Day.—At a recent meeting cf
Bosworth Post, G. A. R., the following comrades were chosen a general committee to make
arrangements for tue proper observance of

run

church.

privileges enjoyed

in successful operation, under the efficient
management of its honored pastor, Rev. B. F.
Leavitt.
The Sunday School would lie a credit to any
church, and the secret of its success may bo
largely due to the general recognition of the
hand of God, and a disposition to share in the
work and responsibilities incident to such an
enterprise. Their concerts occur the second
Sabbath evening of each mouth, and strange as
it may seem, while many concerts were postponed last Sabbath on account of the inclemeucy of the weather,theirs proved one of the most
successful for many months. The religious interest in the school is very marked, several of
the scholars having recently entertained a hope
in Christ; truly this little faithful band have
every encouragement to continue their werk of
Friend.
love.

JUDGE MORRIS.
one

pulpit during

now

Saturday.—Patrick Norton. Assault and battery
Fined

the

John Yeaton, Jr. At a meeting of the committee last evening, George H. Abbott was elected
chairman and George H. Libby secretary and
treasurer of the committee.
The following
sub-committees were appointed: On reception,
Messrs. Roberts and Yeaton;on transportation,
Messrs. W. B. Smith and Hanson; on music,
Mr. Ingalls; on printing, Messrs. Z. A. Smith
and Douglass; on hall, Messrs. Green and Bibber. The committee adjourned to next Tues-

day evening.
S. P. C. A.—At a meeting of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, held at
the Mayor’s office last evening, the following
named persons were chosen directors:
Woodbury S. Dana, Benjamin Kiaesbury,
Jr., Gilman Daveis, Francis K. Swan, Mrs. J.
B. Carroll, Mrs. George T. Davis, Nathan
Cleaves, Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat, T. C. Hersey,
Stanley T. Pullen, Mrs. Israel Washburn, Jr.,
Mrs. Bion Bradbury, Philip H. Brown, Edmund Dana, Thomas G. Loring. Mrs. Augustine Haines, Mrs. J. W. Waterhouse, Charles
Sager, Mrs. James E. Fernald, Moses G. Palmer, Albert W. Bradbury.
The above named persons, and other members of the Society are requested to meet at the

Mayor’s office, at 7.30 p. m., next Monday, for
the purpose of organizing and transacting other
business. A full attendance is requested, as
business of importance will be brought before
the

meeting.

First Parish.—At the annual meeting of
this parish, held yesterday afternoon, the following omcers

were

auiy

eiecieu

iur

me ensu-

ing year: MosesM. Butler, Moderator; William
P. Preble, Clerk; Ira P. Farrington, Treasurer
and Collector; Cbas. H. Haskell and Cbas. K.
Jose, Assessors; Moses M. Butler, HezekiaU
Winslow and Horatio N. Jose, Parish Committee; William A. Stillings, Sexton.
The reports of the Parish Committee and

Treasurer were

read, which showed that the
'n.a vcry Prosperous condition,
lowing salaries were fixed for the en-

T|Sl17?
ic

o

®2-000- The
sumTf7
roT1’53,500 ;music>
of S7 4o0
be raised
meet the

sum

expenses for

was voted to
the present year.

to

Breakers.—This
,s and
to-nior.
row evening, the new and
pleasing drama entitled "Among tho Breakers,” will he g;ven
u,
Among

the

of the stage

smoothly

not run so

hut many of the tricks were very
Misses
amusing in spite of the drawbacks.
Sanford and Barretti danced well, and the ladThe pander dance by Maflin was very fine.
it

as

work has gone on steadily, forming at length a
nucleus for the church recently organized, and

Municipal Conri.

Francis McGrath.

the inestimable

fiolinnl in

Co.

will be disposed of in their order.

BEFORE

evening.
carpenter, the scenery did

there.
From the formation of a very small Sunday

lor

cases

supplying

house greetMusic Hall, last

large

Dumpty” at
Owing to the absence

ed “Humpty

Williston Chapel.—But little is publicly
known of the good which is being done in this
modest little building, situated on the corner of
Danforth and May streets. But all within the
circle of its influence fully testify to their ap-

BoswoRTn Post G. A. R*.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics* Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.

Monday.—No

Hcmpty Dumpty.—A very

pastor._

Payson

APRIL

the rebellion.

that time.
The meeting adjourned to Friday evening
next, at 7J o'clock, to fix upon the salary of the

each month.

Congress

the Parish

might,

repeated

tomime will be

this

and

Temperance Meeting.—Dr. True of this
city will give a temperance address at East
Deering, in Smith’s Hall, near Tukey’s bridge
this evening, at 7o’clock. The effects of alcholiol on the human stomach and brain will be
illustrated by charts prepared for the purpose.
If you want to hear drinking habits treated
scientifically, go and hear him. The lecture is
free.

__

__

Dramatic.—Several of tho members of Bosworth Post, G. A. R.,witb the aid of the ladies
who have hitherto rendered such valuable assisance,are rehearsing two minor dramas entitled

/Ossawattomie Brown,’’and Miriam’s Crime.”
In due season the G. A. E. company will
them before the public.

bring

Cups Elizabeth.
school houses are expected

to be
Two new
built and repaired this summer and the friends
of education are moving to take advantage of
the aid offered by the Stato for Free Higli

Eveleth has
to
the interests of tho Union Baud which gave
him a complimentary concert at the Free .Will
Baptist meeting house, which was a decided
Prof. Eveleth proposes to give Ins
success.

During tho

winter

<1.

Prof.

taught two singing schools besides looking

services to the Sunday School which is to be
held at Knightville during the summer.
Knightville Social Circle held a levee at the
school house from which they received besides
paying all expenses, over eighty dollars.
Miss E. Gross, of Knightville, presented the
circle, a picture entitled the Snow Scene, said to
be one of the finest works of art ever produced
She has numerous applications
in the State.
to

duplicate

it.

JUICELLANEOCS NOTICES.

%
Ask f or the Portland Shirt—take

no

other.

Indigestion is one of the prevailing maladies of civilized life, and for which relief is always anxiously sought to rally the exhausted
It is
powers of nature and to assist digestion.
to have Old Dr. Goodhue’s
Hoot and Herb Bitters, which is the never failing remedy for this complaint. Sold by Deal-

highly important

ers

in Medicines

generally.

family

use.

It is an

extraordinary restorative,

and curative properties in
urino-genital diseases, in either sex, arc not
lost sight of by the medical profession, who at
all times select this delicate and fine prepara
and its

invigorating

aprlo-eodlw

tion.

The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
is Hazard & Caswell’s, made on the sea shore,
from fresh selected livers, by Caswell, Hazard
It is absolutely pure and
& Co., New York.
sweet. Patients who have once taken it prefer
it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the ether oils in market.

Printing.—Every description of Jcs
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowee.
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, If
Jon

Wm. M.Marks.

Exchange St.

Steel Knives and every description of Table
Ware Plated, or Replated in the very best manner at short notice and at a reasonable price, at
Atwood’s New Rooms, 27 Market Square.

feb25-eodtf
Advertisers naturally seek the means for
the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill in both particulars better Ilian any

reaching
other

daily journal

in Maine.

If I DAD KNOWN IT LAST Year.—This was
the language of a poor cripple, who, fourteen
mouths ago, was smashed under an iron beam.
He had been allowed to suffer pain and assume
a mass of deformity—but he had now recovered
the use of one knee by the Centaur Liniment.
There is
We hear such language every day.
no
no pain this liniment will not assuage,
lameness it will not alleviate, and no swelling
it will not subdue.
Children cry—for Pitcher's Castoria. It
regulates the stomach, cures wind colic and
It is a substitute for
causes natural sleep.

aprlO-eodlw&wlt

castor oil.

by Mail.
portion of the bridge on the
Railroad, across White River,

News

Friday night

a

dro^nt,for
JosodS*

family.
_

Probably Fatal Accident. A man b f
the name cf Marshall, about twenty years t f
sui
age, fell from a pile of lumber
8
prov
feared
may
is
it
which
taining injuries
fatal. The man was employed as a stevedon
a new-comer

in the

city.

foheU

y
of

unknown

a

a shoe dealer,
the same day, Thomas Moran,
killed his wife with a shoe hammer.

Hon. M. H. Dunnell in Trouble.—The
New York Times says that Hon. M, H. Dunsenell, M. C., of Minn., formerly of Maine, is
his
verely condemned by his constituents for
Tho Times
action on the

gives the

salary quuestlon.
following explanation:—

“Mr. Dunnell gave two or three votes for
the steal, but is now trying to get out of it.
When the motion to reconsider the vote uj
u as
which the amendment had been defeated,
before the House, and the motion to reconsider
on the table bad been made, he voted no.
measure.
was, in one sense, the crisis of the
on
Had the motion to reconsider been laid
salaries
extra
table, there could have beeu no
mo
this year. He helped to defeat that
™
and then voted to reconsider, and helped
for the m

the House. He lobbied vigorously
back pa,% aud all; besought
did not nes
league to vote for the increase, and
itate to say that he did want tne back p y, Hnal
the
needed it very much. Then, when
conferenco
vote was taken on agreeing to
his name was
report, he did not vote when
called, but having waited till everybody
had voted, and seeing that the
k1
marched forward
positively sure, he bravelydeclaring
>t
and voted np, and is now
swinthat he had voted against the infamous
n
dle.” He has drawn his hack pay,
it where
to over §3,000, and has, no doubt, put
it
aphe thinks‘it will do the most good.
ot bis at
pears that a house-building operation
slowly,
very
been
progressing
home, which had
suddenly began to
or not at all, for some time,
that he
go vigorously forward, and the reportbill
^ passed
telegraphed the same afternoon the
Hauling sand baa be‘to begin hauling sand.*
liis constitutents a significant
come among

by

crease,

t!je

■

J

jniounti

phrase.”

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.

8td,

out at1 tv ,aD£
D«troit
Sunday morning.
Bid we Ik the alleged Bank of England for*
='
er, has escaped from prison at Havana.
The Secretary of the Treasury has notified
the collectors that he has decided that ribbons
made of silk, containing two threads of cotton

liable to a duty of fifty per
on the edges,
cent? only. Importers have heretofore been
paying sixty per cent. The custom house auare

Railroad Accident,
Milwaukee. Wis., April 14.—One coach of
a train on the Winona and St. Peters Railroad
was thrown from the track ibis afternoon by
striking a cow. All were more or less bruised,
and two it is
thought fataly injured.

and

the Maryland
tW* aftern00n'

The

Pope Better.
Rome, April 13.—The condition of the
lias so far improved that His Holiness wasPope
able
to-day to give audiences to several visitors.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The inquiry into the Atlantic disaster
was
continued at Halifax
Saturday, Nothing important was elicited.
A gang of burglars and
incendiaries raided
Passaic village N. J„
Sunday night, robbiu®tores> houses, etc., and firing one. One
of the gang was arrested.
The extensive Missouri
planing mills occupying a whole block in St. Louis? were
burned
Sunday, Including several houses which leaves

nf'TwP

fifty families homeless.

Augustus Thorndike, an old prison bird was
81 Hlllsl>,)ro’’ NH-> Sunday, for horse
stealhi"
The President goes to St. Louis
Monday.

llidwell,

the Bank of

England forger,

who

escaped fioip prison in Havana, has been recaptured.
Hal.ifax short? cud of the new cable was

laid

Saturday.

Thfl

til Ajt

DntTAHA

.... A

.>

...

prevailed between Fremont, Neb., and Chey-

enne, Wyoming, Monday.
Tbe yellow fever is
abating at Uio Janeiro
auu other Brazilian
ports.
The two banks of
Liverpool, N, S., have susjiendcd payment in consequence of the failure
of Cutler, McLeon & Co., of Boston.
has been published at Washington, showing that Gen. Canby had full power in all matters pertaining to the management
of the iModocs.
An Albany despatch says the flood is

Correspondence

receding
the Hudson.
President Grant will attend the meeting of
the Society of the Army of the Potomac this
week at New Haven, Ct.
Later despatches from the Modoc country indicate that it was the plan of Jack and his
associates to murder Gen. Gillem and Col.
Mason. They were invited to be
present at the
talk, but were nnable.
The Present has discontinued several laud
othces and districts in the South and West.

rapidly

iu

The trunk lines to the west have
adopted a
new tariff for
froichts, showing an average reauction m rates of 1G per cent.
A lava bed special of the 12th
says that the
troops will move iuto camp to-morrow (Sunday)
about 1200 yards from Capt. Jack’s camp, and.
active operations will commence immediately.
The ‘‘Warm Spring Indians,” under Douald
McKay, were expected at Col. Marsh’s camp
Sunday. The remains of Gen. Canby and Dr.
Thomas left the 12th for San Francisco.

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Clara—323,250 ft lumber,
15,000 pickets, 50,000 shingles.
HAVANA. Brig Giles Loring—6825 box shooks, 419
shooks and beads, 87 bbls potatoes, 85 empty casks.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Polynesian—10,830 bars
iron, A E Stevens & Co; 2 cases hardware, G L Bailey; 2 bales mdse, R D Jones; 33 pkgs do, J E
Priudle; 125 cases do, 2 do jewelry. Canadian Ex co;

NEW YORK.

lumber.

48

Lock-lp.
New York, April 14.—The grand jury this
morning proceeded to hear the testimony in
regard to money dealers in Wall street. A large
number of brokers were present, hut up to noon
Mr. Paulding, of Wall street, was the only witness examined.
Although he went a searching
cross-examination, he knew nothing of the
slightest importance touching on the question
under investigation.
Vnrions matters.
Recorder Hackett to-day sentenced Mike
Donovan for robbing a man in a horse car, to
twenty years in State prison.
John Tribb was garoted and robbed on the
open street in Brooklyn, yesterday.
Esclier & Co
heavy silk importers, with
connections in Zurich, Switzerland, are report
The liabilities are put
ed to have suspended.
The Wall Street

million nmi

■>

a.

niiavfnr

Lucetta Myers, of the Goodrich affair, was
set at liberty to-day.
O’Donovan O’Rossa claims the seat made
vacant by the resignation of Tweed.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Destruction of Two of tlie Dwight Man-

ufactjiring Co.’s Mills.
800 People Thrown Out

ol

Em-

ployment.
Springfield, April 14.—One of the most destructive tires that has occurred in Western
Massachusetts for a number of years, broke
out at five minutes past ten to-night, in mill
No. 2, of the Dwight Manufacturing Company,
of Chicopee, and before the flames were extinguished had destroyed both that aud adjoining
mill No. 1, belonging to the same corporation.
The tire caught in the wheel room by the accidental oversetting of a lamp and nearly consumed the buildings.
The mills were devoted to the manufacture
of cotton sheeting, aud cotton flannel, and
contained 4500 bales of cotton which were destroyed as was also one stock house and three
lumber sheds. The total loss will not fall short
of $750,000: fully covered by insurance.
The Wrecli.
Halifax, April 12.—Beyond the saving of a
few packages of goods nothing was done at the
Atlantic wreck yesterday. Last night and this
morning there was a very heavy south east
gale, ft is feared the ship will break up.)

WASHINGTON,

cases

steel, Joseph Slogg;

11 coils wire rope to

mdse,

C M

No Yielding.
Washington, April 14.—Collector Bailey
having telegraphed to Commissioner Douglass
this inoruing that the New York Central Rail-

Company had sued him and
replevy the goods seized by him,
sioner replied

about to
the Commiswere

follows:
Washington, D. C,. April 14,1871.—To J. M.
Collector
of Internal Revenue, Albany,
Bailey,
N. Y.. Retain possession of the property of the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad
Company distrained by you. If you have already adjourned the sale, sell on the adjourned
day; otherwise proceed to sell as advertised.
District Attorney Crowley has been directed to
defend you and to proceed criminally under section 67, of the act of 1866, against all persons
who interfere with your possession of the projias

erty.

(Signed.)

J. H.

Douglass,

Commissioner.

Treasury Balances.

following are the Treasury balances today: Currency $2,137,238; special deposits of leThe

gal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $25,240,000) coin $70,746,790; including
$23,300,100 in coin certificates; legal tenders
outstanding $358,400,458.
Successful Claimants.
The Court of Claims has rendered judgment
against tho United States in the case of Theodore B. Sams and others, comprising some 500
claimants, for the 20 per cent, additional com
pensation voted by Congress in 1867, to all civil
employees of the government at Washington.
Swift Bctribution.
The following are despatches of Gen. Sherman, showing the earnestness of the government to punish the Modoc crimes:
Headquarters Army of United States, Washington, D. C., April 12.—To Gen. Gillen, Modoc
Camp: Your despatch announcing the terrible
loss to tho country of Get. Canby by the perfidy of the Modoc band of Indians, has been
shown to the President, who authorizes me to
instruct you to make the attack so strong and
persistant that their fate may be commensurate
with their crime. You will be fully justified in
their utter extermination.
W. T. Sherman, General.
(Signed)

Washington, April 13.

Schofield, Commanding Military
Division, San Francisco:
Your despatch of yesterday is this moment
received. Last night Gen. Townsend came to
to
my house with a despatch from Gen. Gillem
tho same effect as yours, which despatch he
To Gen. J. M.

had shown to the (President, and I answered
Gen. Gillem direct with a copy of the answer
The President sanctions the most seto you.
vere punishment of the Modocs, and I hope to
hear that they have met the doom they so richly have earned by their iusolveuce and perfidy.
Consult Mrs. Canby aud have every honor paid
This is Sunday.
the remains of Gen. Canby.
I will see the President this evening, and tomorrow will notify you of any change in existing commander if made, tut you may bo sure
that any measure of severity to the savages will
he sustained.
W. T. Sherman, General.
(Signed)
11ETEUKOLOGICAL

pbobabilitiesJfor

the

next

twentv-focr

Horns.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
April 15. 1 (A. V.) I
The storm on Massachusetts Bay continues
moving slowly north-east into New Brunswick
aud Nova Scotia. For Monday in New England except Maine, continued north and northwest winds, cloudy and clearing weather.
Troops

Name of Owner.

Revolted.

rKer West, Fla., April 14.—Special to New
Yord Herald.—Troops in Porto Itico have revolted in favor of a republic, and much confusion has resulted. The crews of two American
vessels in port disembarked to restore order.
Aid has been asked from Havana and two War
vessels are about to leave that city,

public auction at
City, ou the 16th

bouses and

Washington St.,

T., Guardian Heirs of
Bdw, Hannah, land Merrill St.,
Cow4e John, baildln.'S on leased land
W. ride Fortland St..
Crane John J., land 4 Munroe St.,
Cobum John

DB?acnk?te0srL"ll0U9e

D'?!ieG“t.T'’f0imJryRnaii‘Ud
leased
Dyer Isaac, buildings

jI
j
,

At which the

200

5.00

*>00

12.o0

200

5,00
100.00

1.800

45.00

800

,.50

1,800

45.00

1,800

43.00

1,200

30.00

3.000

73.00

.. ..

Tyng St.,

ADA

CARS’,

....

400

10.00

3,300

82.50

Accompanist.

city.

UttlCAUS, April n.—1 lour is quiet uiiu uucuaugeu;
extra Spring 6 25 @ 7 00; moBt of sales private.—
Wheat buoyant, unsettled and higher; No 2 Spring
regular at 118 cash; 1 22 seder May; do June 1 24} @
1 24}; No 3 Spring 110}; rejected 03c. Com is Aral
and in fair demand; 31§c lor No 2 Mixed cash regular; fresh 34je; 343c seller May; 37c do June; refect29 @ 291 e. Oats firm and in
ed scarce and
fair demand; No2 24j® 24Jc regular; fresh 27c; 281
ffl 28jc sellar May. Rye firm; No 2 at 61c for fresh.
Barley higher and in fair demand; No 2 Fall regular
at70c; 74@75for fresh; No3 offered at 60e. Provisions firm and in fair demand. Pork at 16 00 cash:
seller June 16 40. Lard in fair demand and higher at
8}c seller May; do June 8}c. Bulk meats in good
shoulders at 6Jc cash
demand and held Jc
for loose; short rib middles loose 8Jc; do seller June
and
Bacon
unchanged. Hams, part bulk
quiet
8Jc.
and part sweet pickled 6Jc loose. Whiskey is steady
at 86jc.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 4.000 bush wheat, 55,000 bush corn, 38,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,000

higher

higher;

bnsh barley, 00,000 hogs.

Shipments—10,000 ools flour, 23,000 bnsh wheat, 9,000 busli corn, 12.000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 11,000
bush barley, 0300 hogs.
xolXDO. April 14.—Flour in fair demand and firm

Wheat is stronger and advanced 2c; Amber
Michigan on spot 1 65 (a; 1 66J; seller April 1 66; do
Inst half do 1 66J; do May at 1 68}; do June 1 71; No
1 Red 1 72 @ 1724; No 2 1 86. Corn nominal; Wnite
Oats dull; No 2 at 35c; Michigan at 35Je.
41c.
Receipts—2,UOO bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 9,000
bush com, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 2,000
bush com, 0,000 bush oats.
Detroit, April 14.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat active and higher; extra White at 194; No 1
White at 186}; Amber Michigan at 166} @ 167. Corn
steady; No 1 at 42Jc; Yellow 43c. Oats dull and deat 8 50.

clining at 37}c.
Receipts—1,000 bbls floor, 1,000 bush wheat, 14,00(
bush com, 3,000 bush oats.
Shipinets—2,000 bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat, 8,00(
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Cincinnati, April 14.—Provisions strong.
Pori
held at 16 75.16 50 freely hid. Lard quiet and firm
steam at 8Sc; kettle Sjc; ottering* light. Bulk Meati
strong; sales Shouidors at 6J <g) 6jc buyer April; di
c,oal! r **
'es„at *HC witb more buyers' than sellers
8jjcbuyera April; clear sides 8}c; held at 8}e witl
light otterlngs. Bacon—sales Bhouldcrs at 7c; cleai
rib Bides 9c; clear sides held at 91c. Whiskey stead'

House

St.,

Stackpolc Charles A.,

and wife,
land 32 Danforth St.,

lands at 18Jc.
Mobile, April 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling upland'
18} @ 181c.
New Orleans, April 14.—Colton domaud moder
ate; Middling uplands 18} @ 18jc.

Freight*
Philadelphia, April 12.—Freights—There is mori
doing. The rates to Liverpool are 7} @ 8d for Grain

A. [JCTIONLER8
NO. tM KU'BANOE MTRF.fcf,
Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
OEO. W. PARKER.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
References—Messrs. H. J. Libby & Co., and Hon
Charles P. Kimbal Port land. Me.; Messrs. Leonard
split
& Co., and Lee & Shepard. Boston.

Portland, Apr. 14th,

street Church

—

12.50

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings,

300
200

7.50
5.00

April 15th and 16th.
and pleasing Drama entitled
“AMONG 1HE BREAKERS”

2,000

50.00

12,000

300.00

4,000

100.00

800
200
400

20.00
5.00
10.00

200

5.00

The

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

produced

UKDKB

Pamengcrs booked
derry and Liverpool.

lights Only !

AND HIS

—

KOHLING

—

from the Gaand Opera House, New York,

New

—

FOB THE

the reconstructed version of

in

HTJMFTY DUMPTY,

Goods

Style

Saw Glimmer & Sharpener.

With grand effect. A lnll variety Troupe, embracing
20 Artists. All now Tricks. Magnificent New Scenery, &c.
Box sheet open at Box Office one day in advance.

—

of 1873.

BEST

STOCK

All ol the TANITK CO.’S good are dlmptly made by the Co., at their own Factory and*under
their own Patents and Processes.
It 1b cheaper to buy Standard Good* directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealer* or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest ixJbrroation on all points connected with KMEKY
EMERYAND
WHEELS
GRINDING MACHINERY wlU
be furnished by this
Company._lebOliodf

ASSOBTMENT INCLUDES

MINSTRELS.

Ot

German, French and English
manufacture, in Straights, Diagonals Hair Lines, Basket
and Diamond Goods, die,

PANT

"GOODS.

Grand.

a

this Department, if anywhere, Kohling thinks he

B^^Reserved Seats

gin’s

EVERYBODY.

some

duced.

ones,

CROASDALE’S

GENUINE

SUPERPHOSPHATE

NEW.
sy Richer in Amnseniu nad Phnpkoric
Any Other Fertilizer in the
Market.

ready at Hawes & Craaprll, 12,14,15.16*17

Acid, than

Designs

ever

intro-

i^*ThcPC Good** will be made up in
faulting** *tlye and in a perfect naancr.

ROCKLAND.

THE FINEST LAUNDRY WORK.

sec

524.

Small Bills and Cards

of

the

shape,
first

IN

of

of

Every

and made to look
The prices arc

new.

we

our

precisely

are

39 Ceils*
79 Cento.

pairs
only about

work,

when

as

Cuff* per dozen
As these prices
of the

same
it was

follows:

as

Collars per dozen

we

half the usual

one

shall

poorest
Srice
Oliver them at
store, and

only receive and

will be dethe owner
livered until paid for
must be in indelible ink on each article.
Citizens of Portland, we ofler you the opportunity
to indulge in the luxury of always wearing a new ana
perfectly laundried collar, and at a price that must
no package
The name of

our

STOCK !

commend itself.
CHARLES CFftTKS Ac CO.,
993 Congress htrset.
dtf
ap4

!
One of the largest assortments of

Opening Millinery.

have

patrons
request
many
AT
arrangements to aundry Gent’s Collars and
article will be finished in the
Cults.

Ad-

ijS^There will be Excnrsian tickets issued from
Portland for the accomodation of those wishing to atend the concert. Fare for tho round trip, #3.50.
eodtf
mar27

lm

dzAw3wl4

ap3

I. A. L.ORING, ol Portland,
General Agent far Cumberland County.

99 EXCHANGE STREET.
ap3

153 Commercial Street. Portlaod.

For particulars
mission.

KOHLING,

RAND,

AGENTS FOR MAIIs E.

FARWELL & AMES’ HALL,

Thursday Eve., Apr.

a

&

CONANT

Presentation Concert.

In full confidence that he can suit all tastes, and
all forms, he spreads these goods open to tho inspection of all.

W. H.

new

Grand

SUITINGS

of the Nobbiest

now

music store.

HIS ASSORTMENT OP

Embraces

host qf

Programme.

EVERYTHING

can

WHOLE

a

LON, BILLY and CHARLEY MORRIS. MAT
WHEELER, DIlK MELVILLE, HOLBROOK,
BURDEE, JACKSON, and
THE MONSTER COMPANY!

In
In

In a Grand Holiday Entertainment,
Best Company ever brought to Portland.

the old Favorites and

$15.

SPECIAL NOTICE,

MORRIS BROS’

The

$

Price of'Macliine,

Tlrursdav, Anr. 17th.

COATINGS,

Machine—easfly
lnchea to 12

x

lineb.

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face fiom $2.12 to #7.35, according to thickHeavier Machine. $70 sod $90. runness.
ning Wheels np to 24 Inches Id diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, addrw.
THE TANITE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., P*.

MUSIC HALL-ONE NIGHT ONLY

Ever yet Exhibited iu this City by Him.
TIKK

x

The Event of the Season.

lie has exercised his usual excellent judgment, and
has selected the

CHEAP, simple, and durable
and running wheels from 8

A

operated

ap8__tit

Spring & Summer

SCANDINAVIAN, Cnpl. Aird
leave this port for Liverpool on

H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
novYOtf
Portland, Nov. 19th, 18T2.

FULL PANTOMIME COMPANY

HAS GOT HIS

London-

SATURDAY, April 19th,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of tb
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).979 in 989
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

Commencing Monday April 14,
MR. CHARLES ABBOTT

aprl4-15-16

0

Return Tioket.
granted at Reduced Rate..
The Stoamebin

Will

Three

COSTBACT FOB THU CAHBYINO OF TB»

Canadian nuil United Slate. Malta.

for

ap!2__It
HALL.
MUSIC

J

1873.

Allan_Line.

new

the first time In this dty.
Doors open at 7, to commence at 8 o’clock.
Admission 35 Cents ; Children 15 Cents.

will be

1,800 45.00
HENRY W. HERSEY, Treasurer.

house and

ON

32.50

Hannah, land 10 Quincy St.,
Whitney George W., land rear Aims

n_l. __o.
w
jiiiciju

T_sax

uiti

uuaru^

ROOM PAPERS

vv^

WHOLESALE & RETAIL HEALERS

TO BE FOUND IN THE CITY.
in

—

New

Also daily receiving all new styles.

Spring Millinery

Stamped Gold,
Patent plain washable Tints,
of every shade,

OPENING DAILY AT

No* 14 Cross Street, Portland.
Orders left at Ioe Office, 14 Cross St.,

Proctor,

Fresco Borders,
New Patterns of

M. A. BOS WORTH’S,

Hall

83

Eichange St.,

Decorations,
Satins, Ac.

53
apr5

MEAL!

ever

in

save

teen

ruiuiiAiuf

MACHINEWORKS
80S,)

315 Commercial Street,

HANOVER

382

UP

Portland, Me.

The Proprietor having refitted and refurnished this
Hotel, respectfully solicits the patronage of those visiting Boston or. business or pleasure. Terms : Rooms
and full board, $2 per day. Rooms without board,
for each person, 75c. to $1. This hsuse is within five
minutes* walk of all the Eastern Steamer Lendings
and Depot. It contains 125 rooms, every convenience
for comfort, and under the management of Mb. Q.
W. RELYEA, must prove attractive to tho traveling public. Carriages in constant attendance and
mahl5eod3m
Horse Cars pass tho door.

-aot-

Piano

_‘m

power
H. Cole,
THE
Drafts, and

of attorney heretofore given my

son

ED. B. ROBINSON,
Plan* Doom., 3 Csksss Black.

(Opposite City

Hall.l_marS8-d3n.
REMOVAL.

J.

knlty.kut

JERSEY COW. Pedigree
A CHOICE
superior.milker, and very desirable forage
Ionian's
a

family.

calling

Apply
aptddwie

Wbarf.

House 16 Bramhnll St. for rent
tf

-

to

jm'fm*

__III-*

Store, wHh .
8f!^odssteady
F?^FjDcy
incraaaTRIMMING
suiall well wJ^{^5i^jocationa in the city,
Atrade,
mono
OFrfai.
THIS
mg
«.ttakj-^

Announcement.

as a metnb*
jAMES L. FOGO Is admitted
M oar ilrmflom this
maTHJws <* 00-r~
Portland, April 1, 1873.
__—
_

day^

1

Fellows

Hall

71 o’clock.

on

Tuesday Evening April loin,
Per

Portland, Arr. 13th, 1ST2.

*

[

ot

^ BAKNESj

near neau

anr4_1

Q. H. ANDREWS,
178 Pearl St.. New York-

aplldlw*

Inquire of F. G. PATTERSON.

GOODALE

TO BE LET,
AND CHAMBERS
QTORE
»3 side Commercial street,

In exchange for

Address,

S. L.

apnodlw__

Lumber and Dock Timber W antes 1

febtdtf

Sec’y.
»Prl4d3t

aprieeodlm

For Sale.

IBank

Found.

Street,

site bis old stand.

L

Locomotive Boilers, Horizontal Engines
Feed Pozip. and Other Machinery.

HUDSON, JHm

& Banner Bainter
Sign
removed to No. 267 Middle
nearly oppo-

in my name, Is hereby withdrawn.
SIMON COLE.
Portland, March 28,1873.
ap2d2w»

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange street.

B.

Has

to manage the Lumber business, aceep
draw money from the First Nationa

Office to Rent
Middle Street* Inquire of

Tuning.

Orders attended to personally by

CHAS.

__

ap!4

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

Notice.

price by
KENDALL A WHITNEY.

A

HOUSE,

tt_

ENGER,

J.

W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from out
firm, and his luterest and responsibility ceases
Irom this date.
NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufactures.
Kortou Mills and Island Pond ,Vt.
5,1872.e7tt
Pond,
Island
Sept.

fox
raa TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER
O vf vf sale in barrels or bulk at the lowest tasli

streets
at No.:

TAYLOR

L.
Portland. Dec. 30.1872.

Notice.

public

the lowest cash nrices.

fit

THE

PIASTER.

on one of the
which the owner can havo by
Dow street and proving property.

Oak Timber and Plank

Caution.

THE

SUM of MONEY

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White

Trustees of the Newbury St 4 th Congregational Church wish to say to their friends that no
authorised to collect money for the benefit
is
person
of the Church. Knowledge having come to them that a
with the Church or
person or persons not connected
Society has been soliciting aid In the name of the
Newburv street 4th Cong’l Church, this is to caution
our friends who wish to aid us in our endeavors to
sustain the Newbury Street Church
apilldlw

Real Estate on Union
Street for Sa’e.
valuable property on Union street (opposite
the Laundry), being a lot of land with a frontG6 feet,
age of 751 feet, 4l’l of which has a depth oi
the balance, 34 feet, has a depth of about 50 feet.
a
bargain ir
Thisd si'able property will be sold at
appli d for immediately. Will be sold in one nr two
lots as desired. For further particulars enquire of
aplldlw
F. 0. BAILEY & CO., 18 Exchange Si.

aplldlw

I

STAIRS.

apll

Valuable

ON

PREBEE

and Knees.

HAVE the largest and beet ntock ot Shir Knee*
in the State. Atao best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

repairer.
S ^KSM!
attention!11
febl3
_eoda,li
W. S. DYER, Agent.

BOSTON.

tc

Ship Timber

AU tlr st-class Sewing Machines, new and second
hand. It will pay to examine all kinds together and
judge for yourself which la the best.

HOUSE,
ST.,

AND PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.

No. 286 Congress Street,
OPPOSITE

—

No Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT FOSTER'S DYE HOVII,
mar21TTAStt»4 Pats. *«•

to

Rooms

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boiler* anil Tanks, Shafting.
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
gg—New and Second-hand Engines for sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

OR

Dyed Brown, Black, Bine-Black
nnd Blue,

Sewing Machine

ENGINES,

WEBSTER

—

cases.

New

Marine, Stationary and Portable

aprlitf

CLEANSED,

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AfiEJIT FOB MAINE,
No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St.,
to whrm all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mchleodtf

tf

W. H. FESSENDEN.

Gentlemen’s Garments

every

For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply

HAMMRGS!

STEAM

KENDALL dc WHITNEY,

who use it, in its best form, will soon find theirmeats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is sucb that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been ftilly tested in
tne U. S. Courts and its validity established in eigh-

CO YELL & COMPARY.

(FORMERLY C. BTAFLKS £

more

BY—

teh7dtf

is Indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers
ITHotel
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Win
than its cost
Summer. Butchers

50c.

jan24

—FOR SALE

The best and Only Meltable One in

GREAT BARGAINS AT

l-2c, 20c, 25c,

2000 Bags Cotton Seed Meal

__

LYMAY’S
Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

of the largest and best

opened
Portland, and at prices that defy competition

12

Exchange St.

aTs.

HAMBURGS!
one

1st*

SEED

HALL. Xj. DAVIS

this

any

COTTON

tf

shall

in

CALL AND EXAMINE,

ap9

day
WEline of open
Edges and Insertion*,

J. O.

wlih

tyPure Ice supplied for all purposes
quantities and at tho
LOWEST RATES,
aplO

Every variety in fact, from the beet to the cheapest
paper made, oil of which will be weld at law
price*.

FLUENT’S BLOCK.

or

promptly attended

will be

to.

Sts.,

Cor. Congress & Exchange

—

ICE.

Bronze,

at 85c.

Charleston, April 14.-Cotton is quiet; Middlini
uplands 18} @ 18)c.
Savannah, April 14—Cotton quiet; Middling
“ un
1

—AXD—

THE—

Vestry of the India

Domestic iVlarlxet*.

for

Commission Merchants,

MTERTMIMMT^

New

7$ @ 7 jc

J. S. BAILEY A C'Om

Admission 50 cents. Reserved seats 75 cents. For
Stockbridge’s Music Store, Wednesday morning, April 8th, at 9 o’clock.
Doors open at 7. Concert enmnieneos at K.
aprs
did

—

Auctioneers.
St

,

_

KOTZ8CHMAR,

500

Watts

small stable.

a

Terms a' sale.
F. O. HAILEY It CO
aprl

Contralto.

1,300

x

Also

lar. arc.

The above buildings have recently been put in
thorough repair. Lot 50 x 110 feet. This property Is
very pleasantly situated and la valuable. Title good.

sale at

73

York, April 14—Evening—Cotton dull and
nominal; sales 1041 bales; Middling uplands 19fc.—
Flour quiet and steady; sales 9750 bbls; State 6 00 @
8 25; Round hoop Ohio 7 20 @10 50; Western 6 10 @
10 50; Southern 6 10 @ 12 00. Wheat quiet and firm;
sales 18,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 75 @ 1 77$; No 2 do
at 1 59 @ 1 57; 5<o 3 do 1 53$ @ 1 55; Winter Red
Western at 1 90; White Michigan 1 85 @ 2 15. Corn
a shade firmer and in fair demand; sales 61.000 bush;
new Mixed Western 63$ @ 64$c; old do 63$ @ 64c in
store. Oats are in good demand; sales 47,000 bush;
White 45 @ 56c; new Western Mixed 50 @ 53$c. Beef
Pork a shade easier; new
steady at 9 00 @ 13 00.
Lard firmer at 8 15-16 @ 9 5-16c. Butmess 17 37$.
ter is ; State 32 @ 4Gc. Whiskey a shade firmer at
easier; refin91$c. Rice is quiet at 7$ @ 8$c Sugar
ing 7$ @ S$c. Coflee quiet, lower ana dull; Rio at 16$
New
Orleans
67 @ 75c.
Molasses
in
Gold.
firm;
19c
@
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 56$ @ 57c;
Rosin firm at 3 35 @ 3 37$ for strained. Petroleum is
firm; crude 10 @ 10$c; refined at 20$@21c. Tallow
more active at 8$ @ 9c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; rates firm.
New York, April 14—Cattle market. -Beeves are
higher and firm; range from 10 to 16c; average ll$c;
receipts of the week 7365 head.
Sheep lower and dull; unshorn 6 @ 6$c; clipped 4$
@ 6$c; Spring Lambs lower at 16 @ 20c; receipts 15,400 head.
Hogs nominal at 5$ @ 6c; no arrivals of live stock;
receipts dressed 26,600 head; market fairly active at

we shall Mil
No. 52 St. John street,

Mr. WILL H. STOCK BRIDGE, Tenor.
Mr. W. 8. BECKETT, Baritone.
Mr. HERMAN

St. John Street at

on

conjistlng ot a JA story wooden House with brick
basement, containing 7 rooms, good closets, fine cel-

(Boston.) Soprano,
Mima.

—AT

Smith Francis O. J., land east cor.
Congress and Exchange Sts., extending through to Market St.,
Buildings and land west slue of
Cross St.,
Sweester James S., J house and land
10 Summer St.,
Trafton Josiah, land Douglass St.,

m

at li

Auction.
at 3 P. M.,
A,‘r!>
the valuable real estate
OV’v'PW

MABEL BCBAHA.il,

yiia.

65$

Union Pacific stock. 38$
The following were the quotations foF Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102$
Union Pacific do... 86$
Union Pacific land grants.73$
Union Pacific income bonds.
72$

CARY,

following talent will appear:—

..

Eriopreferred.

Real Estate

Mud’llc TEBENA EABBEIO,
The Celebrated Pianist.

20,000 730.00

land north side of Newbury
St., rear Market St.,
Libby George, house and land 78
Cumberland St.,
Owen Hannah, land Newbury St.,
leased to Dresser,
Pierre Cbaries H. L., building and
land 43 Newbury St.,
Pratt David, store on leased land cor.
Preble and Oxford Sts.,
Rand Hiram J., land rear Mayo St..
Robinson Robert, house and land 17

The

...

—

MISS. ANNIE LOUISE

day.

following were the quotations of Government
securities:
,
United States coupouG’s, 1881.120$
United States 5-20’s 18G2.117$
United States 5-20’s 1864.117$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.
119$
United States 5-20’s t865, new.117
United States 5-20’s 1867.119
United States 5-20’s 1868.117$
United States 5’s, new.115
.1131
United States 10-40’S.,coupons.
Currency 6’s
.113$
The following were the opening quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 85$
Pacific Mail.57$
57. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated... .101$

ON

leased

SUIT

York. April 14—Evening.—Money was dear
again to-day, but on the whole the market was easier
than on the closing days of last week. In the morning rates ranged from } to J per cent, per day, with
the bulk of business at §; but in the afternoon there
Rumors generally agree
was a decline of 1-16 to
that those bankers on the witness stand before the
Grand Jury to-day were asked more about a conspiracy than any violation of usury law, and readily
answered iu tbe negative. The express companies repor he receipt of over $2,000,000 in currency to-dav.
Humors are anoat tnat secretary Kicuarason is about
to sell $5,000,000 in Gold aud buy $500,000 of bonds
and order tbe prepayment of the navy interest, but
neither could be verified and nothing is known in regard to the matter. The failure of Escber & Co.,
ary goods importers, is announced, and the suspension of a minor tea house is reported, name not given.
Sterling Exchange heavy at 107 @ 107$ for 60
days, and 108 @ 108$ for sight. Gold early in the day
advanced from 118$ to 118$, which brought considerable into tbe market and the price fell to 118$, closing
at 118$ @118$; loans at 4 @ 7 per cent, to 3-32 per
diem. The clearings were $81,000,000. Treasury disbursements $110,000. Customs receipts $422,000.—
Gutstanding legal tenders show a reduction of $119,000. Governments about $ per cent, lower, closing
steady. State bonds dull and heavy. Stooks were
irregular at the opening prices and were a fraction
lower than at the close on Saturday, but a stronger
feeling soon set in and tbe market continued to improve till the first call was over. Thereafter there
was a general decline till 2 o’clock, when stringency
in Money mitigated somewhat and the market became firm, and continued till the close, the latest figSome inures a trifle below the highest ot the
vestment shares sold during the day for cash at lower
were Pacific Mail,
prices. The most active stocksRock
Island.
N Y Central, Western Union and

TO

Auction.
WEDNESDAY, April 16th,

o’clock A
M., we shall at salesroom. 16 Exchange str««t
eighteen Meerschaum Pipes, warranted aa fine as was
ever imported
They can be seen at window of R
Chapman, comer of Middle and Exchange street*
until day of sale.
By F. O. B lILEi 4k CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

!
—

did

...

Elegant Meerschaum Pipes

CONCERT!

j

32.50

4,00«

M., house and landll3
T-

A«e,u,_

»»*.

COMPLIMENTARY

,

land

Union Whart,
Hall John K., iland andbutldlnge on
Cross St.,
Hill Nathaniel, house and land cor.,
Danfortb and Walnut Lane,
Hobson Joseph, Hobson wharf and
flats.
land Cumberland near Montgomery

St.,

j

$70.00

with Styles
$2,800
Mrs., land 17 Cross St., 1,300
Clark Leander, house on land leased
of Philbrook, Cumberland near

T oiul.ton

apiwrel and tomtom*. HE11!”. w,,h *>« tackle,
tons, N. M., Essex twin, an',, *“«»•; U 50 79-10*
order throughout. Sale pnstu^T. ® °*k and la good
parttealars cal. on V.
c.CROBBY.a PanUna
F. O. bailey & CO.,

|

Tax
due.

60 Green St.,
Childs Harriet

Kilvcrt Emi y
Bracket St.,

Auction,

_

Val'n.

land,

on

“*

pFor

M.

Description Prop.

Bodge Joseph G., £

New York, April. 14—Morning.—Gold 1181. Money l per'cent. Sterling Exchange 107J @ 108J. State
stocks dull. Stocks steady.
New

O^'nk^T .B,,yd

gkra.nt>

Railroad.10GJ

New York Stock and Money Market.

LL,

Real Estate of non- |

without further notice be Bold at
the office of the Treasurer of said
day of April, 1873, at 10 o’clock A.

Bailey.

Bouton Stock List.
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 14.1
Maine State 6’s,. ;. 98J
Eastern Railroad 6’s.100|
Bates Manufacturing Co.100
Boston & Maine Railroad.
1205
Eastern

on

Collector of said City, on the 1st day of Sephim to me as rctember, 1871, lias been returned by
maining unpaid on the 31st day of August, 18t2, by
bis certificate of that date, and now remain unpaid,
and notice is hereby given that if tho said taxes and
interest and charges are not paid in the treasury of
tho said City within eighteen months of the date ol
the commitment of the said bills, so much of the real
estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charges, will,

or-

der; 4 cases brass sheets, Portland Co; Ido mdse,
Lockhart & Aldric; 1 do do. J McKay & Bro; 10 do
do. agent G T Railroad; 4258 bars iron, J H Allen &
Co. Bath; 2 bales carpeting, Marrett, Bailey Co; 152
pkgs machinery, Geo Stephenson & Co; l case mdse,
H & Allen; 61 cases oranges, 77 do lemons, Hart, Marion & Co; 700 boxes tin plate, to order; 49 bales of

Erie.

road

following list of Taxes

SEY,

B" o It i : i Cx N

AUCTION sales.

Tuesday Evening, April 15th!

ofPorUand for the
"resident owners In ttedty HENRY
THE
W. HER- jj
rear 1871, in bills committed to

Washington,

Her stem and
work south of Wilson’s wharf.
keel are badly sprung, and she is partly full of
Clenrof Ice.
Waldoboko, April 14.—The ice has left the
river and it is now open for navigation.

(CITY

WabShh|ton24TMa^afed

°f

M A

feet.

Nou-Besident Taxes in the City of
Portland. In the County of Cumberland. foi the Year 1871.

Receipts by Railroads and Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railway—C cars sundries, 2 do
for New York, 1 do for Holyoke, Mass, 3 do hogs, 6 do
for Boston, 1 do starch, 1 do shook, 1 do match stock,
2 do corn, 1 do oats, 1 do for Bangor, 2 do flour, 9 do
for St. John, NB, 1 do for Lynn, 1 do horses, 1 do
baric, 7 do for Halifax, 30 do for Allan Line, 75 do

water.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Fresh Calamity.
April 14,—The first champion
snip game of base ball between tne Washington club
A

Baltimore,

Rockland, April 14.—During the gale Saturday night schooner George Oshurne, Bickford, of Provincetown,from Boston for Castine,
which had put in here for harbor, dragged and
fouled her anchor and went ashore on Lowell’s
Point, wlicie she now lies against the breast-

rit

2s Cd for F.our. 27s 6<1 for
weight, and Id for Cotton.
In Petroleum freights there is rather more
doing. A
bark was tiken for Gibraltar for orders at 6s
Cd; one
to Copenhagen at 6» 10£d; one to Elsinort at 7s, and
ono to the Continent at 6s; and two vessels from JackM
sonville, Fla., with Lumber at $11 25 @11 50

FINANCIAL AND €OMM£KCUL.

Schooner Ashore

mar21-iwl

occurred"1 J?f«he

and is

to the

killed
£een,
Urokefeaaperd?Lnd;.JohUyMcDermott
hammer. In Brook l>n
l,is wife with sledge

apr25-d&wlt

For years Smol ander’s Buchu lias given
universal satisfaction, and every day it is increasing in public favor. It is without exception the best and most indispensable article for

1

yesterday,

as

Schools.

ot'wS?

disposed

Charles

to-morrow

Cairo and Fulton
the vestry of the India street church.
was swept away by tho flood. The river was
This
drama has never yet been brought out in this
fifty-six feet above low water mark at the time
of the disaster and is still
rising. Jacksonport,
city. Those who have seen it elsewhere speal
entirely under water, and the inhabiof it in very high terms.
The ladies and gen
Little Red River
•ino mraTcLsd’out in canoes.
acb ®‘ver are
tlemeu who take part in it have all had dram
reported falling.
atic cxpcrionce, and it will undoubtedly be wel 1
despatch of Saturday, says the
body
,mL‘ of tbe viclinls of tlie
played. Those of our readers who wish a: 1 Front Street
evening’s pleasant entertainment will find it a t ing from the w?ter’ was “covered this eveuthe accident
b.uildinK where
the India street vestry.
explore the basement’ll dlver in armor will
th0 bodies
of ottier persons
The Late Mr. J. B. Parsons.—We ar ,
from Fort \v,
Reports
pleased to learn that our citizens arc doing th 1 St. Joseph River and
s!ate. that
All the bridges on St.
risinKhandsome thing for the family of the late IV
w6
botween
Iu addition t > Fort Wayne and Cedarvilli are
lice Officer Joseph B. Parsons.
aud the roads near the streams
away,
our worth
ar° all under
water.
the sum subscribed by the police
sum and the citizen *
handsome
a
The
Tribune, Commercial Advert;.,,,
Mayor gave
to follow his example in aide f
Michigan Farmer were burned
the unfortunate

President s tuo®is well known that he is troubled with a
him
plaint of the kidneys, which affects
it 1?
serionsiy at times. inIndeed,
the incipient sta„c
fnavel that he is
Bright’s disease.

apprehensions

evenings.

..

seem

Captain Kandall reports an engagement with
the
Apaches, in which forty-seven warriors
were killed and seven women captured.
A Halifax
despatch says the steamer Kangaroo began on Saturday the laying of the
shore end of the new Atlantic cable from the
cable house ut Freshwater point to near Chebuctohead, where it will be until the arrival
of the Great Eastern which is to lay the main
portion of the cable. Pictoa harbor is open
for navigation.
A writer in ono of tho New York evening
during
papers, who was with President Grant
much of the latter’s recent visit to the city,
ser
for
says that there are good grounds

left,

The sum of $1400 was voted for music; $250
for the sexton, and $1000 for incidental expenAn assessment of 17 per cent, on the valses.
uation of the pews was voted to raise the sums
necessary to pay the pastor’s salary and the
above mentioned expenses.
Voted, Thet public services be held in the
forenoon and afternoon of the Sabbath during
year, except in the months of June, July and
August, when only a morning service shall be
held.
A vacation of four weeks was voted to the

Fraternity—No. 333* Congress street.

pawned

struments and flod, saying never a word about
the $8 50.
Shortly after Deputies Williams
The man’s name is
and Bridges arrested him.
Gardner, and he says he was tho director of a
regimental band in the Union service during

urer..

Every evening.

Monday

following subordinate

Surveyors of Lumber.—Henry C. Bailey, W.
Morgan, O. A. McFaddcn, Charles E. Merrill, M. W. Ripley, A S. Legrow, George P.
Jordan, Isaac Ham, Chas. Dyer.
Surveyor of Hard Wvod.—Leonard Flint.
Surveyor of Ship Timber.— Chas. Dyer.
City Constable.—J. D. Dcceile.

At

Portland Army and
Congress and Brown streets.
month.

four musical instrum cuts
Saturday at the saloon uuder tho United
States, for .$8 50. Yesterday morning, just before the train which carried the troupe away
he rushed into tho saloon, seized the inorchestra

S.

Odd Fellows’ Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
It., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, socond and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.

Portland

Larceny.—A member of the Black Crook

Aldermen were

IN JOINT CONVENTION.

joint convention the
city officers were elected:

At

City,

of

concurrence.

In

I. O. O. F.

Temple—Forest

from the Board

The hall was

ners

Councilmen Hale, Marsh and Russell were
appointed.
The petition by Hale for a street lamp on
Gray street, was referred: same on petition by

Monday.

Many of the aufast increasing

tfict.P'fulltr fpcfnnnprl witli flip lilpmlpfl hflll-

vnrv

$2,500.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Veruou, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. II. & S. Masters, second

scenes.

ocean

The order for a re-valuation was taken from
the table and passed in concurrence, after reducing the amount for expenses, from $3,000 to

Wednesday.

man

the light, which stands jut with great distinctness in the foreground to the right, hangs a
low heavy, suilen cloud, seemingly a cradle for
To the left we have the clear, cold
a tempest.

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

YORK RITES.

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

on

gives it light and relief, will be recognized at a glance. Between this and the shore
a coaster with bellying sails, is seen, while a
large merchantman under convoy of a tug, is
proceeding in the opposite direction. Above

monts.

Street.

Blue

These

which

Aid. Davies offered an order
fixing the salary of the Mayor at $2500, which was passed.
Aid. York, from the Committee on Fire Department, reported an order referring the matter of dividing the city into two fire districts to
a new committee.
The petition of Rollins and Adams that the
chief engineer give his entire time to the duties
of his office, was taken from the table and referred to a committee from this Board.
The ordinances relating to the salary of the
members of the Fire Department, was passed
to be ordained.
The order left over from the last City Government relating to a formation of a new hose
company, to consist of ten men with salaries
the same as members of the Fire Department,
te
was taken up and laid upon the table by ar
of 4 to 3.
were
H.
Green and A. H. Purington
apXV,
pointed special policemen without pay, at the
P-rtlaud Co.’s XVorks.
A message was sent to Council
proposing
a joint convention to elect subordinate
city officers.
The Committee of Conference reported and

nr

Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange

water has that peculiar, emidrawing.
nently natural shade of green shot with yellow
light which one may see any day when the
waves run high. The long black hull of the
Scandinavian, with its masts and rigging and
the one brick-colore i spot
of smoke-stack
The

concurrence.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The Board of Mayor and Aldermen meets the first
Monday evening of each month.
The Common Council meets the second Monday
cveiling of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday cyoniug of each month.

At

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The salary bill came up from the Common
Council as amended bv that body, and Alderman Clement moved that the Board adhere to
its former action, and that a committee of conference be appointed.
Alderman York moved to reconsider the article relating to the salary of the Harbor Master, which was lost, aud Alderman Clement's
Aldermen Clement and
motion prevailed’
Daveis were appointed a committe of conference
on the part of the Board.
Petitions presented and referred—Of E. T.
Patten for license as auctioneer; of Chas. II.
Patten for sidewalk on Hampshire street ; of
G. XV York to erect a wooden building on Avon
street; of James Quinn for compensation ef
damage of $25, alleged to have been done his
house by steamer Machigonne at the fire on the
comer of Cumberland and Montgomery streets;
of the citizens residing on Howard street,
that that street Ire graded and put in passable
condition; of citizens on Emery street for sidewalk.
Papers from the Common Council passed in

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell * cm
Hcnae
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenuing Moses,
that run out o
son, and Chisholm Bros.,

not

tliorities claim is that the ribbons were in reality
all silk. It is estimated that this decision will
compel the government to refund $800,000.

Ofllce.

POETRY.

DIRECTORY^

BUSINESS

_____

Doom of Araclme.

The

A™erci0rN.eW^
w“’ehlne.
'Via"'*
of

BY ATLANTA.

EQUITABLE

No*.2S ami :{0 Pearl Street.
r\ c. COBB’
On .lireet route iMltfeiH Krw Cu.tom
Po.l
uuil
Office, near the Market.
House

Whether the moonlight
Y«t did

or

Jl10
of

blossoms blown,

ZaZZrZ*

JANUARY 1, 1S73.

Net

fljiug loom,
Siaiul patiently
shuttle like a dart
And still ber busy
flew—such was tlie maiden’s art.
before her

Carpenters

were tints of primrose pale,
Here, it one hand,
And here a deep sea-blue that changed to green,
At this side kingly purple did prevail,
Like darkeyed pansies; and again between
The glowing hues, black threads and dun were seen;
And a sort gray, like uines, was round one part
Where flushed the color of tho peachflower’s heart:

»K. W. K.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, over II.

.vumiv

*23,437,700 40
U.

Ha)’*.

J

Matured Endowments and
24,68. 00
additions thereto.
Cash Dividends and Surrender Values. L .’Sin i,
Annutics

TOHWot,dePrsU!.t°..POUCy:?3,646.280
7,Su2
Dividend
Capital.

WAGTEB COREY A CO.,
Arcade, No.
• 8 Free Street.
GEORGE A.
WHITNEY, No. 58 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kinds
done to order.

on

Reinsurance...
Commuted Commissions
Commissions.•....

ADAMS*

cor.

Exchange

Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old
cral

Post Office,
Exchnnge Street.
E. P. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

™

&.°f..the.
SS*tS
Stocks

and
Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises

»-» Congress St.

and
Paper Hangings, Window Shades,

Carpetings.

Surplus, including Surplus

Total

Street.

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-9 Congress strcct-

OFFICES

M. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

on

2,520,090 t7
20

Silver and Plated Ware.

OF

THE

SOCIETY,

120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ABNER LOWGL1, 30J Congress Street.

Schools.

ROBERTS & CLARK

ENGUISH and FRENCH SCHOOU.430
€ousr««s Street.

Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALER

IN

in

manufacturer's

CO.,

1829.]

Pure

MAINE.

Our Pure White Load, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness. body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.

53P*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
ti ade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuino wituout It

of Portland hereby
liable to taxation in

W. F.

The Chicago,

’j

MORTGAGE

by mail, to

furnished, on application

MESSRS. SWAN &

Acting

£Tc7 JOHNSON

—HAVISO TAKES TILE—

restaurant

and

BTJILDIYGd, Pine Street,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

**•

JtuiSl

J0U5S0N,

prepared to do washing for Steam*
crs. Hotels. Families, Ac., with
special i.ttcntior
r*ai«l to Ladies Dresses, Skirts.
Laces, Gents* Shirts
anAeiTC,ry de!F*Ption of tine washing.
provided with (he newest and
experienced help, the
PromdWur
guara,,tue ^r,,ct p:,tiFfacHon to to

mS

JOSEPH A. jonssos,
d lvncwo3ra

I

itde at

£'”*•

wel1

«fOHN SPENCER, Superintendant.
T
Late Steward of St’r John
Brooks, Boston and Portland Line
!
febldlyr
%

Cheapest

lApply a?’

d*6*3_Nw.

IN THE UNITED

^arch

™SH.COEE.

%

March 27th, 1873.
TO MY FRIENDS AND FORMER PATRON8
I beg to call your attention to the above-announcement and take pleasure in assuring you that my connections in tbe Lumber trade are satisfactory. Our
business at Portland will be in charge of my brother
Mr Albert Cole, assisted by Messrs. David Bimie
aud L. L. Iburston, who wifi act under mv instruct1 can assuse you that the firm of
Mowe, Colo
& Benson, will use their best endeavors to
give satisfaction to all who
may favor them with their patronage.

aPr8dlm_
FOR

STEAMSHIP

LEWIS H. COLE.

SALE,

WHIRLWIND.

feet, Beam 24 5-10 feet, Hold 173-10
feet, Tonnage 374. Built of Counec.ieut Oak
130

feb2fi

““°t®

St-. Baltimore, Md

(Lftwtfwi)

----—----

For Sale.

IO Plain Strwt.

rebago dye house n„
in
The
good condition with all appa'ratuf'lS St"
the business.
,7

Apply to the proprietor S^No'S
Newbury street or to J HEED, Brown's Block™
Congress and Brown street.
mari&Mdtf
or

rt

-»,*
M

S3
gr;

nri
..

^
©

M
m
M

LENGTH
aBd chestnut

in

IH63, has two decks, schooner rig.

acting vertical engine; cylin cr 32
deep loaded, 13 feet. Boiler and Engine
Direct

POTATOES!

9500 will he awarded as PREMIUMS
to those who produce the Largest Quantity
from one pound. Descriptive Circulars of
the above, with list of 300 varieties of Potat es, free to all.
Illustrated Seed Catalogue, 200
pages with Colored Chromo. 25 cents,
A New Tomato, the “A RL1NGTON"
Early, solid and productive. Price 25 cts.
per packet. Five packets for 81.
B, K, BLISS &

PARK PEACE,

m«hndtf

is more certain to
evil consequences.

for all diseases of the Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however taken, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used, they
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity cf the attack, and will, in a very short time, restore healthy action to the att'oeted orgaus.
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets are put up only in
blue, boxes. Take no substitutes. If they can’t bo
found at yonr druggists send at oiicc to the Ageut
in New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
sure

cum

u.Y

cure

mi

x

in

uiusi^isis.

riivc

tenia n i/va.

JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St, New York,
Send fur circular.
Sole Agent for liuitod States,
4wt

mar 25

THKIVGS WORTH KNOWING.—
book, full of good things, valuable
important information, mailed for two

A 64 page
SOJIR
and

30.

Draft,

good

,Scnd lor our Illustrated Catalogue of
.new books on building.
A. J. BICKNELL & CO..
ap2t4w 27 WaiTcn-stKow Tone.
WABD BEECHER’S PaP"
wirlr tho largest circulation in the world, grows

HENKY

wonderfully because it is the best paper, gives subscribers the most beautiful ptemiums, and eflors Canvassers the uios1 LIBERAL TERMS. Send for Circular. J. B. FORI) & CO., New York, Boston. Cliicago, or San Francisco.
ap2t4w
1 O SAMPLES sent by mail for 50c. tliat retail
quick for 510. R. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham-square, N. Y.
apr2d4wt
IMMEDIATELY.—50.000 addresses, to which specimen copies of Smith’s
Magazine will be sen I free. Agents wanted. Write.
Pliny F. Smith, 51 Liberty St., N. Y.
np2t4w

WANTED

CA m ph ori
PAIN! PAIN

_REUBEN

A MECHANICAL

Ol-

HENRY WINSOR & CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

nT.

PAIN!
!—The Cirent Di*covery for the relief of pain and a sure and immediate cure for Rheumatism, chronic and acute,Sprains.
&c. It has a pleasant aud refreshing odor, and will
not grease or stain the most delicate fabric, which
makes it a luxury in every family. Price 25 cents,
tier bottle.
For sale bv all druggists.
np5t4w
HOYT, Prop’r, New York.

der.
For farther particulars apply to
WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Boston, Mass.,
Or

SONS,

NETWORK.
t4w

VETr
Nothing

E

°'c'oc'i, commencing Wednesday,

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

Will Iaupa Pnllrmil
miirrnorv
Evening, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Millbridge, Jouesport, and Machiasjiort.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
landing. For further particulars inquire of Ross &
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
a

CYRUS

MAIL

ulous

or

Take Jnrnbcba to cleanse, purify
the vitiated blood to healthy action.

trip¥fer
The

Have yon weabocM of the Intestine* ?
You are in danger ot Chronic Diarrhoea or tho dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to

inflammations.
Hav« yon weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should he frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, t8 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular

DAY !

Easily made by an Agency of

“Our Own Family Doctor.”
Best
it.

medical work extant. Everybody buys that secs
Unusual inducements to Agents. Send for circuterms to HURS r & CO., 746 Broadway, N. Y.
An easy and sure way to make money.

*P5_t4w
FIRE!

FiRE!!

FIGHTING

FIRE

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

Ptcton, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island: also at New Glasgow, N. S., wit*
Lindsey’s Stages for
Caiie B-eton.
tW" RETURNING the Carlotta will lcave Halifax
on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. 51.. and the Falmouth on
THURSDAYS, at 9 P. 51.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic AVliarf, or
marlSdtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

AXD

&POT4W

Patentee,

54 and 56

in spite oi Josh’s determination not to spend a cent
to lure auy one to read it.
$500,00 a month can bo made bv selling this book.

AGENTS TAKE NOTICE !
When we brought out Mark Twain’s books wo
promised you a harvest; we now promise you another, and wise agents will secure
territory, which wo
or c*rcnlar8 address AMEltvGm™»rra?Ju
ixt/i m
ICAN
PULLISH1NG
CD., Hartford, Conn.
tt^r7
|4w

pm]

Running between

!

Provident*

Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
St. John,
Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT.

af‘cr Monday March
-fth the Steamer Now York, Capt.
►llll (XRMoffcK L- p; Winchester, and the Steamr! ■ *ew. blulls"'ick- Capt. S. H.
J""ev" Pllie> win leavo Railroad Wharf
e7cry MONDAY and THURSDAY
£ M.,
StaV°forSfc’
at 6 P.
Eastport and St. John.
lcave St' Job“ and ^POrt on the
Connections maile nt East port for St. Andrew*
Robbiustou, Calais, Woodstock and Houltnn.
™ade at st- John for Digby, Amianoi.
Kcntvi!le-Halifox, N. S.,Sliediac,Amk.

£**

Fulton St., New York.

he’rst

u

"'oa

or

°"

M

marlgislwtc

salUug

until 1

A. It. STUBBS, Agent.

Union

Ticket Office.

a

hy herself— tor years the wife of a
Monnou Prophet-disclosing all that is
mysterious,
wicked and startling. Full of
thrilling
lu,°i
niinmrpiio onH ..nti.o,:,-..._
P adventure
woman—written

hook extam.

LOWEST

Portrait of the Authoress, and ofleada,nd u'°,men-~Lifu an<1 Scenes in

nf»ht°2?nuI‘S-’nen

.ma^°

passengers to

A

RARE

CHANCE

ml,cl
g
and expenses paid. Address
ap9t4w
A. COULTER & CO.. Charlotte. Midi.

cent:

PER

County, Town, City, and School District Bonds of
Iona, Illinois, and Kansas for sale Mote par. Cour

pon bonds registered with State Auditor. Interest
collected and paid bp Slate Treasurers. They are

was aaasfts k

S&fSeiSSEK”-

A“y ‘u”kcfabIa

BROWN, WADSWORTH & CO.,
fwNKIEBS' 92 w»ssau-st., IV. Y.
■ML10___t4w
Sanford’s Improved

Refrigerators.

CIC°l,en®n Which I claim, arc
ist, constant and thorough clrculatton of pure air;
110
dampness mould uor taint; 3rd; no
of °d°r8;
and active air, the
iJLSl. i?¥d.
of its success. purityor send for
elements
circulars
Call,
Manufactured and for sale hy J. F. MERRILL, bcCross and Cotton st8., near
Leavitt, Burnham
^£.el1
Co.a
Ice
&
House, Portland, Me.
jc5dtf

Copartnership

Notice.

FRANKLIN FOX retires from the
FLETCHER & i'0. this day.
MR*
The
will

C'ty,

fff, *? P,oinS

firm of

continue the business under
heretofore.
J H

....

April 1,1873.

FLETCHER.

EUWAED TOMLINSON.
3„

can now

St.

—

AND

Passengers who wish to travel withnnt deten,,
ami with ease and
tion.
comfort, will fiud the uw.v
above
routes very desirable.
Continuous Trains, No Chanoes, Courteous KmUnusual ra<tilitiea for
at Seasonable

Leals

Tickets to New York via Sound Lines
(State Rooms
secured at I Ills office), Fall River. Stonim,,,.,,
Norwich. Ail Rail Routes—Shore Line
Providence), and Boston and Albany. Tickets to It™ .,.,
via Eastern, Boston and
Portland and noiaMaine,
Rochest r, and Boston Boats.
Merebants going to Boston and New
York
will
save the time usually
experienced at tho
bv
purchasing their t ckets at ibis office. Cal depot's
ami
examine our time tallies,
maps etc an.l K,,
that wo represent all the
BO*'lI,ls * ADAMS.
Agents,
,,
naru-ti
No. 1
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

t£t

will hold its
AT BAXUOB,

16, 17,18 & 10,
>.
aro

oflorcnl.
dCm

To Owners of Jersey Cows.
Bull

subscriber offers his pure blooded Jersey
THE
for the
of Cows during tho
prwwjt pyp?)
use

Woodford’s Comer, April 3,1873.

The Per:-"Ian Syrup, a Protect-\
ed Solution of the Protoxide of{
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blooil as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Com-

Offices,

ST.,

_

Salt

Noilbwt'st, West and Southwest.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections ami quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
(^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all
through

plaint, Dropsy,

tiains.
B ggage checked trom Portlaud to Detroit and
and not subject to Custom House examina-

Chicago,
tion.

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, March 5, 1873.
If

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Opening

of the Sew Ex-

!

Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a lout
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and ncitt
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

17, 1873.

trains leave Portland from the temporary Btation, Walker House, Commercial street.
For Boston $6.10, t9.40 A. M., $3.10 P. M.
Returning, $8.30 A. M., tl2.30 and t3.00 P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay $6.10 A. M. and $3.10
P. M.
For Manchester and Concord via C. & P. R. R.
Junction t6.10 A. M., $3.10 P. M.
For Milton and Union $9.40 A. M. and $3.10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebunk at fft.00 P. M. Returning, leave Kennebunk
at t7.30 A M.
t Accommodation.

$Fast Express.
Note.—The $6.10 A. M. train connects at C. & P.
R. R. Junction for Manchester and Concord, and arrives in Boston in time to connect with the Shore
Line at 11.10 for New York. The $3.10 P. M. train

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU'
blown in the glass.

l/!AN SYRUP

Pamphlets Free.
SETH VV. FOWLE L SONS, Proprietor?,
IV©. 1 Milton Place, Boston*
by Driggistr generally.

Sold

deod&w

connects with the 9 P. M. train ior New York via
Shore or Springfield line.
Pass ngers ticketed through by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments
at first class Dining Rooms.
Freight trains between Portland and Boston daild.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight station until 4 P. M.

BAXTER R

PORTABLE
STEAM

PAYSON TUCKER. Agent, Portland
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
inchHdtf
Boston, March 13, 1873.

ENGINE!
The Safest and Best In the
world. No extra in-uranca
to lay. Send for Circular.

RAILROAD.

MAINE CENTRAL

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Dec.
•2, IS72.
Train, leave Portland for Bangor,
St. .John at 12:15
Pf!?!!?9!f??SRoulton. Calais anil
m. (sleeping anil day ears on tills

W.'M'HI,

■—

Ilnymnrliet

Cor. tlhnrlrMowu SI

“"*-traln.)

For Batli, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7 :D0
a. m.

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, 3t. John and
Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.30 p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.
Trains are Dae at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and E st at
For

BOSTON.

J«20_"
Destructive

JN0VW. 1©I*.

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

Passenger Ticket Agency!
now as

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE
—

WHERE

Fires!

that command* attention.
Sethi tordflSCTil'tivr eireularto

uv"'“

The Old Union
Is

3m

Involving ihc teas of millions
of dollars occur too often in this
country. We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they can he prevented by the
general introduction of the
GARDNER FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands upon its
merits, having made for itself.
BY SOLID WORK, a record

3:12 p. in.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:33 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
AUgUSlH,

EDDY

JT'i.. Oen. A*'.. IS.. U

__

1

cnronic mar-

rhcea, Boils,If crvous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,

STREET,

7

UNION STREET.

uov30d6n»Tu&F_>taw

PORTI-

\I\*D, JIc.

Ill Per Cent. Gold Interest.

—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
And the West, Sonth and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at Ilie lowest rates, via the MichiSusiiension
gan Central and Great Western (via
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
IVock
or
Island, ChiChicago. Burlington & Quincy,
and facago & North Western, and all the principal
vorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agenoy of

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
40 1-0 EXC HANGE

1st MORTGAGE SINKING FUND
GOIjD

bonds.

Secured by mortgage on C,0C0 acres of very valuable
Coal and Iron Lands.
Principal and Interest payable In GOLD COIV.
For sale at prices that will pay over IU |>er cent. In
GOLD. E^ual to 13 per cent, in currency.
Call or send for Pamphlets, with maps nnd full
particulars, that will satisfy the most can does investors.
THUS. P. ELLIS & CO.. Bankers,
14 Pine St., N. Ymar22eod&wlm

STREET.

ELIAS HOWL

jan30d3wlstostf

Sewing Machines

N O TIC E

AND EOTTKKtCVS

heretofore existing under
of Bra\, Moore & Co. is bin day disTIIEtiriucopartnership
solved by mutual consent.

the

name

Patterns of Garments

All persons indebted to
said firm are requested to call ami settle their accounts withous delay. Either paitner is authorized
to use the firm name in settlement.

PLHMM B &

WlLl'EH

LUKE MOORE.

Society

1IT1*. KXHVBETIOIV

inar22

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.,

VAN B. B£AY,

Mftinc State Agricultural

premiums

Paris at

St.

THTC

$0000, in

Iron in to© Blood

MM_I
l>oui», Omha,
Lake City,
Nasinaw,
Paul,
Denver, Sau Frauciseo,
and all points in the

(v?a

1H /

ap4dly

Druggists.

—

fnn-wln

Greet

36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Car. on nil
Through Train*.

September

for ulceration and inflammation accompanies each
box of Pills. Price of Pills and Lotion, $1.25 i>er
box, or $6.tO a half dozen. Address all business letters to Madam llcaly. Box 337. Station A, Boston.
For salo by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, and all

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

FiiiiI, IVcw Orleans,

in

PHmirl$.‘

BOSTON.

MADAM HEALY’S LOTION,

Pond, Quebec,
Stopping at all

Passenger and Freight
282 CONGRESS

ticket

^oridn. via all tho first-class
Od^‘o”?^nn’^entra^ Bake Shore and Michigan
Western

tflf'Over

undersigned

same name as

arrangements and

Baltimore and Ohio, Eric,
oJ Michigan
and
Central.

AGENTS!

the

GIVEN.

North-West, Nouth and
11IsPo.i.n,r,1Vr*t’
noaih-H cst, Nan Francisco. Knnsns
Q

10

RATES

be

Weeks & Potter's, 176 Treuiout St..

stations.
Midi train
(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2.50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M.

Digby,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

WIFE.

WAIVTE» For this fearless bodr.
It comprises tho Adventures and
AOt'TVTS
Experience of

CURIOSITY.

Every mouse caught
resets the trap for anotli r! Six seut by exSample
press for $3.
by mall prepaid, 75 cts.
For sale by the trade.
R. E. DIETZ,

MORMON

7.30 A. M.; for Island
and the west at 1.30 P. M.

Passenger

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rnm Portland and all other points in Maine, with
audbevond.
rates
are
Through
given to
Philadelphia
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities In the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission ior forwarding.

o'Sock p;

can

after Monday, Nov. 4th

and

MARCH

_

THE

Montreal,

—

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers

SPRIN Gr

or

OF TRAINH*

tension !

PHILADELPHIA.

!

jtostage,

run as

~p"ortlanF

A GF!f TS WANTED For the grandest book
ej the year, now selling with astonishing rapidtty* "Tells of the causes of Fire; Safes: Fire-proof

Fire with Water, Steam anil
Gas; Insurance—Is it safe? Ils History, Basis,
Management, How to Insure, &c.; Vi\id accounts of
the Great Fires of History. Agents send for circulars. You w ill not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dustin, Gilman & Co., Hartford, Ct.
apr?3t4w

at 5.30 P.

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT

Making
Railway,

and
Windsor and

Buildings; Conquering

wharf, Port-

tbeCARLOTT A, Capt.K.
D. Mulligan, will leave Galt wharf, everv SATURDAY, ai 5.30 P. 51.. (or on arrival of train leaving
Boston at noon.)

EftMtport, Calais

FIRE!!!

wheel Steamship

and

MORTGAGE SINKING
FUND GOLD BONDS.

$10 A

side

willlc&ve Railroad

FIRST

years.
KANSAS REGISTERED County and School Bonds
10 Pi R CENT. NEBRASKA SCHOOL BONDS.
All
in N. Y. City, and for sale at prices
payableover
that will
12 per cent, on the investment.
pay
Call or seud for
pamphlets with -maps and full
particulars that will satisfy the most eaulr us investor.
™os* p* ELLIS &‘CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.,
N. Y. City.
apr5f4w

On

St

week.

land, every TUESDAY,

4wt

Secured by mortgage on 6,000 acres of very valuable
Coal and Iron LANDS.
BONDS of WOOD CO., WIS., due in from 11 to 20

new

return

ARRAN GrE JVOGN’T.

kee. Cincinnati,

FALMOUTH.Capt. W.A. Colby,

a

upon receipt of stamp for
found at

North Wahloboro*. Washington,
•

will
follows:
JsKfssKssfSP'rains
tw
wi Rissenger train for South

DIRECT!

two

mote sleep, allay nervous excitability. Remove sterility, and all female weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiates and
all injurious properties. Madam Heap’s Pamphlet
for Women is interesting and valuable. Sent free

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

ami restore

Dyspepntic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly {tided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary suiterer.
Have you

WINTER

TO

With connection, to Prince Edward Island and Cape Brctou.

Caukcr. Pimples, &c.. Ac.

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
muscles, and lift the organ into its proper position,
and keep it there. They speedily cure Leucorlitw,
Dysmenonhcea and Menorrhagia. They area specific for Stangury, a diuretic in Gravel
They pro-

WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc

A,tw’vXa‘doboro'

Halifax Nova Scotia,

diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,

skin

LINE

All Uterine Diseases.

xr

Gen. A*»t.
apr5-tf

1873.

have

anil Liberty ilaily.
At New Castle for'Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
A. COOMBS. Suu’t.

Ta

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to tlio plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.

la there want of ac^on in your Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impu re by deleterious secretions, producing scrof-

STURDIVANT,

Portland, April 5,

Extract of Jurubcba

Dr. Wells

--

COMPTON’S 9I1RPRI8E. 820
Bushels t» the Acre.
A little later
than Early Rose. Equal in Quality.
83 per pound, by mail, postpaid.

secrets,
stamps. Address
LEE & CO., 524 Sixth Av., Now York.
ap2t4w

"’’derslgnetl lmvo
!h0under
tHsdav formed «
the firm name
ropartnershi],
of Mowe, Cole & Benson,
for the purpose of conducting a wholesale Lumber Business, at No. 14u Water
with
branch office and Lumber
Street, New York,
wharf at Deakes wharf, No. 332 Commercial Street.
Portland, Mo.
W. R. MOWE,
LEWIS H. COLE,
EDWIN A. BENSON.

STATES.

an,i EobC“ l0r

SOUTHW AKKCtFS EngliahWriting"
lnk writes Black and never fades. Sole
Agen s lor U. S.—ScamrcK Tao Co
S3 Beeltman St., N. Y.
marTdSm

TEJIT'C!
I fN JVk3

Book Stores

broke and stylish four year

PLUM STREET STAR
EES,

n A ~DTA

LM ,hlnury>and

hbSwr

Horse and Sleigh for Sale
A

an-

Bradlmrj's Court, EnMerchants’ Location,
trance on Fore near India St.

restaurant,
CITY

neu

mch24d4wt

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
Ten DaysEarliertbaiiEarlv Rose. Enormonslyproductive and'of EXCELLENT FLAVOR. SI per pound: 4
pounds by mail, postpaid, for §3,50.

glTe?tha!

L1MDRYI

this paper.

TWO NEW

arc a

Copai-tnei-ship Notice.

__d3w

of

name

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturilays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsiield,

an

ALTERATION

clock P. M.

temporary

ready f r the general public. The many who
tried them will need no other notice. They aro
invaluable remedy for

are now

^or

e¥T

Healy’s Uterine Tonic Pills

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, LinWmterport and Hampdeu.
Returning will leave Bangor everv Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clock, touching
at the above named
landing, arriving in Portland at
5 o

It is not a physic which may give
relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es. but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the in valid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of‘‘Bitters’* is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic anil
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Madam

i

Jvraltf_C.

RICHMOND,

—

1,032 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
giving the

and

coln vlllo, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,

apra

CRADDOCK & CO.,

10

lXd

Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

at

$1000 for a eaMe it will not Cure !
FRANK W. KINSMAN. Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St., Augusta, Maine.
For sale by all Druggi.-t<.
MtUtodtf

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln▼ille, Nortliport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tliomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jetiorson anil
Whitetield, Mondays,
W ednesdays and Fridays.

Will leave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

April?’
For

try called the same. The gen inc Adamson’s Botanic
Dough Balsam is prepared only by F. W. Kinsman’
the inventor and sole proprietor, To protect yourselves front imposition examine the bottle ami see
.hat the words *, W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta
Me are blown in the glass of the bottle.
Having examined tbe lorniu la from wnicn Auamion’s Botanic Cough Balsam Is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cureoi
toughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, lungdiseaacs
GEO.lv. MAUTI3, M. I>.,
Sic
Augusta, Me.
S. H. STEARNS, M. D.
[‘rice 35 and 75 cents. Large bottles the cheapest
$3000 Reward for a Better Article l

P. M.

‘JOSIAH ALLEN’S WIFE’ Jnc davl?*
WELLS* CARBOLIC TABLETS.
HAS WROTE A BOOK,

STBEET, NEW VOKK,

Portland, April 5,1873.

MAIN E.

nounce

coder the New City Building in Lewiston, Tor the
term of five years, would now ^av to the
public that
wei nta 1 to keep a firnt-clues place in even*
rcrpcct.
Our Bn, of Fare shall he iu keening tvi'h the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do
not
forget to call at

Manufacturers’

EATON,
Agents,

Address

Congli.
Neglect
lay the foundation lor future

d&wlm

Ml
i«7n

&

undersigned Laving assumed charge of a
and spacious Laundry would respectfully
THE
thnt ho is

away of the Muscles.

a

attention having been called to a “notice”
28th and appealing in the
Portland Press of Apri.
I deem it justice to rnyself to state that I had 4th, to
that date retired from
prior
the business of my
father, Simon Cole, having formed other business connections.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO

WEW

now

N

GENERAL AGENTS.
A

SON~

&

alive and well. Desirous of lunelited,
ting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
full directions for making this remedy, free, on receipt of two stamps to pay expellees. There is not a
single symptom of Consumption that it does rot at
once take hold of and dieBipate.
Night Sweat. Peevishness. Irritation oflhe Nerves, Failure of Memory,
Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains, in the Lungs,
Sore Throat, Chilly 'ensations, Nausea at the
Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and Wasting
and Is

BARRETT,

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

d3m

DR.

marl!_

to

nich2G

CUBED.

II. JAMES, a retired Physician, (and by
nature a chemist,; discovered, while in the East
Indies, acertain cure for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and General Debility, when his only child,
a daughter was given up to die.
His child was cur-

in per-

HENRY M. PAYSON,

Machine*? Fold on Monthly Instalment*.
All kinds ot Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread
Ndcdkt* jftc.
Machine Stitching in all ILff branches done In the
best manner.

OF A THOUSAND.

CONSUMPTIVE

A

£5
an
3

33 NASSAU

BATH,
apr9

NURSERY. AiHoullaly
<fl»T
tjpj Mj\/*Mngai;iiic for Youngest Read*.
Send statep for a samer*.
Illustrate
Superbly
ple number. NO }V is the time to subscribe.
JOHN L. SHORE*, 3ti Bnmflchl Ml.,
mar24t4w
Rostou.
KA —THE

23

Family Sewing Machine,

St., Portland, Me.

Bangor, Ml. Desert

OF

THE

Difc<- ■rTa‘1 ronto to WiscauMt. Now
MS58??!3?!»Ca«tlo, Damariscotta, Wahloboro,

The Steamer
CITY

AND IMITATIONS
high reputation gained by AdaniBon’sBotanic
for
the
cure of Coughs, Colds
Balsam
Cougli
Asthma, anti Consumption, has given rise to spurious
out through the counwhich
arc
ncddlod
compounds

V.S3aBssasa,-

Co.

N O T r C E

COUNTERFEITS

*Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert VJnal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Dci>ot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

and Machias Steamboat

mar22tlw

Breach-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $‘-'0. Rifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c., bou ht
or traded for. Goods sent, by express C. O. D. to bo
examined before paid for.
mar24t4w

Only §400,000 remaining of the total issue of four
millions.
Parties desiring to invest in this choice
security
should make immediate
application.
Interest 7 per cent, gold, payable April 1st and Oc-

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO., Bankers,

State

Portland msd

SPECIAL
“BEWARE OF

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Inside line between

THE

'f.
8H

or

Gcn’I Agent for Maine,

Portland, Bangor

WORKING
CLASS, male 7r
female §60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to

QG

PORTLAND, ME.,

PLUMMER

Don't Delay.

Machias.

Pa.

a

SILENT FEED

163 Middle

Pittsburg,

0G

& WILSON’S

ha ydei,

HURT’S REMEDY

t4w

BONDS I

FIRE ENGINE !

Those who want the best, should obtalu

Loins.

act as our agent.. Business light and
§300.00 made in 5 davs. Saleable as flour.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Musthavoit.
No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug. KENNEDY & CO.,

s-i
32

tober l8t.
Full particulars

d3w

Babcock Self

be accora (dished on any other. It lias received
HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all—as a Family
Kaahine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

Your

who
honorable.

RAILROAD COMPANY’S
FIRST

in

the

in

man

□

AEW ENGLAND

the Family can be done upon it with (treatrapidity and ease of execution to beginners than

Pun

that

WATCH”FREE
will

A

Danville & Vincennes

son or

1a.

mar22

J

possession of Government
ndtigation ot a doom,

Portland, March 28,1873.

ean

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will Remove

Agents Wanted. Send for circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., N. Y.

r.

of the Assessors.

AMY KIND OF SEWIMG

Dropsy.

in

Machine
IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

$500 IN PREMIUMS.

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

WM*. C. HOW,
Aasessors.
WM. O. FOX,
1
fcF,*Blaok schedules will bo fnrnised at the roon

present “Lock-Stick** Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S is reliable. economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and

C©.,

&

feblB6mTTftS

And any person who neglects to
comply wxith this
‘i0®™®4* in a lax
according to the laws
*
of the State,
and be barred of the
to make apright
plication to the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless h-shows that he
was unafcUCh 11818 Wlthin the tlme
hereby ap-

as^a gea in^

Phillips

AGENTS FOB TIIE CO.,

over.

our

Ground iu Oil,

and

we

city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to he fifteenth dav of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all suoh persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect lists ol
all their polls and estates, real and personal, held by
them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April.
1873, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed ham’s
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although
such estate has been
wholly distributed and *paid

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

Lead!

as our

will the

Never Fails

at 5 P.

REWARD!

$1,000 REWARD

duu-

Limingion, daily.

daily.

Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY and THURSM., anil leave Pier 38 E. H.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room 85. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all pans of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J-.P- AMES, Pier 38, E. K., Now York.
May 9-dt»

DAY,

iuuuui,

~

follows:

HUNT’S REMEDY

fcsewirur

All AN

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD RIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON RIPE
and FITTINGS, RUMPS, Sc., Sc.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

no case

White

Dry

»prltf

Id

of

BOSTON

UPBOLSTEBINfi DONE TO ORDER,

bonds be allowed

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as

Cures Inflamed Kidneys.

ii'aci,

A

At

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Other.

no

the rate of

..

eod3w&wlt

BOSTON

SEWING MACHINE

poimedffer
fe?

Take

HUNTS
REMEDY
Will Save Your Life.

1»1E.

Office 22, 24 & 20 Oliver Street,

NTo. 46, and over 43 &
44 Exchange St.,

This practical and easily managed machino has now
stood the test of time ana thorough experimont; and
the thous&n is who have fortunately used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best. Doth in
this country and ir Europe. Stuclv. capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
f jr years, till, now wit

I

Take It.

AGENT,

AUGUSTA,

MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, &c.

Assessors

for

HUNTS REMEDY

agent. Address, stating experience, etc., NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
mar22t4w

JOSHUA NYE,

FURNITURE!

said

Ask

..

ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

niiB)

$5,000

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Bos.ton,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Portsmouth,
Falls and Conway Railroad tor
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
7.30 A.M. and 12 M.
Tho 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Bostou
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Marne, and at
8-30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at C.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Maine Steamship Co

Cure Female Complaints.

HUNT’S REMEDY

contains over 250 fine Seriptuve Illustrations and
llOo pages. Agents are selling from 15 to 20
copies per
day, and we send a canvassing book tree to any book

From 25 eta.—Eight samples mailed free for
(JjM 25
ets. that sell at
si^ht for four dollars, to any
persou in Portland who will act as agent.
mar2214w RANDALL
CO., 76f Broad’y, N. Y.

[Incorporated

City
THEgive notice toofallthepersons

William E. Clap.ki-:.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Will

of the Bible

PORTLAND, ME.

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,
J. H.Chatbvick& Co., Ag’ts,

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

by

nc^ai

At nil the Drug tttore*.

7??£F§flfi?f?ifl forPassenger

E-tm*

WHITNEY A SAMPSON, Agent.,
70 Long Wharf, Bor Ion.
jn23-ly

by

BOSTON LEAD

the most

Prepared

mar22t4w

start with sent treo
mail. Addiess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich StNew York.
mar22-4wt

GENERAL

PORTLAND,

HUNT’S REMEDY

the book the
WILDFIRE. Over

Write for La: ge Ulu it rated Price List. Address

FAMILY

in any

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. It,, and South
by conuecticj lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Scrotum.

of

Cper

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. & H. II. VCOUFVKE.Ciir. Middle
& Union Sts.

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

Cure Dropsy

Monday, Nov. 4tl», and
notice, trains will run

Winter Arrangement.

ll a. m.
one half

and Charts. Also, for our SewThread. $100 to $200 cleared
month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
to D. L. GUERNSEY, Concord, N. H. mar22t4w

Office, 65 Exchange Street

__

UNQUESTIONABLY

:1s.

Will

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila.

History

HUNT’S REMEDY

U.

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. It. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
nov4tr
Portland, Oct. 2, 1872..

IVharf, Boston, 3 p.tn.
Wharf, Phi lu-

REMEDY
HUNT’S
Keep
Climate.

50.
NOTICE—Bo not deceived by misrepresentations
made to p :1m off bLh priced inferior
works, hut s» nd
for circulars and see Proof of statements and
great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $i9

maileti free.
and Boston.

Street

R.

ton.

Wharfage.

Physicians Daily.

Pictures, Maps,
C inn
Silk and Linen

MANAGERS FOR MAINE,

cor.

G. L. IIOOPEB & CO., Kncceaftor* to
liitticficiil & Wilseu, Cor. York & Maple Street*.

The morning dawned; and many a smiling maid
Came, garlanded with roses red ami white;
And stopped upon the threshold, half afraid.
Seeing the chamber was deserted quite,
And shadows hang about it, as if night
Still lingered in its comers—and in one
A spider sat within her web, and spun.

J.

only §2

Ko

Suppressed Urisf.

Discovery!

TIME.

mark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway conrecta with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Kastem or Boston &
Maine R. It’s., anil the 1.U0 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in seusonto connect with Steamers for Bos-

WedVy & Sat’d’y.

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Used
Will

LI YIN GSTONE,-AFRICA
600 pages,

for

V.UIU1SU,

UI

Steamship Line.

^AGENTS WANTED JSTfiS*

Stair Builder.

And still Aracbnc, cold and tearless lay,
Fearing not night, nor loving light of day;
Knowing that now for her all Joy was past—
And knowing not what woe should be her last.

WHEELER

senior,

t’ANVAKSINO BOOKS SENT Fit EE for
DR. WOT. fiOTITII'M ILLUSTRATED

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

mch27

Heeded

00
20

From the above snrplus of $2,520,090.17 the Society
declared arcversionary dividend available on
settlement of next anuual premium to participating
polic ies proportioned to their contribution to surplus.
The cash value of such reversion maybe used on settlement of premium, when the same becomes duo.

The night came heavily upon the land,
In the gray rack the moon was hid away,

er

05

Cure

by

has

Heal Estate Agents.
IOnN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

B. F. I/TBtt V, Lo. 353 Fore
Cros* St., in Brleno’s Mill.

Kffectual

OF

A. M.
P. M.
7.15
3.15
Leave Portland,
1.00
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 n. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attached.
8TAGE8
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,

SAMPSON, Agent.
Central Wharf, Boston.

Leave each port every

OUDENSBURti

follows:

PHILADELPHIA

Injurious.

&

On and after
ti 1 further

___

—AND—

Dropsy.

for

Great

A

other of the routes from Boston.

or

CHANGE

"boston

HUNT’S REMEDY

this

goes

Known Curb

one

PORTLAND

511

Druggists.

Contains

all Olivers
6
hiving, PROVES it above like
MASsES WANT. IT

$19,693,053

P. FEENY, Car. Cumberland and Franklin St*.

Tjon fro-a their looms they stepped, and twilight
brown
Filled all the room, yet could Arachne see,
By the dim light, avenging Pallas’ frown;
And, standing there before her silently
With folded hands and down-dropt eyelids, she
Waited awhile, then a cold hand was laid
Slowly upon the forehead of the maid.

and

16
70

in

by all

E.

.iuue2tf

Thousands,

of

HUNT’S REMEDY
Nothing

Draw 107 Des Mol-

should be in tbe hands
class of securities. Two Vol\V. N. COLER A- CO.,
mar22t4w_17 IVa»»aa.»t., New York.
The immense sale, 10,00'j IN ONE
MONTH onr

Tontine Policies.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Bnt pictured in Arachne’s web there stood
Injustice of the gods, and wrongs of man;
Woven of scarlet threads were drops of blood,
And many silver threads like sad tears ran,
And in dark colors, tragedies began,
Lit up with brighter only when the maid
Red lightnings flash, or yellow flame portrayed.

light,

by

Dace.

HUN I S KtffltUY
Only

coupons without charge, or t:n e same
on sales.
E^Send for price list

ot ill interested
umes. pricoSiO.

Total Liabilities, including reserve for
reinsurance of existing Policies.$17,014,963 03
Capital Stock.
103,000 00

JAMES M1UUKR, No. 91 Federal Street.
JErery description of Water Fixtnre* arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Is Sold

THE LA w of MUNICIPAL BONDS
just published
our

THE ASSETS ABE THUS APPROPRIATED.

Plumbers.

the

the

lork bv

places West.
Through rate? given to Smith and West.
pme rassenger aecomnocaliouB.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore
$15, time C5 hours.
For further information
apply to

HUNT’S REMEDY

of a11made
charges paid by the borrower through
P1»»«sa

cash

much

as so

Yolu

is

Dr. jGiirtliiin's ( ouviiliiiig oiiice,
ttl Ilniaroclt Slrrtt, Ztoston, dlnsa.
junlSdlvr

Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
nft4.
nooOtf___Sunt. Portland Division.

by

HUNT'SLives
REMEDY

Has Saved

CENT!
^ssSKsaasaaasgg'aKai

sold, collect

that

“this Li tie sail from
I Wharf. Boston,
,30 p. m. for NORiTIMOliE.

j*oints

Vegetable.

Will Restore Your Appetite.

rna^Iw

HARTWELL, Sec’y,

of

HUNT’S REMEDY

wort
°
m

BUBlShin

7 to 12 PER

59

02,263 84

Total Assets Jan. 1, 1873.... .$19,695,C53 20

Photographers.

Will Remove

and
&
“

nes,_l°"a.__mar224tw

Actual Cash Investments.$18,405,953
Interest and Rents duo and accrued_
135,820
Premiums in hands of Agents and in
course of collection, supplies
and
other property.
319,311
Deferred Semi-Annual and Quarterly
Premiums for the year..
72C.410
Safes, Fixtures, Furniture, etc.
107,558

Masons and Builders.

DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. U AMSON, 159 Middle St., cor. Crow.

Pallas bad wrought the high Olympian hill
Whereon sat Jovo himself, and there near by
Bode Aphrodite drawn by doves, and still
Artemis stood serene, and brilliantly
Of Here’s peacock glittered every eye:
And in the border were the stories wrought
Of mortals whom the gods had set at naught.

or

1,031,576

The

all

also

subject

♦Accommodation train.
*Fast Express.
Ur^Thu Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 7.00 A.
M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
trom
Portland, make close connections to New

“George Appold,” Capt.

Urinary Organs.

ok the

<Sun-

excepted) at *1.30 a. m. t7.oo a
M., *3.20 P. M., \ 6.45 P.

9.55 A.

morning.

\ViHiam Lawrence,” Cant. W. A. Hallett
“William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
Winslow Loretaml.
“Blackstone,” Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
William Kennedy,” Capt, Henry D. Foster.
•lMcC/ellan”Cai[>t. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tenn.
in Virginia, Tennessee, AlaAir Lin; to all
bama and Georgia', and over the Seaboard and Roanoke It. R. to all i»oints in North and South Carol in o
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and ah

Bladder.

HUNT’S REMEDY
I’ais

for New York and ^w Engwlle;„ret0re inves4%.
mJ mil particulars. Samuel MebRILL (W CCL8’
President. Address
JAMiSB

of the

13 Purely

THE IOWA L0.4 N AND TRUST
COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real
Estate at lO iwr cmt
interest, net, payable semiannually iu New York
and
All

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
*“

Boston,

oiVlii. ,L l,u, |“

auses, consequence# and treatment
11
w ith remark, on
Ue vancus causes of the loss of manhood with’
,,
ustruc'ious for its complete restoration:
aT-hs
or on venereal •'m'ection, ami the mums of
ug the most comprehensive irork on tlie
i’ct pb tHshed, comprising 150 pages. Mailed tree tV
my uddrcss for 25 cents. A Jtlrcss,

■eprtsluctive system,

dai-

M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at *7.30
A. M., *8.30 A. M, U2.30P. M., t3.15P. M., *8.00P. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at tlO.OO A. M, *10.
35 A. M.. t3.t0 P. M., to.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
This
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
train runs Sunday Morning, (foes not run Monday

IV. L. ItlLLIXflN. Agent
J. B. VOVBalO JR., General Agent.inch30tf

HUNT’S REMEDY
Forms
Dropsy
HUNT'S REMEDY

percentTnet!

10

5
its agency.

A. 8.

In silence still the busy fingers ply,
And rapidly upon the webs there grew,
In liveliest colors, many a history
Of gods and men, and legends old and new;
And faster yet the well-filled shuttles,flew;
And all the day they wove, until at night
The wondrous web of each was finished quite.

kinds of work, heavy
popular.

lg

ed). 1,354,189 8t
Temporary Loans secured
by Collaterals. 687,661 00

Carpet-Bags.

»»««
in
J. B. DURAN A CO.,
118 Federal Streets._.

8reel and 48 Market Hi.

Arachne for one moment silently
Looked on her, and beheld how pitiless
Was her still face, and terrified thereby,
Although abe would, dared not her fhult confess;
And in her quivering fingers did she press
Her shuttle, knowing not what woe should come
Upon her, waiting for her bitter doom.

For all

n-ww*

709,330 37

of other StatesCash on hand, in Bank
and other Depositories
on interest
(including
cash in transmission duo
prior to Jan. I, 1873, and
Bince received at New
Yoik Office and invest-

UOTHROP.DE VENB A CO,, 61 Exhaagr

Ths aged woman suddenly let fall
The cloak that covered her, and standing there
Pallas appeared, statel., and calm and tall,
In heavy trailing garments elothid fair,
With clear blue eyes and knotted golden hair;
In one hand was her shuttle—one hand grasped
The faded cloak that she had just unclasped.

Address, CONTINENTAL

Bond-st.. Hew York.

..

Agents for Howard Watch Company-

COW. 933

57
43

INVESTED AS FOLLOWS:
50

and Fine Watches.
ABNER EOWEEE,301 Congress Street.

Cubes

WASHINGTON.

SenlS circSlar

)!5?!2fSf^^Jly,

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Cures Kidney Disease.

Dec. id

trains lea V e Portland
P?8Se“*er
for Portsmouth and

nQn^aw<i5SB,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
-A.T 7 O’CLOCK I?. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
(lays at 7 P. M. Fare 5$X..">0. Freight taken at

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Cures Gravel
HUNT'S
REMEDY
Inflammation
HUNT'S
REMEDY
Diseases

ARRAN GEMEN'T.
Monday,

—13-““"M.,

low rates.

Cunt:s

choice territory.
and a full description of

secure

soe our terms

.812,236,572
Bonds and Mortgages
Beal Estate uneucombered, including purchases
2,331,.2)9 0j
under foreclosure.•
Stocks created by the

Jewelry

book
quickest selling
tho
Credit

dr. R. J.
JOl'RDAIIV,
PROPRIETOR OK THE
Parisian Gallery „r
Anatomy, Boston

MONTREAL,

and

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Cures Dropsy.

„
Cures

of the day It tells „u
about
Mobilier Scandal Senatorial
great
Briberies, Congressmen, Bings, Lobby a.’.d th« wn,
derful,Sights of .ha Nationafcanitah’ The
for it is Immense. Agen is making early iniS!.

iums).9

Don** in the best possible manner by St
YOUNG Ac CO., No. lOQ Fore St.

N. E.

The

Net assets (exclusive of Future rrem-

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

“Who mocks the gods has only grief and death
For that ho would; and they that heaven deflod,
And would have likened them that are beneath
To those above, have miserably diod;
Such is the punishment of mortal pride:
It is not yet too late—thy words recall”—
But pale Arachne said, “I hold them all.”

93,864
67,3.8

rSSSSS^’«U

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. f> Clapp * Block
Congress Street) opposite Old City Hall.

‘yWf

‘demand

and legal Charges..
Medical Examiners' tees..
Sundry Expenses (ExExchange. Postage,

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds ofUphols eringnnd Repairing
done to order.

Scarce were the words said, when with sudden fear
Of her own voice, Arachne—though alone
She deemed herself, and with no listener near—
Looked back, and in the doorway saw a crone
Who might be Eld itself, gray as a stone,
Withered and bent, wrapped in a faded cloak;
And to Arachne thus the old one spoke:

Jr,

will

Taxes

Furniture and Upholstering.

“And if this hour, the gray sisters three,
That spin the threads of life and calmly sit
Watching the woes of men, should come to me
For trial of skill, I would not flinch from it;
My spindle faster still than theirs should flit:
Twisting the rapid thread; and so hereby
Goddess or mortal woman I defy 1“

«r ons
6(',ao»

554,,66 64

CITY

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

BroCa>:

ait

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Commencing

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

BEHIND THE SCENES

Printing, Stationery and
Agency Expenses..
Advertising, Salaries aud

Fed-

and

FOREST

Agents YVanted for

06
00

expenses;

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

“I know Demcter gives ns wealth of grain;
Artemis lights the red moon evory night
Before she leads the chase across the plain;
To ns, through ocean waves are lifted white
The li inds of rtnrtQ full of oearls. and bright
They gleam: bnt pearls must dim, moons wane,
seeds die—
While gods and men live in my tapestry.

STEAMERS

aiLmS

Wllu2Br0adWay’

Paid,._L010J11

Tl.l.St
aiivi/UUt

Ware s?nt

medical.

WINTER

THE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

THE IMPBOVED (812) BECKWITH SEWING
MACHINE, with sew Braiding Foot, and many
other important improvements, all comploto, with
Hemnier, Guido, Four Noodles, &c., warranted two
vears,—with care it will do your fhinily sewing for a
lifo-time. Nearly ten thousand of these machines
have been sold tho past season, which without tho
nonve improvements, are giving universal satisfaction
We will show letters to any who may iall, from disinterested purchasers, in which they state that they
would not exchange ours fur tho host high-priced
machine m the market, ft makes tho
EhStic Loop Stich, and closes its seam
secuioly, which
renders it the strongest and host; yet when desired
it can bo uulo tea at pleasure. Fastued to
any table
Easily worked bv hand. This is the machine which
Messrs Orange Judd & Co,, of the American
Agricultnrtst, &c use so many thousands tor premiums
Full directions go with every machine. If after liavthe machine 30 days, It docs not give perfect
satlef-m
tion. we will refund tho 812, on return of
mach nless the Express charges, and take the risk of
its »’
mg injured. All orilors promptly filled on reecho
Post OHice orderf r $12, or it
wUh
order to us, tho balance can ho paid to the iW
Co., when you rece ve tho mach no. Terms to
liberal, but cash invariably for all
when
received. It «m\ doubt our honor or rpsumiRiiiiiitv
we will cheerfully ,ive the best
city
or send sample of any goods with
lSg
which
macliino
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINECo
"G
N' Y> (After May 1st, 862

Sines
?eferenc?
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DISBURSEMENTS:
C'aims by death and addi-

Dye-House.

—---

03

:

iu"ndnenta.:::::::57,w*

SYMONDS, India St. Velvet Cloak*
«lye<l nu«l finished#
FOSl'EB’S Dye Houae, ‘14 Union Street.riinnit■■pa..IV1>a1a..*1,.

1,1872.*15,017,,15

receipts

F.

And In her pride Araclme scorned the song
Thit echoed through the fields at early morn:
Hor cared the simple folk to talk among;
And when, by maids up to the temple borne,
8ho saw tho golden vase oi golden corn
With violet wreaths twtncd round, she only said.
“Why to a goddess Is this honor paid?

Cash Assets January

and Builders.

WIHTIVE1 & JIKAKS, Pcnrl Street) opposite Park.

Unerring

FOR BOSTON.

popular

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, llooiu
11, Prtutcr’*
No.
Ill Bxchauge St.
Bxcanugc,
SMAI.t. & SI1ACKFORD, No. 33 Plum
StW'I't,

Phon0'

Ani'ljWbreath
ton-.

Life Assurance Society

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOOO A «KEKD,No.©l Middle
Wllffl*

RAILROADS.
_

OH 30 DAYS’ TRIAL !!

Bakers.

shades
jnai
Walked in Its silver path*, tho ArgRo

STEAMERS.

Sewing Macliine-$12.

Bcckwitli

Repairing.___

Tin April bub lit up tlie lovely land,
And in the fields tho early flowers did grow,
And laughing childreu wandered hand in hand
To gather them; and the south wind did blow,
And In the evening, when the moon, a-low,
rcL
Shone through gray oli7C boughs’ HgW-1

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOU S._

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

St. All
“"U '° ,e,‘

‘°r B‘,lC

INSURANCE.

_

~Rp4dlm*

Stevens Plains, March 18,1873.

Copartnership Notice.

rilHE undersigned have this day forrred a crPart
JL nersnlp under the style of MERRILL, SOL LK
CO., ami will continue tho business of dealers in
choice and Fancv Gioeeries. Provisions, Flour,
Grain, Fancy Goods, Boots, Shoes, *.vc., at the old
,tand 0f Br#y- “*"* CO
r.VGF.SK MERRITT,
ARTHUR H. SOULE;
CAnn.-Mr. V. B. Bray will continue »Ith the
Arm and would be pleased to net) all hia old
friends and as many new ones as will favor biin wilh
a calf.
aplldlw
new

41A

ll l. pan IS, lOK

>ng8t_____
WOOD! WOOD
and SOFT WOOD for wile at No. 13 Lla
Also Dry Edgings.
WM HV8K.

coin street.
Hard

